“organization man” in the finest st

e of the

word. You’ll seldom or never hear h

solo. Yet a large number of critics wi tell you
the MJQ’s rise to the top of ¡Mill aft
due to the unity and flexibility C< aic has
brought to the group’s performance

Born Connie Kirnon in 1927 at T

kahot,

N.Y., Connie learned to play piano I fore Ik

switched to drums. He studied te hiiiqui
under Andrew V. Scott, advanced j;. zz witl
Sid Catlett—but in the main taught himself ’
He jobbed extensively with Colemar
Hawkins, Charley Parker, Lester Young .
made innumerable recordings . . . starred ii
Jazz at the Philharmonic.

He’s widely recognized as one of those ran
drummers w ho can play v ith anyone... whe

is equally at home in the free-blowing con,

inercialism of Birdland, or the cool disciplirj

of the Modern Jazz Quartet’s blues, ballad
and classic fugues.

And wherever he plays, it’s ludwigs

hi

plays on!

Heard about
Ludwig's new
You’ll hear it ii
Super-Sensitive
the set-ups of big
Snare Drum?

«

name drummers who have listened to it—am
couldn’t wait to get their hands on one! 1
whispers or thunders with a tonal vividnes
and response you’ll call miraculous’ Each ind
vidual snare strand is attached to its ou n tensio
screw. A dual throw-off releases the snares froi
both sides at once. A second set of gut snap
can be mounted in less than a minute! Hear
soon! You’ll agree — this is the finest »nar
drum ever designed!

combination

Here's the

Connie Kay prefers:
j,

»
£

?

.

1. 9* x 14* Metal Snare M00L
2. r x 13* Tom Tom rB44L
3. IB* x IB* Floor Tom <9501
(Triangle, brush cymbal,
Greeko cymbal)
B. 16* Thin Hi Hat Cymbals
7. 20* Thin Crash Cymbal
B 19* Thin Crash Cymbal
9 IB* Medium Rida Cymbal
Ludwig 7A Sticks
Ludwig 1192 Wire Brushes
Finish: Black Lacquer

Ludwig
MOST FAMOUS NAME ON DRUMSX.

LUDWIG DRUM CO. / 172» N. DAMEN AVE. I CHICAGO«
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HOLLYWOOD’S Dom Frontiers. filmdom’s
best-known composer and arranger for accordion
nnd recording artist says: "My eldorado performs
like * star every time - you hear me playing it in
background music for top films, recordings of cur
rent hits and in my successful Capitol albums. For
my money, nothing beats by ELDORADO in tone,
action or absolute versatility.”

¥ou’ll heal it ii
Lhe set-ups of bis
itened to it—am
lands on one! I
i tonal vividnes
ulous ’ F2ach indi
to its own tensie
es the snares frot
set of gut snar

. KI u X

a minute’ Hear

the

finest

snar

The eldorado is an
instrument to own with
pride Cu-tom-built,

/W

-Mr .,nd out with exciusive "supersonic” all-wood

ii

\

chamber and hand-made, handtuned reeds, whose clarity, response
and pure tone are unsurpassed, eldorado sets
highest standards of musical performance and quality.
\

combination

fers:
Metal Snare f400L
Tom Tom fS44L
' Floor Tom iMOL

I«. brush cymbal,
cymbal)
i HI Hat Cymbal*
i Crash Cymbal
» Crash Cymbal
lum Rid* Cymbal

DRUMS V.
AVE. / CHICA 0 «

IV life for FREE catalog describing
fine models in the La Tosca line.

ELDORADO

and other

In Canada BALDWIN ACCORDION DISTRIBUTORS
39 Gaga North, Hamilton, Ontario

GRETSCH

NEW YORK'S famous Joe BlVIa NO, master ac
cordion artist, teacher and composer Miya: "Broad
way shows, TV, recording sessions-my eldorado
is a real trouper.., responds instantly with rich,
balanced tone, delivering whatever musical effect
I want Action is clean and the ba«s mechanism
really silent!”

by Charles Suber
With the rock and roll scene now on
rushing
the downgrade, everyone
over to the side of the angels.
Take the case ot How'ard Miller.
This top-rated, Chicago-based disc jock
ey has never been loath to plug Ihe
Four Uglies, or some such, in response
“to public demand demonstrated by
their high standing on the charts.” But
in one of his recent columns in the
Chicago Sun-Times, he claimed posses
sion of affidavit evidence that some mu
sic stores list certain tunes high on the
charts in return for free records from
u grateful company. The versatile and
wary Mr. Miller knows his trends.
It should be obvious that anything
as musically impoverished as rock ’n’
roll could not last five years without
artificial stimulus. Oh, I do not deny
that the kindergarten rhythm-band ap
peal is genuine enough It is just inter
esting to observe the commercial ma
chinations of more than a few record
companies and broadcasters to perpet
uate the musical fraud
For the first four years of the move-

ment, the pitchmen thought they had
a pipeline to Fort Knox, courtesy of
the teen-age record buyer. Little was
thought or mentioned about what was
going on -behind the scenes—or under
the tabic. This shady parlay was made
up of an exaggerated beat; childlike
lyrics; the natural desire of youngsters
lo claim something for their own; rig
ging of the charts: blatant payola (see
Ralph J. Gleason’s column, page 65);
radio stations looking tor inexpensive,
formula programming.
The first effective industry blast
against r&r came from Mitch Miller
when he spoke the truth in that nowfamous 1958 speech to a disc jockey
convention in Kansas City. Mitch spoke
for the cooler heads when he pointed
out that to program music exclusively
for the teenage market was commercial
suicide.
After all, aside from chewing gum
and similar oddments, what products
would the kids buy even if they listened
to the commercials? It was a matter
of self interest, of course, that album

sales were also being adversely affected,
hut the basic argument was .sound.
Broadcasters and their advertisers be
gan to realize that the future of AM
radio itself was at stake. FM, by de
fault, was getting more and more of
the quality i comparatively affluent con
sumer) audience Today we find an
impressive number of network affiliates
and independents outlawing r&r, or lim
iting it severely.
So now we see the pendulum swing
ing in the other direction. The swing
is somewhat slow because of the short
age of good pop material and the con
fusion in many poor souls’ minds about
the acceptability of jazz. It doesn’t
help either that so many lay journalists
use "rock and roll” and “jazz" as inter
changeable epithets. And it is not just
semantics
a problem
music
business has not done very much to
“sell” jazz for what it is. it would be
blissful but naive to assume that the
r&r “stars,” Dick Clark, and Top Forty
shows will be immediately catapulted
into oblivion. The fadeout will be
slow, if sure.

Meanwhile, we can only try to guess
what new popular musical trend will
next be aimed at the lowest public
denominator.
■
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BILL PERKINS JOINS
WESTLAKE FACULTY
WHERE HE WAS
GRADUATED
TEN YEARS AGO!

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF
MODERN MUSIC IMPLEMENTS
TEACHING STAFF WITH
INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN
PROFESSIONALS, ACCLAIMED
IN THEIR RESPECTIVE FIELDS:
HUDDY BREGMAN, the "wonder boy
t f music” with an incredible list of
credits in radio, T.V., movies and stage
—for classes in program scoring.
JOHN GRAAS, Jazz Innovator of re
nown—for classes in jazz and the
modern id'om arranging and com
posing.

BILL PERKINS, one of the nation's
top jazz tenor-sax instrumentalists and
jazz recording star, World Pacific—for
private lessons in jazz sax technique.

Reach the Top in Your
Chosen Profession!
Check information wanted and free catalog will
be mailed to you. □ 2 yr. diploma □ 4 yr
degree Tuition includes 2 private lessons pei
week Daily band and combo, dorms, payment
plan, appr for vets. 3 starting semesters □ Fall,
□ Spring, □ Summer. □ Home Study Arranging
Course □ Summer Dance Hand Clinic for High
School Students (4 wks ).

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
7190 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.
(1DB112659)
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Name That Tune
I am one of those jazz listeners who
wrack their brains trying to identify a
tune the musician has failed to announce
This is not only annoying but unfair. It
is not too bad if the lune is a standard
but most of the modern groups have orig
inal numbers in their books, and it is
impossible to know* the name of the tune
unless it is announced.
Equally as bugging is it to hear a
record over the radio, and instead of the
disc jockey telling you the name of the
tune and who was playing he tells you
where you can get your stereo speakers
on discount I am in favor of the cam
paign to insist that jazz groups announce
each tune.
Fort Totten, N. Y.
Pfc. Jim Trent

I certainly agree with Mr. Hoefer on
the Half Note in New York. When I was
there. I found the place very relaxing
(with) fine Italian food . . . But most of
all what makes the Half Note is the
music. When J was there the Cohn-Sims
quartet was the featured attraction. The
music was excellent But I found the same
fault that Mr. Hoefer did ... I believe
it is the performer’s duty to inform the
audience of the title of a song. It takes
less than five seconds. You go to a ball
game and you watch it without knowing
who the players are. But it adds a little
more colot. a little more understanding,
if you know the players. The same with
jazz.
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.
Gore Hall
I agree that the tunes should be an
nounced. Nevertheless, there are sometimes
good reasons why they are not, which
must be understood before the difficulties
can be overcome.
Not just shyness in many cases, but a
plain unwillingness to name the tunes is
behind it. The feeling in these instances
is: either it is cooking and swinging or it
isn’t, and in either case those who are here
to listen will enjoy it or not . . .
A further difficulty, involved sometimes
with the first one. is that announcing a
tune takes some technique and practice.
I’ve heard announcements that don’t make
it at all. like when a player steps up to
the mike and says. "Four.” turns around
and counts it off and everyone is asking
everybody else. “Did he say ‘more’ or
‘floor’?” Better just count it off than this.
So. although I sympathize with those
who feel the name of the tune, once
grasped by the audience, is an excuse to
file the thing away mentally, stop listen
ing. and begin talking, I agree that the
scene will be better off in the long run if
the tunes are announced.
Lowell Richards
Seattle, Wash

Age

Of Men and Miles
I have been meaning to air my views on

Address

6

and

Zone

DOWN BEAT

State

this subject for quite some time, but
only since the Miles Davis slugging have

discords

1 been able to do so. I am defending
neither Miles nor the New York police
on this issue, as 1 was not present .
.
but I cannot help feeling that this ugly
incident could have been avoided.
I have long been an admirer of Miles’
playing, but his makeup and personality
leave me very much disturbed. True, some
idiosyncrasies can be attributed to artistic
temperament, but other acts are entirely
inexcusable. Many times I have seen the
Davis groups in a club or concert and
never once have I heard Miles introduce
a number, acknowledge applause, or in
general show any concern for his audience.
We read Miles in print: “All white tenor
players sound the same to me . . . Bru
beck’s piano makes me sick . . . Oscar
Peterson ruins everything he plays . . .
Billy Taylor had to learn to play the
blues ... I don't go for this dignity in
jazz (referring to the Modern Jazz Quar
tet),” and countless other statements.
Surely the music and professionalism
of a Brubeck. Taylor, Peterson, or MIQ
performance has done a great deal more to
further the cause ot jazz than a picture
in the Times or New York Herald Tribune
of Miles beaten and bleeding, riding to
jail in a wagon.
Jazz has come a long way, and it’s a
shame that one of its major voices is so
discontent.
I am also irked by the trade magazines
for holding Miles in such adulation that
his views and opinions are held as the
last gospel word, which indeed they are
not. Miles has so much to say in print,
yet so little to say in personal appearances.
1 will continue to buy and am sure enjoy
Miles' records but cannot help feeling that
his psychical maturation has not equalled
his musical maturity.
Tom Sheely
Belmont. Mass.

Ed. note: Amen.

Bouquets for Barbara
I have just finished reading The Tampa
Cannonball in your Oct. 15 issue. That
gal, Barbara Gardner, has a talent that
comes rarely, Her story is one terrific
piece — and I spend my days reading
terrific pieces, I sec that this is the first
time she has appeared in DB Please,
■ don’t let it be the last.
Lestre H Brownlee
Chicago
Reporter
The Chicago American
. . Hope to see more of such by
Barbara Gardner.
V. S. Gordon
Chicago

You will.
Guilt by Association
Apropos of John Tynan’s excellent
column in the Sept. 17 issue, has anyone
paused to wonder at not only the often
inappropriate jazz backgrounds used in
murder sequences in television and movie
productions, but also their unfair and
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.30
combo effects .......................
and educational. You must
66—PROGRESSIVE PIANO HARMO
CHORDS. Examples and exercises
367—UNUSUAL CHORD POSITIONS
NIZATIONS. The modern way of
showing ell variations of 13th
FOR GUITAR...........................
harmonizing any melody note
chords as used in modern music..
959—SIGHT READING TECHNIQUE.
358—GUITAR STYLING IN TENTHS.
using unconventional chord
A tested practical method that
An unlimited new source of in*
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......
will improve your sight reading
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FOR GUITAR

346—OCTAVE UNISON STYLIZING
FOR GUITAR. Modem double and
triple string solo technique and
how to apply it

FOR ORGAN
526—ORGAN INTRODUCTIONS. For
popular songs. Hammond reg
istration.
08—EFFECTIVE HAMMOND ORGAN
COMBINATIONS, chart of special
sound effects and novel ton«
combinations
30—HAMMOND NOVELTY EFFECTS, a
collection of amusing trick imita
tions for "entertaining” organists
33—COMPLETE
DICTIONARY
OF
HAMMOND STOPS, correct Inter*
pretation of organ sounds ............

906-POPULAR ORGAN STYLING.
How to air ange popular
sheet music for the organ;
effective voicing, contrasting
styles of playing, etc. Ham
mond Organ registration
59—CHORD SYSTEM OF POPULAR
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60—TWO-PART HARMONIZING BY
CHORDS. The chord system for
finding harmony notes for any
melody tn any key ........................
58-BASS IMPROVISING BY CHORDS.
How to find the correct bass notes
from popular sheet music dia-
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47-IMPROVISING end HOT PLAY
ING. Hundreds of improvisation
pattern shown on all chords
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529-83 FAMOUS SONGS every
musician needs. Melody,
words, chord symbols, Ham
mond Registrations

of conventional chords..

FREE CATALOG OF 500 PUBLICATIONS

16—HOW TO PLAY MODERN JAZZ.
Full analysis, theory and many
examples ........... .
57-HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC. A
scientific method with exercises
that develop and improve the
capacity for memorizing music...

41-HOW TO TRANSPOSE MU
SIC, including special exer
cises to practice transposing

jazz piano

SOLOS. Perfect examples of the
new contemporary styles
64—NEW CHORD STRUCTURES. This
chart shows the basis for 1152
unorthodox modem chord struc-
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506—STUART MUSICAL SLIDE
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Dynamic "powerhouse of the accordion"
TONY LOVELLO
FEATURED WITH

THE THREE SUNS
RCA-VICTOR RECORDING ARTISTS

Souda

perhaps dangerous identification of jazz
with violence?
This trend could not only be detrimental
to the name of jazz but could even boom
erang. As, for instance, a teenager's recent
remark to me that she hated classical
music because it always reminded her of
the scary bits in movies.
Is it naive to hope that jazz musicians—
sensitive persons that they are—might be
able to hold out for some say in what
context their music is to be used?
Boston, Mass.
Grace C. Leonard
Mass. Jazz Society of Boston
We fear it is naive to hope so. And
many persons, including Tynan, have
been concerned by this problem, as witness
his full-scale article on jazz scores in the
June II, 1959 Down Beat.

Kind Word from KUMA

Distributed By SO NOLA ACCORDION CO.. 300 Observer Hwy. Hoboken, N.J.
PACIFIC MUSIC SUPPLY CO., Loe Angola»

TARG A DINNER, INC., Chicago

Your recent articles, features, and new
“interest” have been eating away at my
power of control ... I am now in your
clutches as a subscriber. I will never mind
if you keep up the magazine that has
caught my pocketbook and my eyes during
the past eight months . . .
Since we passed Down Beat around in
music class at school, I’ve been reading it.
Most of it has been a hodgepodge of some
persons who suddenly feel hip and are
going to forcefully swing with all the
squares even if they have to publish a
national magazine for cats to do it. Not
so now, Ol’ Dad. You’ve grown up in a
way. The way that no more pushing is
necessary.
I hope in the coming months you will
(try to) truly evaluate the jazz scene in
every part of America, and not just in
Newport, New York, Boston and Los
Angeles . . .
Pendleton, Ore.
Murray Westgate

KUMA

LAWRENCE WELK’S

For the Chorus
Bless you for your show of good guts in
the First Chorus, (Down Beat, Oct. 15)
where you finger Porgy, the Dukes of
Dixieland, and Larry Adler.
Chicago
John Steiner

TROMBONES ARE

KING TROMBONES
OF COURSE

Support for Ernie
1 recently bought
Barney Liddell, Kenny
Trimble and Jimmy
Henderson create Lawrence
Welk’s trombone sound on
Kings. They’ll tell you
there’s just no substitute
for that satin-smooth King
slide. It’s free and easy,
even in 6th and 7th position,
takes the weariness out of
long dates. The sound
can’t be duplicated . . .
a sound investment!

When you say trombone,
say KING . . . this week
at your King dealer's_ _
large bore, medium bore
and Sterling Silver Bell
models available.

an

M-G-M

LP

(Harry James and His Swinging Band).

KING/CLEVELAND
AMERICAN-STANDARD
band instruments

The music is excellent, although James’
band is plainly patterned on Basie’s style,
and the performance is superb. But the
.notes are so outrageously poor that 1
felt a letter should be written about it.
The notes apparently were written in
one minute flat by someone who knew
nothing about the music at all. It calls
Shiny Stockings an original; Basie re
corded it several years ago . . . Not a
word about who performs in the band,
who solos, nothing about the excellent
block ensembles in some of the arrange
ments. It would be better to have no
notes at all than this garbage.
Monroe, Conn.
Jeanette Mulford

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
5225 Superior
Cleveland 3, Ohio

Ernie Wilkins, who wrote the charts
for the disc, registered the same com
plaint in the Oct. 29 Chords and Dis-

cords.
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the world's Fastest drummer
Barrett’s career started many years ago with Joe Venuti, worked with

every major outfit in the Country. The last four years he spent with
the great Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong. This included Recording, T.V.,
Motion pictures and European Tours. He now fronts his own unit.
Deems expects the most from his drums and gets it. Naturally he
The SOLID SNARE DRUM SHELL

is

a

Slingerland

exclusive

feature.

Strongest, most durable and roundest
shell made. Improves tone production.

uses 100% SLINGERLAND.
Send for our free 4-color catalog

Illustration shows the shell being

SLINGERLAND DRUM CO.

turned on a lathe to a perfect circle
and diameter.

1325 Belden Avenue
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EXCITING !

well as jazz soundtracks, are being
Jazz movies
scheduled for future showings. The 1958 Newport Jazz
festival film, called Jazz on a Summer's Day, will be released
for U. S. showings about the first of the year. It is a
feature-length documentary centered on the festival music of
Louis Armstrong, George Shearing, Gerry Mulligan. Thelon
ious Monk, Anita O’Day, Dinah Washington, Big May belle,
Mahaliu Jackson, Chuck Berry, Jimmy Giuffre. Chico
Hamilton. Sonny Stitt, and Eli’s Chosen Six, in color. The
editor of the film is Aram Avakian, and it was shown at

the Venice Film festival last summer . . .
............
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Shadows, actor

John Cassavetes’ explosive study of the

STRINGS

The better the strings, the
better the music. Treat
yourself to the dazzling
effects of music played with
Gibson Strings, and you’ll
agree they add that extra
measure of listening
pleasure

night people, hipsters, girls, and jazz
musicians of Times Square, is on tap in
the Cinema 16 series . . . The new Para
mount film The Rat Race is based on an
original («arson Kanin story about a jazz
KESSFl
musician. It’s due tor release in early
1960.
John Lewis, music director of the Modern Jazz Quartet,
did the score for the United Nations film Exposure, a 1 fl
minute picture of refugees around the world since World
War II .
Prof. Marshall Stearns, jazz historian and
teacher of English literature at Hunter college, married
Jean Barnett, who for the last three years has been critic
promoter Lennard Feather’s secretary, and the couple spent
their honeymoon in jazz incubator New Orleans . . .
Stanley Dance, the British jazz critic now living in Con
necticut, supervised a jazz date for the
1
.
. ■
I
Mainstream, and
band included
Harn (Shorty t Baker, trumpet; Vic Dick
enson, trombone; Jimmy Forrest, tenor;
Jimmy Green, piano; Francisco Skiefs,
bass, and Oliver Jackson, drums . . .
Kid Ory’s Creole Jazz band, now play
ing Europe for Norman Granz. includes
in its personnel trumpeter Henry (Red)
Allen, clarinetist Bob McCracken, drum
mer Alton Redd, pianist Cedric Hay
JAMES
ward. and bassist Squire Gersh.
The novel Paris BJues, published in 1957. will he filmed
by actor Marlon Brando’s independent company, Pennybaker, with Paul Newman as the star
Sam Ulano has
started a new series of drum concerts at the Fraternal Club
House on 48th St Ulano, who runs a school for drummers,
led off the scries with a concert featuring Charlie Persip and
his all-stars on Oct
Jazz writer John Wilson has
started a new column entitled The Theatre on Disc in the
Charlie Spivak has
November issue of Theatre Arts
given up his big band and will start rehearsing a small
group, featuring his trumpet a la Jonah Jones, for a possible
Embers engagement early in 1960
Dizzy Sal. a young
pianist from Bombay, India, went from the School of Jazz
in Lenox, Mass., directly to the Berklee school in Boston
tor further study. Tony Scott offered him the piano chair

(Continued on Page 66)
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Armstrong-Brubeck Alliance

Bulletin- -As this issue of Down Beat
went to press, the attorney general’s
office in California had just moved
against segregation of locals of the
American Federation of Musicians in
San Francisco.
Segregated locals have long been a
sore point lor Negro musicians: there
are 41 Negro locals in the United
States.
The California action was taken
under that state’s Fair Employment
Practices act. which became effective.
Oct. I. It prohibits “discriminatory
practices” by either management or
labor.
The attorney general has written
local 6. the white local, and local 669,
the Negro local in San Francisco, that
they are in violation of the act. l ocal
6 has since taken in its first Negro
member He is folk singer and guitarist
Walt Brown
A full report on the situation will be
in the next issue of Down Beat.

The English music magazine Melody
Maker recently carried a story saying

re, a 10-

Not for Sale?

:e World
rian and
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Mercury records is not for sale—not
at the moment.
This is the word of Art Talmadge,
executive vice-president of the com
pany. who promptly denied a story ap
pearing in one of the trade papers
saying that Paramount Pictures was
buying Mercury.
Mercury, said Talmadge, “is con
stantly being approached by motion
picture interests and other organizations
who w ish to purchase the company.
The most recent of these was Para
mount Randy Wood, president of Dot
Records, a subsidiary of Paramount,
stopped off in Chicago ... to discuss
with Irving It Green, president of Mer
cury. whether he would be interested
in selling the company.
Before any further discussions were
held a story broke out of Hollywood
in Variety, stating that Mercury Rec
ords was in the process of being pur
chased by Paramount tor a price of
$3,000,000.
President Green flatly discredits the
Variety story, stating that Mercury Rec
ords . . . would never be for sale at
the price quoted in the Variety story.”
Pointing out that Mercury is enjoy
ing its best year to date. Talmadge said
that "because of the trend among vari
ous big companies to merge with other
progressive organizations, Green said
there will no doubt be many more
such inquiries to buy Mercury.”
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Broken Color Line

Louis Armstrong is scheduled to star
in a musical to be produced in Lon
don's west end in March. Joe Glaser,
Armstrong's manager, said in New
York, "Yes, we'd like to do the show,
but it won’t he until September. I960.
That Louis is a busy man until then.”
Modern jazz pianist Dave Brubeck
and his wife. Iola, have composed a
show written around Armstrong’s good
will tour, which was sponsored by the
U.S. State Department. The title of the
spectacular is World, Take a Holiday
with parts for Armstrong (playing him
self), Carmen McRae, two leading

BRUBECK

British actors, a Negro choir, and a
group of dancers.
The book was written by Iola Bru
beck. Mrs. Brubeck also collaborated
with her husband on the lyrics for the
25 songs composed by Dave for use in
the show. Brubeck’s compositions were
based on many of his recorded jazz
themes.
London agent Harold Davison is
making plans for the production and
has in his possession a private tape re
cording of the complete show made in
Brubeck’s California home with Miss
McRae.
Davison is enthusiastic about the pos
sibilities of the show and told Melody
Maker, "The show is fabulous. It is a
great opportunity to present Louis as a
serious actor—and singer—on stage for
the first time.”

Garner af Carnegie
It was a big moment for Erroll
Garner: his trio had just become the

first jazz group to play Carnegie hall
as a single attraction, that is, without
supporting performers.
Everything w'as right Under the
impressive sponsorship of concert impressario Sol Hurok, Garner had
come a long way from playing for
coffee and cakes on 52nd St And the
audience was huge: 2,780 in Carnegie’s
seats, several hundred standees. Martha
Glaser, Garner’s colorful, devoted, and
often salty personal manager, said she
heard someone offering $20 for ducats.
Everything was right, that is, but
critical opinion
Though Billboard and Variety liked
the music as well as the jingle of the
cash register, two of America’s most
respected jazz critics didn't dig it.
Under the heading “Garner Un
veiled,” Whitney Balliet in the New
Yorker called Garner “a brilliant de
ceiver.”
“Garner,” he said, “has been follow
¡ng that subtle and melancholy down
ward curve that, m separating the men
from the boys, proceeds from fresh
ness. to out-and-out repetition, to the
level where repetition topples over
into unadulterated self-parody. The
result is that Garner, no longer a true
improviser or even embellisher, now
approaches a melody as if it were a
hatrack, by draping it with sets of welltested. often self-caricaturing manner
isms that make even his accompanying
vocal effects — “Ayumm.” “Me-yes.”
“Uh-hum”—seem predictable .
His
lack of invention was almost complete
ly concealed beneath these manner
isms . . .”
On a similar tack. lohn S. Wilson
wrote in the New York Tinies that
Garner’s “playing falls into definite
patterns and by the end of the first
half the effectiveness of his thoroughly
personal approach to the piano was
beginning to wear thin through repe
tition.”
The second half was better, accord
ing to Wilson. Then, he wrote. "Gar
ner broke away from the relatively
narrow confines of the opening portion
of his program to whack out some
strutting, striding playing reminiscent
of Fats Waller . . . when (bassist
Eddie) Calhoun and tdrummer Kelly)
Martin were admitted to performing
recognition, a looser, less restricted
feeling seemed to enter the playing of
the three men and they tore through
the latter part of the concert with a
romping abandon.”
November 26, 1959
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One of lhe belt young musician* to come up on the European scene
in the post few years is trumpeter Dizzy Reece, who was born in
Jamaica, moved to England, and has made record dates there and in
France. American musicians coming home raved about him, and Blue

New Orleans Festival
To open the International week in
New Orleans, the New Orleans Jazz
club sponsored its 11th annual jazz
concert at the Municipal auditorium on
Oct. 26. A properly international flavor
was established by one of the three
groups in concert — England’s Chris
Barber Jazz band.
The Paul Barbarin All-Stars where
chosen to open the program, represent
ing the traditional style of jazz as an
authentic Negro band. In selecting “a
young, fresh group of white youngsters
to lend a change of pace and round out
the program” the club gave the nod to
Pete Fountain and his band.

Although he is only 58 years old, Bar
barin played with many of the earliest
of the greats of this fast-disappearing
brand of jazz. His band’s performances
of Just a Closer Walk with Thee and
Gettysburg March bespoke early roots.
Barbarin’s ability as a drummer belies
his years, and he has had experience, as
well, as a composer, with Come Back,
Sweet Papa and Bourbon Street Parade
to his credit.
Although his roster, contrary to the
custom of olden bands, includes a pian
ist (Lester Santiago) the old-time flavor
is maintained in part by banjoist Man
uel Sayles, who only occasionally uses
a guitar.

Barber’s band follows the early tra
dition of excluding a piano from the in
strumentation. Eddie Smith is the banjo
ist. Clarinetist Monty Sunshine, along
with Barber, evolved the idea of a
traditional jazz group: and his tone on
clarinet has much of the earthy quality
of Pee Wee Russell and the late soprano
saxophonist Sidney Bechet.
He was featured on the Barber
band’s hit record of Petite Fleur, one
of the few instances in which Smith
12
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Note releaied an IP. Alfred Lion of Blue Note decided he should come
to America, and when Dizzy and his English wife arrived aboard the
Liberie recently, he was there to meet them Lion is seen with the
couple at dockside on the far right.

plays guitar. The band’s repertoire of
traditional New Orleans tunes was en
thusiastically received by the near
capacity crowd, another triumph in its
current American tour. Woody Herman,
who books the band, said that wherever
the Englishmen have appeared, they
received bids for early return appearances.
Clarinetist Fountain, steeped in jazz
in New Orleans before receiving na
tional recognition on the Lawrence
Welk telecasts for two years, utilized his
regular pianist Merle Koch for the con
cert (Fountain's portion was recorded
by Coral Records for a forthcoming
album), brought three ringers into the
group with Les Brown drummer Jack
Sperling, former Kenton bassist Don
Bagley, and New Orleanian Godfrey
Hirsch on vibes.
With a lineup like this, it’s not sur
prising that this was the “swinging” seg
ment of the concert, culminating in an
encore of China Boy with extended
solos all around that left the audience
limp but ecstatic.
Superb planning by jazz club presi
dent Pete Miller and others in the club
did much to make the concert the suc
cess it was. Although it started at 8:30
p.m , it lasted until after midnight, with
.
only one 15-minute intermission.

Who Steals My Purse . . .
Television is an enlightening medium
of mass communication. Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt says so. Prominent educators
say so. So do manufacturers, advertising
agencies, and, in fact, anybody who
stands to make a buck out of it.
Nobody denies that the educational
and cultural potentials of television
stagger the imagination.
But television can, in the wrong
hands, prove to be a most dangerous
propaganda weapon. See George Or

well’s 1984. More flexible than cinema
and with far greater personal impact,
television can mold mass opinion and
create mass concepts as no previous
communications medium ever could.
Consider, for example, the popular
conception of the jazz musician.
To be honest, it must be stated that
the average American—who does not
devote too much thought to the matter
in the course of daily living—has a
vague notion that jazz musicians are
strange creatures out of his ken. who

An Editorial Comment
This magazine—and its reporters—
have given considerable coverage to
the use of jazz in television. Such cov
erage and reporting was and is war
ranted, of course, and will continue
whenever justified. But in the case of
the two programs cited, jazz was pros
tituted, musicians as a group were vil
ified, and the American public was sub
jected to a vicious con job.
The official voice of the American
musician is that of Herman D. Kenin.
president of the American Federation
of Musicians. In the past, when abuses
of similar or identical nature have com
mitted on the federation’s membership
as a group, the union always has chos
en to look away instead of speaking out
in protest and in defense of its mem
bership.
It’s about time it did.
lead erratic lives and “are always getting
arrested for taking dope.”
But John Doe doesn’t really think too
much about it—until jazz music is
brought to his attention. Then his no
tions about jazzmen are expressed voc
ally in no uncertain terms. John Doe
recalls, if he’s old enough, the famous
Gene Krupa marijuana arrest and trial
of the 1940s or, if he can remember the
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lurid headlines, the Stan Getz heroin
arrest of 1954.
While it is true that, in recent years,
much has been accomplished in clearing
up the lingering misconception in the
public mind that “all musicians are dope
fiends,” it is equally certain that false
concepts (especially if they derive from
newspaper sensationalism) die hard.
When the “musician addict” theme is
deliberately fostered on network tele
vision by cynical producers and script
writers, it serves only to implant it
more firmly in the public mind and
seriously injure innocent musicians and
the attempts to foster the growth and
acceptance of jazz as an art.
The evidence? Here it is—right out
of the mouth of the National Broadcast
ing Co. in a publicity release dated Oct.
22. 1959:
Exhibit A) “SLAYER OF DOPE
DEALER’S WIFE HUNTED ON M
SQUAD
“A burned automobile at the bottom
of a cliff yields a corpse, bound and
gagged, in Shred of Doubt, an M Squad
episode Friday, Nov. 6, on the NBC-TV
network.
“The victim is identified as Gladvs
Gay (Cynthia Lourdes), a pretty singer.
Detective Lt. Frank Ballinger discovers
she had been married to a drummer
named Stick Wilson «Don Dubbins),
who deals in narcotics. Ballinger is al
most sidetracked when a witness, also
an addict supplied by Stick, refuses to
talk tor fear Wilson will cut off his nar
cotic deliveries.”
Exhibit R) “CRACKDOWN ON
NARCOTICS RACKET IN STAC
CATO’ EPISODE.
“John Cassavetes, starring as Johnny
Staccato, ‘blows the horn’ on a narcot
ics racket in The Wild Reed on the
NBC-TV network episode of Staccato
Thursday, Nov. 5.
“Staccato visits a night club to hear
his old triend, Frankie Aspen (Harry
Guardino), onetime great sax player.
Frankie thinks he’s still great, but John
ny knows he’s lost his touch When
Staccato meets Aspen’s girl, Sally (Olive
Deering), he discovers she's a drug ad
dict. who conspires with pianist Mike
(Joseph Sargent), and bass man Jimmy
(Guy Remsen)—the pushers—in drug
ging Frankie and using him as a front.”
Thus, on two consecutive nights mil
lions of televiewing Americans were
presented the distorted image of narcotics-takmg musicians. It is well to re
member, too, that these TV films will
probably be rerun many times over in
dependent stations after the present se
ries have run their courses over the
NBC network.
Add to this already serious situation
the fact that jazz music (or a reason
able facsimile thereof) is used as under-

PLENTY OF PIANOS

On the heel* of ih original-cost recording of the new Broadway hit. Take Me Along — Robert
Merrill's musical adaptation of Eugene O'Neill's play, Ah, Wildtrnttt — Victor rushed into
production ■ modern ¡azz version of the music arranged and conducted by Marty Paich. What
makes Ihe jazz adaptation unusual is Paich's use of four pianos, trumpet, vibes, ond rhythm
section. Shown here during the session in Vidor's Hollywood studios ere (I. lo r.) pianists Jimmy
Rowles, John T. Williams, Pele Jolly, trumpeter Jock Sheldon ond pianist-arranger Paich. Sheldon
blew trumpet on two tracks; Siu Williamson is featured on the others. Backstopping the keyboard
action were vibiit Vic Feldman, guitarist Al Hendrickson, bassist Joe Mondragon, and drummer
Shelly Manne. The paper cups on Paich's piano contain water.

score for these programs. Benny Carter
composed the music for the M Squad
show, and Elmer Bernstein did like
wise for Staccato.

WEST

Birthday Fortune
On his 24th birthday Sept. 30. John
ny Mathis could have retired from
music with a smile.
There are no income worries any
more for the slim San Francisco
singer. In three years he has piled up
investment interests, which, coupled
with his professional earnings, today
make him worth close to $1,000,000.
Mathis’ present holdings include a
block of nine stores in New York’s
Harlem — down the road a piece from
the Apollo theater on 125th St.; a large

Monk's Time
Thelonious Sphere Monk pulled a
switch when he opened at the Black
Hawk in San Francisco Oct. 20. His
opening in itself was news, but
Monk showed up an hour early for
the gig while the band (Charlie
House. Frank Butler) straggled in
a couple of hours late. Localites
Brew Moore, tenor; Dean Riley,
bass, and Willie Bobo, drums, filled
in.
“I don't know why they’re always
puttin’ me down for blowin’ the
gig,” Monk said.
“I never do that. I'm here,”

apartment house on 78th St., also in
Gotham, reputed to he worth approxi
mately half-a-million dollars;
four
music publishing companies. Johnny
Mathis Publishing (ASCAP), Cathyrl
Publishing (ASCAP), Noma Publish
ing (BMI), and Nomat Publishing
(BMI).
Add to this list six standards (Paper
Moon; Great Day, and Without a Song
among them) recently purchased from
the Billy Rose publishing organization
by the Mathis ASCAP firm for an un
disclosed figure reported to exceed
$50,000.
Add also the not inconsiderable fact
that recently substantiated claims by his
record company, Columbia, disclose
Mathis’ LP albums currently are selling
at the unprecedented rate of 10.000 to
20,000 every 24 hours.
Expansion being the inevitable order
of things m our economy, there is no
reason to suppose satiety is in sight
lor this growing Mathis empire.
Command post of the business is a
16-room mansion in Beverly Hills,
Calif., where the singer lives with his
managers. Helen and John Noga. their
daughter, Beverly, and granddaughter,
Sheryl. 7. Mathis' parents and sister re
main in the family home in San Francisco.
“Since I'd been trying to make it
singing from the age of 12,” said
Mathis, his large, brown eyes implying a melancholy mood, “it’s really
quite difficult to pin down any one.
November 26, 1959
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Readers who have contributed to Theo. R. Grevers* Jazzlift here get
a chance to see what happened to their discs: they are seen being
distributed at a ‘‘Jazzlift concert'' in Gdansk, Poland Because of the
demand for them, they were distributed in a contest The young lady
at left won an LP in a jazz quiz In the second photo J. Balcerak

single event which led to the big time.
“Actually, I think in this business
you can’t single out any one thing,
because no one thing can do that much
for you. It’s more of a gradual building
—first a solid foundation, then build
ing on that. It’s consistency that counts.
You have to be so consistently big
He hastened to explain that he was
not using the word “big” in the super
ficial “show biz” sense but rather in a
realistic appraisal of an artist's pop
ularity on records and at the boxoffice.
In Mathis’ book, “Nat Cole is the
best male singer there is. The best. No
matter what he does, he’s always got
his tongue in his cheek. And this, to
me, is all-important. Because that’s all
it is ... . It’s all a big act — for all
of us in this business. So how can you
take it seriously?”
The tongue-in-cheek quality viewed
by the singer as essential to his art was
never more evident, he said, than in the
work of the late Billie Holiday. Ella
Fitzgerald (“she’s always been my
favorite singer”) has it, too. he said,
and so does Sarah Vaughan, whom he
refers to as “Sass” and numbers with
Ella as one of the two female vocalists
in jazz who are “so complete in what
they do. They leave nothing more to be
done to a song when they get through
with it.”
Arranger Ralph Burns, said Mathis,
writes all the music for what he calls
“the saloon act.”
“Ralphie
understands
completely
what I want,” he said “We have a thing
going between us. It’s as if he gets in
side my head and I inside his.
'People like Ralph Burns are the
reason why everybody is going to have
so much really g«x>d music everywhere
in the future,” he continued. “Quincy
(Jones), Ralphie, and . . . what's the
name of that arranger here on the
coast? Oh. Johnny Mandel. They're the
14 •
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gives a disc la another winner, a student. In the third photo, the
proud young lady takes her prize home More Jazzlift contributions
—IPs or money—are needed Send them to Grevers at PO Box 980,
Battle Creek, Mich. Photos by Wlodzimierz Martin. Their contribution to
in’ernational understanding cannot be overemphasized.

ones w ho are making the general public
aware of good music because the peo
ple can hear quality in the records and
public appearances of their favorite
popular entertainers.”
Warming to the issue, Mathis said
he feels that more jazz writers of good
and original talent “should come out
of their shells and not be prejudiced”
against popular singers. “What are they
proving by writing only for their own
small group of followers?” he asked.
The newly acquired material riches
of Johnny Mathis began to multiply
only during the last year, according to
Helen Noga. Her shrewd management
and investment policies, plus the sing
er’s level-headed attitude toward the
business side of their partnership, evi
dently make for an ideal working ar
rangement. Most of the songs recorded
by Mathis arc published by one of his
companies, she admitted, but quickly
added that “a good song comes before
everything else.”
To be able to retire a rich man at
24 is something devoutly sought by
every up-and-coming singer in the busi-

Crater's Folly
Bob Koester, owner of the Delmar
label, with which George Crater has
so much fun. is a dyed-in-the-wool
Crater fan. But Bob has been won
dering how long it would be before
some not-too-hip fan actually asked
for one of the mad fictional LPs that
Crater keeps dreaming up for him.
When the request came, Koester
broke up: it wasn’t from a naive lay
man at all.
“Mr. Koester,” said the voice in
the telephone, “this is (so-and-so)
with the (such-and-such) tape com
pany. Now we understand you have
the releasing rights to the soundtrack
of Ben Hur, and we were wandering
if we could work out a deal with you
to release . . .”

ness. Mathis has no intention of doing
that His booking schedule grows more
crowded by the month. Between tele
vision guest appearances, a wide-rang
ing night-club itinerary and recording,
it seems certain that the plaintive voice
of this young San Franciscan is bound
to continue making bushel-loads of
money for a lot of persons in time to
come.
So far as Mathis is concerned, finan
cially he is straight for life after only
three years of climbing into the big
time. And. in the words of Sweets Edi
son. “You ain’t gonna get no better
than that.”

Coasting Count
A measure ot the tremendous popu
larity of the Count Basic orchestra on
the west coast these days can be seen
in the dances lined up for the band
when it arrives in Hollywood this month
to appear in the new Jerry Lewis pic
ture, CinderFella, now shooting at Para
mount.
No soonei was the news out that the
band was due to return to the Los An
geles area, following its highly success
ful participation in the first Los Angeles
jazz festival at Hollywood Bowl Oct. 2
and 3 (Down Beat, Nov. 12), than
local promoters were tripping over their
briefcases in the scramble to secure
Basie’s services during his short stay.

First to be announced was a late
afternoon “tea dance” at Santa Mon
ica’s Aragon ballroom, promoted by
Bee-Rose Productions from 5 to 9 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 15. The Aragon is the
home of the Lawrence Welk bubble
machine, a device which reportedly
will be turned off for the occasion
For its initial venture into concert
promotion. Edwin M. Pearl Enterprises
got off to the best possible start in the
field by securing the Basie band for
two consecutive stands. Pearl, owner of
the Ash Grove coffee house in Holly-
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wood, booked the band for a combined
dance and concert featuring blues singer
Barbara Dane at the southside FiveFour ballroom. Thursday night, Nov.
19. This concert will be followed by a
concert the next night at Pasadena Civic
auditorium.
As a followup to the Basie affairs.
Pearl says he expects to launch a series
of concerts that will cover San Fran
cisco, Carmel, San Diego, and L. A.
Featured will be folk and blues singer
Josh White, in a long-awaited return to
the west coast, and folk singer Mar
tha Schlamme. Pearl says White and
Schlamme will appear in two concerts
in the L.A. area—at Barnum Hall,
Santa Monica, Saturday, Nov. 27, and
at Los Angeles State college, Saturday,
Dec. 5.
Meanwhile, Basie’s activities off the
Paramount lot between Nov. 15 and
Nov. 19 remained unaccounted for.
Whether other active L.A. promoters
had plans for the band during those
three days and nights remained open
to question.

band resulted in offers to appear else
where and a managerial contract with
Teagarden’s manager-wife Addie.
Since she first began to stir interest
among aficianados and critics in San
Francisco several years ago, this na
tive Detroiter and veteran of United
Automobile Workers’ picket-line enter
tainment has been strenuously and,
more often than not futilely, trying to
“put down the idea that I’m trying to
sound like Bessie Smith. That’s non
sense,” she declaims. “It’s just that there
aren’t any female singers around sing
ing with an open throat. So I’m not a
Negro and I’m not 50 years old . . .

Dane Digs the Blues
Barbara Dane digs two things: the
blues and Chicago.
The buxom blonde blues and folk
shouter, currently appearing at Holly
wood’s Ash Grove coffee-house, de
clares with unshakable conviction,
“There’s a genuine blues Renaissance
in the offing. Right now, most of the
action is in Chicago, but it’s going to
spread all over the country.”
When that expansion happens, Bar
bara Dane aims to be right in the fore
front of the movement to resurrect
consciousness of the American blues
tradition and heritage in the minds of
Americans.

In addition to promoting her latest
album on Dot Records, in which she
belts out her message in the illustrious
company of Earl Hines and Benny
Carter, Miss Dane currently is occupied
with work on a book on the blues titled

Old Blues Players Never Die—They
Just Go to Chicago.
“There’s a joint there called the Trocadero,” she enthuses. “It’s just a
cubbyhole on Chicago’s south side and
supposed to be a rock and roll joint
But you can find genuine young blues
musicians and singers there sneaking
i> blues and jazz when they’re supposed
to be rocking and rolling. And it’s a
gas, believe me.”

An unmatronly-looking mother of
two, Barbara Dane lives a happily mar
ried life in Hollywood when she’s not
working the country’s club and concert
circuit. Her unexpected appearance at
the Detroit jazz festival this summer as
featured singer with the Jack Teagarden

Charge It
Jazz on a Diners Club card will be
come a reality soon.
Albums by Duke Ellington, Sarah
Vaughan and Billy Eckstine from the
Columbia and Mercury labels respec
tively will be available under the new
Diners Record setup, as well as many
other jazz packages from non-major
labels, according to Bernard Solomon,
head of the record club operation.
Solomon said the club will offer sub
scribers albums from such companies
as Atlantic, World Pacific, Bethlehem,
Interlude and GNP records, with LPs
by Gerry Mulligan, Shorty Rogers, J. J.
Johnson, and Kai Winding, among
others.
“We’ll be offering practically all the
Down Beat poll winners,” he said. “In
fact, were basing our choices of jazz
albums on those artists voted most
popular in the magazine.”
Solomon said the record club did not
plan to venture too deeply into jazz
albums for a while. But. he added, as
the operation expands, so will the avail
able modern jazz catalog.

Nichols To Mid-East

BARBARA DANE

but I sure as hell know what it’s all
about.”
Barbara, who describes herself as
“an evangelist in the blues revival,” is
convinced that “despite the gimmicks
of the a&r men, the blues is getting
through to the people. Even on some
of the rock and roll records,” she be
lieves, “the message is there.”
The blues, Miss Dane is convinced,
“is just as important a song form as.
say, German lieder or opera, and it will
endure one hundred years from now
when most of the crap we’re hearing
now on the air is long gone.”

This Is German?
A jazz festival held at Duesseldorf, Germany, early this fall fea
tured 230 bands drawn from all
parts of Germany.
The prevalence of un-Germanic
band titles was noticeable. There
were the Gin Bottle Six, Duesseldorf
Feetwarmers, and the Bonn Black
Bottom Brass Band. The coal mining
region was represented by the Dark
town Stampers from Dortmund, the
silk industry by the Silktown Stamp
ers from Frefeld, and the autobahn
by the Checkpoint Stampers from
Helmstedt.

When Mel Shavelson and Jack Rose
filmed The Five Pennies earlier this
year, they could not have foreseen a
real life climax more dramatic than any
storybook or screenplay highpoint for
the hero of their story, Red Nichols.
For on Jan. 2, 1960, Nichols and his
Five Pennies embark from New York
on what assuredly is the proudest ven
ture of Nichols’ long career in jazz—
a State Department-sponsored tour of
the Middle East and possibly Europe.
America’s latest musical ambassador,
playing at Marineland Restaurant, Pa
los Verdes, Calif., when notified of final
plans for the II-nation tour, told Down
Beat, “It is one of the most exciting
moments of my life.” Nichols said the
tour would take in Turkey, Cyprus,
Greece, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Iran,
Iraq, Afghanistan, Egypt, and India.
The Pennies accompanying the cornetist will be Bill Wood, clarinet; Pete
Beilmann, trombone; Joe “Blizz” Rush
ton, bass sax; Al Sutton, piano, and
Rolly Culver, drums.
Prior to leaving on the 12-week tour,
Nichols and the band leave Los An
geles Nov. 22 for a stand at New York’s
Roundtable. They will stay there until
Dec. 6, then move on to a week-long
Pittsburgh stint until Dec. 14, when
they will return to the coast for some
relaxation until departure day.
When reminded of the tense political
situation existing in Iraq at the present
time, Nichols quipped, “I’m gonna take
along an extra horn and lay it on Gen
eral Kassem and then ask him to get us
out of there in one piece.”
November 26, 1959
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FESTIVAL REPORT

PHILADELPHIA

By David B, BiHan
The Philadelphia Phillies, who finished a bad last this
year in the National League, had hoped for a home run
with their presentation of Philadelphia's first jazz festival.
But, after the last out was made, the score showed they
had struck out on three pitches at the box office, slugged
a two-bagger musically, and hit a single on the production.
The trouble is. the Phillies made too many errors. In
stead of the usual weekend format, a Thursday-Friday
schedule was adopted, meaning the Phils had two strikes
on them from the start. And they hit a loud foul in
waiting so late in the year. Mid-October brings chilly
evenings in the area. The mercury dipped to 45 opening
night, cutting the crowd to a dismal and frozen 2.599. The
next night, the thermometer fell only to 53 and 8.668
turned out. This total of 11,267 is fair for a baseball
game, but poor for a musical event with a high talent
budget.
The bandstand was perched on second base, a good 75
yards from the nearest spectator. Everyone was in the
"peanut gallery” and the performers couldn’t be seen with
out field glasses. Thanks to the hard work of acoustical
expert Miles Rosenthal and the good-sized budget he had
to work with, the sound was exceptional, except for a few
understandable lapses. But with the audience spread all
over the place, the personal, intimate quality that gives
jazz much of its appeal was missing.
Because the Phillies wanted to keep the talent costs as
low as possible, they limited the festival lineup to seven
acts. Mahalia Jackson, the Count Basie band. Chris Connor,
Chico Hamilton, and jimmy DePreist's quintet (the only
Philadelphia group on the bill) appeared Thursday night.
Ahmad Jamal and Maynard Ferguson joined Basie, Miss
Jackson and Miss Connor, who returned Friday night.

The relatively small bill made for a refreshing respite
from the overloaded, overlong programs which bog down
most festivals. The concerts began at about 9 p.m. and the
last notes were blown by the Basie band about midnight.
A sour note was injected by the use of no less than eight
disc jockeys to “introduce” the artists. Included was a
rock n’ roll spinner who bills himself as Sir Lancelot and
another jockey who delights in calling himself Wee Willie.
Sid Mark, anchor man of WHAT-FM’s 24-hour jazz pro
gramming. was jockey in charge. This was probably the
only testival in history where there were more introducers
than artists. The plattermen led eight-to-seven.

Jimmy DePreist and his quintet got the opening night
concert off to a firm start with a set featuring a clever
waltz, Home Folks, written by talented trumpeter Owen
Marshall. (The group also led off at Randall’s Island.)
DePreist is a hard-working, sincere musician and a com
petent drummer who is spending considerable time and
money to establish a resident jazz orchestra in Philadelphia.
Thus it was fitting that his group should open the city's first
jazz festival. Unfortunately, the sound was poor for the
first several numbers, though it later improved.
Another drummer-leader, Chico Hamilton, followed—
his delicate flute-cello jazz providing a good contrast to the
hard bop DePreist style. Hamilton still plays good drums
but he can't seem to come up with a combo to equal the
Collette-Katz-Hall unit.
Miss Connor, in good voice despite the chill air. got a
big hand for her shouting enthusiasm on a set of her
16
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standards, that included Senor Blues and Ronnie. Blessed
with perhaps the heartiest voice of the jazz singers. Miss
Connor showed she is getting away from her June Christy
aping and coming into her musical own.
Another hearty singer, Mahalia Jackson, pleased both
the gospel and blues fans with her familiar repertoire. Her
good nature is contagious and she manages to win over
even the “beat” fans of cool jazz who frown on such
histrionics in music. It's hard not to get with her when,
with handclapping, she begins shouting like Bessie Smith
at her best.

But it’s about time that someone took Miss Jackson aside
and explained that jazz has risen in stature since she was
a girl in New Orleans. Because of her alleged unwillingness
to be connected with jazz (she reportedly cancelled out of
Newport this year in fear of being criticized in religious
circles) the Phillies advertised the two-day program as a

Festival of Music.
Still, when you have Count Basie as an attraction, you
don’t have to use the word ’jazz’ in your ads. Cold feet
that started stamping with Mahalia’s When the Sainis Go
Marchin In kept moving as the Basie band started swing
ing. despite the 45-degree temperature. And Joe Williams,
currently as much of a crowd-pleaser as the Basie band
itself, showed that you don’t have to grunt to sing the blues
and that you can get away with using good enunciation.
Coming into his own near the age of 40, after years of
obscurity. Williams just might be the best all-around singer
around today.
Friday night’s concert opened with the light-hitting
Ahmad Jamal trio. Jamal might do as a festival filler, but
it was a real bobble to lead off with his twinkling, onefinger pianistics, which sound like a cross between Lionel
Hampton and Joe Loco. Without his swinging partners,
Jamal would be lost. With them, he was able to get some of
his audience after stringing together three or four of his
record hits.
Miss Connor followed, and. although the fans had been
promised an entirely new show for the second night, she
repeated most of the songs she had sung the first night.
This time she was hampered by sound difficulties and was
not nearly as effective.

Maynard Ferguson and his strident trumpet, band and
vocalist—Anne Marie Moss—stirred up excitement that
even surpassed that generated by Basie and Williams, Ferguson's music is shrill, it is harsh, but it is jazz. No one
ever accused jazz of being pretty music. This is a swing
ing. soaring band that ranks with the old Jimmy Lunceford
group for producing hard-hitting, uncompromising jazz.
And this band has a "sound.” Like the Goodman and
Shaw and Dorsey bands of the swing era and Basie and
Ellington today, the Ferguson group has its own individual
flair, sparked by the leader’s screaming high-note trum
peting. and the original arrangements.
The Phillies, obviously hard-hit at the box office, wouldn't
talk too much about the possibility of another festival
next year. Happily, they had a co-sponsor to share the
losses. Food Fair, a large Eastern grocery chain, bought
up all the $3.25 seats and sold them for $1 with each $2
purchase. Food Fair plugged the festival in its newspaper
ads and also on its radio spots so the project had its share
of promotion. The chain said it is considering backing the
festival again next year, "but in warmer weather.”
■
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One of the most talked-about young musicians in ¡azz today
is Ornette Coleman, who plays a white plastic alto saxophone
with a tone that one critic soys “can only be described as
weird.” Coleman has been around the music scene for longer
than most persons realize, but he's been getting major at
tention only lately. Many critics and musicians think he may be
the start of a new direction in ¡azz. Recently Coleman did a
date for Nesuhi Ertegun, jazz a&r director of Atlantic records,
to whom he is now under contract. (Another recording was

made recently for Contemporary.) These pictures were taken at
that date in Los Angeles. Working with Coleman are Billy
Higgins, drums; Charlie Haden, bass; and Don Cherry, who
seems lo be playing Dizzy Gillespie to Coleman's Charlie
Parker. Cherry plays a small (but physically heavy) “pocket'*
trumpet that was made in Pakistan. Someone described it as
looking like “an unsanforized horn that got washed.” After
the recording, the quartet went to New York for a Nov. 16
opening at the Five Spot.
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By George Hoefer
Big T. the itinerant, hard-drinking
jazz trombonist of yore, has become a
man of considerable dignity with sin
cere feelings of responsibility toward
his country, his profession, and his
family. Jack Teagarden not only feels
these responsibilities, but he also has
become a crusader in their behalf.
Nothing points this up more than the
presence of a large box addressed to a
school in Kabul, Afghanistan, which
was taken aboard a plane flying to the
Orient recently. On the plane were the
Rod Alexander dancers, who were part
of an American National Theater and
Academy package show that was to
perform at some of the same locations
Teagarden's sextet played last year.
I he box contained u generous supply
of school materials (crayons, pencils,
erasers, even a complete encyclopedia).
18
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which were brought by Teagarden at
his own expense. He had noticed they
were needed when he visited the school
on the day of his Kabul concert He
had made many such visits to schools
along the route of his 18-week tour.
Currently, Teagarden not only is
lobbying for more U.S. jazz to be sent
abroad but also has become quite ac
tive in fighting the federal 20 percent
cabaret tax. If he succeeds, and the tax
is lifted, more jobs for musicians could
be expected to open up here at home.
contemporary Teagarden, now
54 years old, is an entirely different
man from the one who played Chicago
during the 1930s and ’40s. In those
days his desire to play jazz, and only
jazz, was constantly being frustrated.
During 1938, Jack was playing the
Drake hotel in Chicago with the enorThe

mous Paul Whiteman Concert orches
tra. He was buried under every imagin
able instrument, including a bicycle
pump from which a sideman elicited
weird sounds in tempo
One morning about 4, I encountered
him in an all-night Rush St. barbecue
pit. munching ribs with the late Jimmy
Dorsey. When asked how he felt, Tea
garden replied, "Fine I've just had a
good night’s sleep on the bandstand at
the Drake.”
This was the devil-may-care Tea
garden, who never asked for a “drink"
—he always said, "Give me a double ”
As soon as he had had his double, he
would start to look around for a place
to play jazz. If he had gone to church
on Sunday morning, he would have
his trombone out, playing in the choir
loft.

He s

In this respect alone—in his desire
to play—things haven’t changed too
much with Jack. One might think that
the last decade of playing nothing but
jazz with the Louis Armstiong All
Stars and with his own sextet, he would
welcome a rest when he has a layover
of several days.
Such is not the case. While in New
York for a couple of days last month,
I spent an evening with the Teagardens.
We had dinner at the Arpeggio, where
Marian MacPartland’s trio was playing.
Jack had his tramhone, as he calls it,
under the table, and when Marian’s
husband, Jimmy, showed up with his
trumpet, and Don Goldie, of Teagar
den’s sextet, came in with his, Marian
‘found herself playing piano for a fullHedged jam session.
After a couple of sets at the Arpeg
gio, Teagarden decided he would like
to drop in at the Roundtable—where
he last played in New York and will
again come Dee. 7—to play a few with
Tyree Glenn's quartet. The only differ
ence from (he old days was that Jack
was drinking coffee instead of “dou
bles.’’
The factors that have stabilized Jack
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Teagarden are several. Probably the
most important is his second marriage
and the birth of a son eight years ago.
Mrs. Addie Teagarden has become his
business manager (and Jack can re
member days when business and mana
gers were the blight ot his life, partic
ularly when he had his big band). She
has done such an excellent joh that
ANTA officials would like to have her
manage all (heir traveling acts.
There is also the fact that Teagarden
how can play jazz w ith his own small
group every night and find acceptance.
This couldn't be done during the ear
lier part of his career, and it was neces
sary for him to suffer through a lot of
music he had no desire to play.
He signed a five-year contract with

Whiteman in 1933 and was forced to
hold to it. He was asked to join Benny
Goodman's first permanent swing hand
in 1934 and wanted to. but his con
tract prevented him from doing so.
Whiteman did permit him to record
on his own, and Teagarden made rec
ords with the Goodman band on Victor
in April, 1935. He was scheduled to
do the vocal on You’re a Heavenly
Thing, hut on the day of recording he
was suffering from a bad hangover, and
Helen Ward sang instead. He did play
trombone, though, on the four sides
recorded.
Whiteman, during 1938. divided the
band into sections and assigned Tea
garden to what was called the Swing
Wing,
This unit (recorded on Decca) was
a formal extension of the old Three T’s
act of Jack and Charlie Teagarden,
plus the late saxophonist, Frank Trum
bauer. However, these concessions by
Whiteman were like giving a piece ot
candy to a baby and then hiding the
box. One good side. Aunt Hagar’s
Blues, resulted trom recording the
Swing Wing.
There were other recording dates
during this period with Whiteman, on
which Teagarden had an opportunity
to play trombone with other jazzmen
like Bunny Berigan and Wingy Man
one He also made some jazz sides
under his own name with groups selec
ted by the Hot Record Society and
Commodore Records.
Teagarden

finally left Whiteman at
the expiration of his contract in Decem
ber, 1938. He w'asted no time in or
ganizing a big band of his own with
Charlie Spivak, a partner in the ven
ture as well as lead trumpeter. Jack
had wanted to do this with his brother
Charlie, but Charlie’s contract with
Whiteman still had a year to run.
Jack had his younger brother, Clois
(Cubby) Teagarden, as the drummer tn

the band until 1940. when the late Dave
Tough joined.
Cubby was about the only unknown
sideman m the original band. The group
was top-heavy with expensive sidemen
like Freddy Goodman. Benny’s trum
pet-playing brother; Leo Castaldo, now
Lee Castle, trumpet; Allen Reuss,
guitar; Ernie Caceres, baritone sax;
Hub Lytle and Johnny Van Epps, tenor
saxophones, and the late Nat Jaffe,
piano.
When Jack entered the dance-band
scene in early 1939, it was the begin
ning of almost a decade of trials and
tribulations that would require a book
to detail.
The early band recorded for Colum
bia and Varsity, but there was always
the necessity of meeting the label’s re
quirements for commercial, nonjazz
sides.
There were several sides released that
did have a jazz format, such as the
original Swinging on the Teagarden
Gate and the blues Muddy Water, both
on Columbia, but the majority of the
recordings were overarranged and con
tained few inspired Teagarden trom
bone solos or vocals.
Teagarden was beset, as well, by some

rather unusual trouble in those days.
His first vocalist was a girl named
Meredith Blake, whose brother had
written a tune called Darling, You
Weren’t There. Miss Blake asked if she
could sing it and plug the tune. Tea
garden. always happy to help, put the
composition in the band book Later,
when Miss Blake left the band, he dis
carded the number, only to learn a
short time thereafter that Miss Blake’s
brother had filed suit against him for
$5,000 for each performance of the
tune, claiming he held the copyright
and saying he wanted compensation
for the use of the number. Nothing
came of the suit, but it caused the
trombonist considerable irritation.
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Shortly after Spivak pulled out in
late 1939, Jack got into a tussle with
the American Federation of Musicians
over a charge made by a former per
sonal manager that Jack owed him
$4,500.
The band had fallen apart in early
1940. and Teagarden filed a bankruptcy
suit in February. When the personal
manager filed his claim w ith AFM, Jack
was told that the union does not recog
nize bankruptcy and he must pay the
claim.
Here Teagarden decided to fight He
went to court to obtain an injunction
against the AFM to restrain it from
carrying out a threat of revoking
his membership. The injunction was
granted, and the court declared that the
laws of the United States are superior
to the rules and regulations of the
AFM. A date for a hearing on obtain
ing a permanent injunction was set.
Teagarden then began getting to
gether another band, with some fresh
capital, and until the hearing, the union
neither could take his card nor force
payment of the alleged debt
Jack had waged a singlehanded fight
against what he believed to be unfair
treatment by the AFM This won for
him the admiration and respect of thou
sands of musicians.
Many

well-known jazzmen were in
and out of his band during the following years, Among them were the late
clarinetist Danny Polo, pianist Dave
Bowman, trumpeters Jimmy McPartland and Stew Pletcher, and a young
man who later was to make a name for
himself in modern jazz, tenor saxo
phonist Stan Getz. The Teagarden
family was represented by sister Nor
ma. who played piano for a short lime,
and brother Charlie, who finally joined
for a while in 1944.
But the band that had started as an
all-around high-caliber musical organ
ization gradually became only a frame
work for the leader's trombone and
vocals. Th>s decline was caused mostly
by the loss of good sidemen to the
draft and the necessity of using inex
perienced men as replacements.
By late 1946, everything had fallen
apart, and Teagarden lamented, “All 1
had left was an equity in the band bus,
built up by making the payments for
several years. And the manager ran off
to Mexico with the bus.”
Teagarden no sooner had got settled
down in the next step of his career,
playing with a six-piece combo of his
own at the Club Susie Q in Hollywood,
than he caught pneumonia. He was hos
pitalized. but found it necessary for
financial reasons to return to work at
the Susie Q immediately after leaving
the hospital—in spite of the doctor’s
orders to take a rest of from four to
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six weeks.
Things grew worse, the combo broke
up, and Bing Crosby staked Teagarden
to plane fare to New York City and a
fresh start
Jack showed up in Chicago with his
only possessions, a camel's hair coat
and his trombone. The latter was in a
case held together by a piece of rope.
He spent two days and nights in Chi
cago sitting in with all the jazz bands
in town. His horn was heard in bop
bands; a band playing the floor show at
the De Lisa, a Negro night club on the
south side, and even in the dressing
rooms of the Chicago theater, where
Jack found an old friend, drummer
Ray Bauduc.
When Teagarden finally

got to New
York, things began to take on a more
hopeful hue Louis Armstrong was in
the process of breaking up his big or
chestra in order to organize a small
band. Teagarden seemed a natural for
the trombone spot.
Jack had dreamed all his life of play
ing in a jazz band with Armstrong. It
came to pass in mid-1947 when the
Louis Armstrong All-Stars were or
ganized, with Jack included as an at
traction second only to Armstrong him
self. They played side by side, trading
horn choruses and singing vocal duets,
for five years. It was the first time of
any extended length that Jack could
jam on the job to hts heart's content
and get a steady salary for it.
He left the Armstrong group in 1951
to form his own sextet. His years with
Armstrong had convinced Jack and his
wife Addie that the time had arrived
in which a jazz group could make it
playing the spots around the country
that specialized in Jack's kind ot music
The Teagarden sextet, under the
wary guidance of Addie, has worked
steadily since 1951. It has appeared in
most jazz clubs around the country,
with frequent repeat dates: many of the
jazz festivals, and is always doing onenighters set up by Teagarden’s many
friends.
A highlight in the trombonist’s varied
career was last year’s 18-week tour of
18 countries. The tour was arranged
for the sextet by ANTA for the U.S
State Department and covered a good
deal of the Orient

The experience impressed upon the
Teagardens the unlimited possibilities
this kind of activity has in creating
good will for the United States, not
only where jazz is understood but also
in remote areas where it is something
entirely new. Jack saw the universal
language of music work charms on
people w ho never before had heard any
Western music.
Robert C. Schnitzer, general manager
of ANTA, recently said, “Our experienee with such musical organisations
as (those of) Dizzy Gillespie, Dave
Brubeck, and Jack Teagarden have
more than convinced us that jazz is
one of the most useful weapons we
have in our arsenal. The conduct of
those bands we have sent on tour has
done wonders m combating the idea
that jazz is a degenerate art form, as
the Russian powers are constantly
stating.”
Schnitzer cited one very strong exam
ple of the effectiveness of the jazz am
bassadors.
When
Gillespie
played
Athens, Greece, several months ago.
the Cyprus question was quite explo
sive. Some students had moved on the
U.S. information agency office and
wrecked it, destroying important docu
ments and furnishings. The next day
Gillespie played a concert in Athens,
and the same students who had wrecked
the US1 office carried Dizzy through
the streets on their shoulders like a
homecoming hero.
The band that accompanied Teagar
den on his Eastern trip included Max
Kaminsky, trumpet; Jerry Fuller, clar
inet; Don Ewell, piano; Stan Puls, bass,
and Ronnie Greb, drums. The group
. traveled by airliner, jeep, ship, and
automobile and astride camels and
elephants.
From the first concert in Kabul, after they had left New York on Sept.
26, 1958, through the New Year’s eve
celebration in Hong Kong, to the final
concert for U.S. servicemen on Okin
awa, the success of the tour in the
good will engendered by the band, col
lectively and individually, points up the
value of such expeditions.
After the second stop, in Karachi,
Pakistan, the city’s chief commissioner
wrote to the Pakastani public affairs
officer, “My council members and my-
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self were all charmed by the social man
ners of the sextet and Mr. and Mrs.
Teagarden in particular.”
In Bombay, India, young Indian girls
came up to the stand and threw gar
lands around the necks of each band
member, and a local paper wrote after
wards:
“Few foreigners have received such
wide acclaim in Bombay in recent years
as that accorded Jack Teagarden and
his small group of swing jazzmen. They
did more to bring Indo-American amity
closer in a week than political ambas
sadors might have been able to do in a
year.”
A Colombo, Ceylon, newspaper re
ported. “The pleasing effect of the
whole evening’s entertainment was the
modest, almost shy, way the band be
haved and the happy, easygoing atmos
phere of the whole group.”
The response throughout the tour
was similar. Profits from all the con
certs on the tour usually were turned
over to a local charity project. It was
estimated that at one of the Burma con
certs enough was taken in to support
a Boy Scout troop for two years.
Aside from the obvious good Teagarden’s trip did for his country, an
item that the trombonist likes to savor
now. Jack can look back on the 18
weeks and recall several chuckles and
and one or two hardships.
In the latter category was his own
serious hernia ailment, which flared
while the troupe still had six weeks of
its schedule to fill. A doctor in Singa
pore insisted he fly to Manila in the
Philippines and have an operation, but
Teagarden insisted on continuing the
tour without delay, even after ANTA
told him to cancel the tour and return
for the operation.
They played five cities on the Malay
peninsula and then arrived in the Philip
pines, where a doctor confirmed the
Singapore diagnosis. But Teagarden in
sisted on keeping to the schedule, al
though by this time he had lost consid
erable weight and was in constant pain.
They played Manila and two other
island dates and went on to Hong
Kong, where one dispatch described
Jack as having laryngitis and “feeling
generally bad" but “carrying out his re
sponsibilities” and providing one of the
‘most successful president's program
attractions ever to play Hong Kong.”
After Hong Kong, the gruelling
schedule took Teagarden's group to
Formosa for four dates, to South Korea
for four more, to Japan for 10, and
finally to Okinawa before the band got
hack to California and Jack could have
the hernia operation.
But the incidents that probably will
be remembered even longer are those

in the realm of human relations:
Kabul, Afghanistan, where the peo
ple never had seen a trumpet, clarinet,
or trombone before and there were only
two pianos in the city; Jack tuned up
the better one himself . . . The elevated
bamboo bandstand in Kabul, from
which they could see the camels passing
by outside and where the cape-covered
women, forbidden to enter, stood out
side and listened . . . The bamboo band
stand in Karachi, Pakistan, that swayed
when the band got going strong . . .
The Bombay, India, friends of the late
pianist Teddy Weatherford, who left
the Chicago jazz scene in the mid19208. went to the Orient and never re
turned . . . The reception in Bombay at
which Teagarden and Fuller jammed
with an Indian percussion.
. . . The meetings with the Orient’s
royal hipsters, the king of Thailand, the
king of Cambodia and the prince of
Cambodia. Thailand’s monarch is a
friend of Benny Goodman and also
plays clarinet and saxophone. After
Teagarden’s group played a command
performance for the king and queen,
the sextet jammed with the king, who
played clarinet. One of the tunes they
did was When, a composition by the
king . . . After Jack played the Cam
bodia concert for the piano-playing king
and the saxophonist prince, the king
awarded Teagarden a medal for meri
torious service to the arts . . .
. . . The modern concert hall in
Singapore with acoustics comparable to
those of Carnegie hall, where the piano
was rolled out of a vault for the con
cert. The heat and humidity there can
throw it out of tune quickly when it’s
not in use . . . The appreciation of

Teagarden's vocals that was demon
strated in most former British posses
sions but the lack of understanding
evident elsewhere . . . The universal
popularity of the drum solos, which
kept Greb busy . . . The 14-degreebelow-zero weather and halls without
heat at some of the Formosa concerts
and the thunderous ovations for solos
that the audiences gave in spite of it
. . . Teagarden’s reaction to Japan—
even though he was painfully ill: “It
was a ball; the country reminded me of
New Jersey.” . . . The 65-piece Japan
ese orchestra that backed his trombone
and vocal work on Stars Fell on Ala
bama during a I’/z-hour television
show . . .
took his own movies
through the entire trip, as well as tape
recordings of native music. The latter
he'd like to assemble and edit for pro
duction of an LP for the commercial
market.
Teagarden told of his concern over
the impression many of the peoples he
saw and played for have of the United
States. They derive a great deal of
their information and opinions about
what Americans are like from movies,
principally westerns and gangster films.
Jack said that if this country doesn’t
start counteracting this impression with
more substantial characteristic enter
tainment in all the arts, jazz included,
there soon may be a rock and roll argot
in the Indian dialects.
The new Jack Teagarden, a man
socially aware and willing to accept
responsibility for more than just good
jazz, is eager to make another trip with
this aim in mind.
■
Teagarden
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REPORT
FROM
AFRICA
By John Mehegan
“The school must equip the native
to meet the demands which the econ
omic life of (this country) will impose
upon him . . . There is no place for the
native in European society above the
levels of certain forms of labor.”
This may sound like a line from Mein
Kampf. It is not. This statement was
made on the floor of the South African
Senate by Dr. Hendrik Verwoerd, then
minister of foreign affairs of the coun
try. “If the native,” he added, “is being
taught that he will live his adult life
under a policy of equal rights, he is
making a big mistake.”
Dr. Vervcerd is now prime minister
of South Africa.
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had an appointment with Todd
Matchikiza, South Africa's leading Af
rican composer. We met on the street
and shook hands. People stared. We
went to lunch in a small cafe in the In
dian ghetto, the only restaurant in that
fair city of Johannesburg where black
and white can eat together. Of course,
it was in a back room—and we had to
pay double for the privilege of using it.
An Indian bass player played with
me at the city hall in Durban. He was
concealed behind a curtain—to be heard
but not seen.
Joe Mogotsi, a member of the Man
hattan Brothers, an African quartet,
disappeared on the way to rehearsal, a

I

week before my departure for America.
A few days passed, during which he
could not be traced. He finally showed
up at his home. It seemed that a gov
ernment official had needed some
weeding done in his garden. A police
man had found him a gardener.
At the airport in Johannesburg, Af
ricans and Indians came to see me off.
We stood for 2Vi hours, because there
was no place for black and white to sit
together.
This is South Africa today—and it is
getting worse. Legislation enacted in the
last 11 years has left the African noth
ing. He must carry a pass after 6 p.m.
If he is caught without it, he becomes a
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criminal offender, pays a fine, and is
jailed.
The African must live in a municipalh built “location ” which is a grim
community of prefabricated houses
without electricity or plumbing.
These locations are 10 to 15 miles
from the "white city,” and the bus serv
ice stops at about 7 p.m. If he misses
his bus, the African must make his way
home on foot. If he is caught without
a pass . . .

Where is the white jazz musician in
the midst of all this? I’m afraid he is no
where.
Jazz musicians all over the world
pride themselves on being color blind.
In fact, quite a mystique has evolved
through the years around this vital idea.
Perhaps it is true . . . perhaps it isn’t.
It is not, I fear, as true in the United
States as we like to think, nothing could
be further from the truth in South Af
rica. White musicians mysteriously
failed to show up at integrated jam ses
sions, and those who did come made it
clear that they wanted no part of any
socializing; white musicians were un
available for integrated recording dates:
these same musicians seldom if ever
look upon an African as an equal,
though musically the African was above
them.
I was asked to lecture before a pri
vate jazz club in Durban. As I gazed
out at the sea of smiling white faces, I
thought for a minute and then smiled
back. My opening comment was, "Why
is this a Jim Crow club?” The smiles
disappeared and feet started to shuffle.
1 was told there was a valid reason:
there was liquor served And Africans

are not allowed by law to buy or be
served liquor. So I suggested a weekly
Coke clinic, at which African and In
dian musicians would be invited to dis
cuss musical problems and play. As far
as I know, nothing was ever done. As
a result. I transferred the classes I had
been conducting at the club to an In
dian restaurant where informal integrat
ed social gatherings were encouraged.
Attendance fell off badly, but the per
sons w ho did come got much more than
the right chords for Round Midnight.
I mention the tunc because there is
an interesting story connected with it.
On the evening I suggested the Coke
clinic, I mentioned that I had met only
one musician in South Africa who knew
the correct chords to Round Midnight,
an Indian pianist whom I recorded
while in South Africa. The next day
his phone rang three times; Chris Jos
eph. Indian pianist, was “accepted” at
last.
Joseph explained that this was an old
story with him White musicians had
called him betore tor chord charts,
which he had given them. But when

Pianist Mehegan at a Bantu social club session in Johannesburg. Kippy Moeketsi is the altoist,
Hugh Masakola is the seated trumpeter (with cigarette).

they met him on the street, the whites
would walk by as though they didn't
know him. When I heard this, I told
Joseph not to give them one more
chord. He probably will, he’s such a
friendly guy — but chords in South
Africa are a weapon, and should he
guarded dearly.
Only two appearances of U.S. jazz
musicians preceded mine in South Af
rica: Tony Scott in August, 1957, and
the Bob Cooper Bud Shank quintet with
June Christy in April, 1958.
With only the rather flamboyant
Scott and the “cool” west coasters to
go by, it was rather difficult for the
South African to judge what American
jazz musicians are like. In general, the
Africans and Indians liked Scott, who
quickly made it known that he was
with them in their struggle, although
they were a little confused by his exHow to Help

Teacher, critic (for the New York
Herald-Tribune), and pianist John
Mehegan has just returned from sev
eral months of work and study in
South Africa.
Those who, responding to the
heartfelt plea on these pages, would
like to help, can send instruments,
new or secondhand books of music
instruction, sheet music, etc., to Mr.
Mehegan at 233 E. 69th St., New
York 21, N.Y. Checks or money or
ders should be made out to the Union
of South African Artists, a group
dedicated to helping African artists.
Plans are being made to form a
branch of the organization in Amer
ica. Further news of it will be an
nounced tn Down Beat.

travagant and sometimes irresponsible
statements in the press and on the ra
dio. Justifiably or not. the nonwhites
felt snubbed by the west coasters, who
seemed aloof from the desperate battle
for existence that goes on in the Union
of South Africa today.

As it stands now, the African musicians
have no one to turn to for help in any
kind of instruction.
It is not as though they could walk
down a street to a club and sit and lis
ten to jazz all night and learn from that.
Today that is not enough . . . technical
skill and knowledge of basic classic
harmony is necessary. In trying to get
books, instruments, and recordings,

they also run into difficulty, this time
financial.
In spite of this, there are three mag
nificent African jazzmen in Johannes
burg: Kippy Moeketsi. alto saxophone;
Jonas Gwanga, trombone, and Hugh
Masakela, trumpet Kippy 1 consider
one of the greatest jazz musicians in the
world today. He is, of course, deeply
rooted in Charlie Parker but has a qual
ity of his own of melodic sensitivity and
melancholy beauty, and a pathos that
comes from the very soul of this Af
rican.
Jonas and Hugh are younger than
Kippy the is 34) but have been well
schooled by him in modern concepts
of harmony and time. Recordings made
by these three musicians and this writer
in South Africa soon are to be released
in the States. And plans are being made
to send these three men to Europe next
summer for appearances at Swiss and
German jazz festivals i if they are al
lowed to leave their own country).
There are many gifted persons in
South Africa besides them, who, withNovemb<’r 26, 1959
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out some help, never will be able to ex
press the beauty that is within them.
Claude Shange needs a bass; his broth
er. Ray, who has learned to play two
penny whistles simultaneously, wants a
tenor saxophone. So it goes.
it is ironic, but one cannot find a
good African jazz drummer in South
Africa. The reasons, however, are quite
simple. First, a set ot drums is com
pletely beyond the income of the Af
rican. Second, and more important, is
the fact that it is extremely difficult to
capture the many facets of good jazz
drumming (snare, bass, high hat, ride
cymbal, etc.), with only an occasional
recording to go by—and this is the only
road of learning open to a potential
drummer. Third, it must be remem
bered that there is little connection be
tween tribal drumming, which is per
formed in “banks” or choirs, (each
drummer playing only one level ot
time) and the elaborate counterpoint ot
modern jazz drumming
For the aforementioned recording
session I looked and listened every
where for an African drummer, even a
good time-keeper, but I finally realized
that what Kippy had told me was true;
there are no good African jazz
drummers.
My last weekend in South Africa was

spent at the coronation of Chief Edward Patrick L.ebone Molotlegi, called
Eddie by his friends and the Playboy
Prince by the newspapers. Kippy, Hugh,
and Jonas, along with their group, were
going to plav there and invited me to
accompany them.
Chief Eddie is a great jazz fan and
has two pianos and a fine record col
lection. When he tours his 261-squaremile domain to visit 68 subchiefs, he
carries his own ice cubes and a few
choice recordings.
The band was to play the coronation
dance at the local movie house. We ar
rived early while the movie was still
on It was a real dog called Don't
Knock the Rock, with Alan Freed. The
African audience reminded me ot some
very hip patrons in some 42nd St.
theaters. They ignored the corny dia
log. which they understood (most Af
ricans are at least trilingual—Afrikaans,
English, and. of course, their own
tongue, usually Basuto and their tribal
dialect thereof). Thev did. however,
give rapt attention to Bill Haley's
Comets and the various other groups
playing.
The movie finally ended, and the
dance began. By this time, it was really
difficult to realize that we were in a
“primitive” African village, at a corona
tion dance.
It could have been a dance party on
television—but the music was much
better.
■
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so he doesn't have to be constantly re
placing men who have grown tired of
the one-nighter grind.
This is one of the cleanest-sound ng,
hardest-swinging big bands on the
scene. Its personnel is an unusual mix
By Leonard Feather
ture of veterans such as former l(mmie Lunceford bassist Truck Parham,
A few weeks ago I saw a vaudeville
east coasters such as the firstrate tenor
production entitled An Evening with
man Aaron Sachs, west coasters such
Pear! Bailey at the Apollo theater. 1
as the impassioned and compelling alto
had been reading about it (chiefly in
man Herb Geller.
the review quoted in those Variety back
Bellson’s unique boo-bams produce
page ads for which Pearl seems to have
the livest. most melodic sound I've ever
signed a life-time contract) and had
heard from tuned drums. (He ined
been impressed by the size of her pay
them on a Verve LP due out soon.) As
roll and the unanimity of the reactions.
for L ouie's rhvthm section work, again
But I still wasn't prepared for what I
the question ot associations arises. If
saw and heard.
he’d been working at the Five Spot in
The show is a gas. It doesn't seem
New York City, it might have occurred
possible that Pearlie Mae can have
to some of us to vote for him Without
more personality, more audience rap
attention from the jazz snobs he re
port than ever, yet this is a case where
mains one of the two or three greatest
the talent elevator hit the top floor and
living drummers. That he didn’t get a
kept going up.
single vote in the last Critics’ poll is
As a comedy artist, she has every
inexcusably idiotic, and here again I
nuance at her command; as a singer,
must take my share of the blame.
in her straight vocal moments, she's a
If every orchestra could stay to
blues-rooted swinger of obvious jazz
gether, as this one has tor about a year,
importance.
under these conditions, there would be
It’s incredible that all of us so-called
a chance for the revival ot big-band
experts ignored her in the history
jazz. You just can't expect this kind of
books, including my own. Presumably
music from a large group that has to
when a jazz singer displays many other
aim either at night clubs (after the
talents, and works the Flamingo m Las
Blue Note and Birdland, whither?) or
Vegas. Nev., rather than Birdland, she
dance dates (which leads to one-nighthas extended herself beyond the jazz
ers and musical compromises.)
pale.
The giants of the big-band era had
Miss Bailey is just one facet of a
outlets that no longer exist: frequent
show that is. from the first moment to
live broadcasts, places like the Savoy
the last (90 to 100 minutes later), a
ballroom (now demolished), Roseland,
smooth, briskly paced, funny, hand
the Statler, (now unaware of jazz). In
some. musical, sophisticated produc
sad contrast, when Gil Evans, who de
tion. The dance acts are uniformly bril
serves a big band as much as anv one
liant. It's the kind of show that hardly
in jazz today, tried one out at Bird
ever happens any more at places like
land. by the time it was halfway in
the Apollo, where a typical offering
shape, his stint had ended and the
simply presents one act after another,
group broke up. Other bands formed
booked individually with no relation
ot late have had similar experiences.
ship This is true. too. of most jazz
Pearl Bailey has been keeping 48
concerts and festivals, not to mention
persons at work, including a 17-piece
night clubs, where integrated produc
orchestra, at a time when she could net
tions are increasingly rare.
as much money by just playing Las
One of the show s unadvertised vir
Vegas, the Waldorf, etc , for a couple
tues. put across in a beautifully taken- . of months and laying off the rest of
for-granted manner, is its completely
the year.
interracial nature: chorus girls, vocal
She said after the show. “This is
group, show girls, orchestra, every
something I feel 1 have to do. This is
thing. With word now around of the
real, old-time show business. We have
kind of business it’s been doing, we
to give people a chance to he heard
may yet live to see Jim Crow disappear
and audiences a chance to know what
from the chorus line at the Copa.
real vaudeville is, otherwise it can
Most important from the Down Beal
never come back.”
viewpoint is the value of a show like
I'd like to see this exact pattern fol
this to the building of a band.
lowed by the Coles, Sinatras, and Sam
Louis Bellson has chosen top side
my Davises. Meanwhile. Pearlie Mae
men and kept them together under the
deserves not only the solid patronage
ideal conditions (often only one show
she already has hut also the gratitude
a day, never more than three, and at
of everyone who may benefit from the
least a two-week stand at every spot),
initiative she has shown.
■
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ED SARKESIAN PRESENTS
“JAZZ FOR MODERNS" TOUR
THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET
CHRIS CONNOR
LAMBERT-HENDRICKS-ROSS
CHICO HAMILTON QUINTET
MAYNARD FERGUSON & HIS ORCHESTRA
LEONARD FEATHER, EMCEE
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November

November
November
November
November
November
November

ITINERARY
6,7,8—The El Paso Coliseum, El Paso, Texas
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico
9
Convention Hall, Tulsa, Oklahoma
10
Auditorium, Kansas City, Missouri
11
Civic Center, Lansing, Michigan
12
Armory, Syracuse, New York
13
North Carolina State Fair Arena, Raleigh,
15
North Carolina
The Armory, Baltimore, Maryland
16
Bushnell Memorial Auditorium, Hartford, Connecticut
17
18
Zembro Mosque, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
New Haven Arenai, New Haven, Connecticut
19
20
Carnegie Hall New York City
21
Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo, New York
22
Masonic Auditorium, Cleveland, Ohio
23
University of West Virginia, Field House,
Morgantown, W. Va.
24
Louisville Auditorium. Louisville, Kentucky
25
Indiana Theatre, Indianapolis, Indiana
Opera House, Chicago, Illinois
26
Masonic Auditorium, Detroit, Michigan
27
28
Carnegie Music Hall, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
29
Academy of Music, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
ENTIRE TOUR REPRESENTED BY

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER. PRESIDENT
JÓ19 SUNSET 81VD
Hollywood 46, Calif.
Phone CRestview 1-8131

407 LINCOLN ROAD
Miami Beach, Florida
Phone JEfferson 8-0383

745 FIFTH AVENUE
New York 22, N. Y.
Phone Plaza 9-4600

203 N. WABASH AVE.
Chicago, III.
Phone CEntral 6-9451

23 ALBEMARLE ST.
London, W 1, England
Leslie Macdonnell, English Rep
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By George Crater
Dean Martin’s placing Jimmy Durante?
I definitely believe Billy Taylor should open a school
for jazz musicians. He could start small with, say,
courses in:
1.
Tune Announcing (in English)
2.
Acknowledging Applause (Elementary)
3.
Playing With Your Shoes Shined (Advanced)
4. Communicating with Your Rhythm Section and
the World
To get things started, I’d even lay a little bread on
Monk for his first year’s tuition.
I wish Buddy Rich would make up his mind. He
makes me nervous . . .
The night Lenny Bruce opened at The Den in New
York City, I had the good fortune to chat with the
managers of the Kingston Trio and the Dukes of Dixie
land respectively. Despite their obvious ear trouble, we
had an interesting talk on the two groups and their recent
appearances at jazz festivals. I'm sure you'll be gassed
to know that the appearances of these groups bring in
and win over new fans for jazz.
My only thought was. Couldn’t we save some money
and still get those new supporters just by offering: free
Schlitz; a complete raccoon coat restoration service;
dirty pictures; a dictionary of popular profanity of our
time; and a scuffed copy of Boola Boola by Pat Boone?
The entire evening was saved from a horrible death
by Lenny Bruce, who was a gas. Even Ira Gitlcr had to
show up to bug me . . .

No truth to the rumor that the new Mercer Ellington
band charts are by Thermofax . . .
That Sinatra TV show grooved me, except for that
flying-saucer set design on Day In, Day Out ... I kept
expecting Frank's nose to start blinking, “Pizza" on and
off . . .
What ever happened to Lionel Hampton?
Zoot Finster. completely recovered from a severe cold,
has left the Jazz in the Raw concert tour taking tenor
man Prez Glick and new trumpet star Miles Cosnat with
him. Tentative plans call for Zoot, Prez and Miles to
form an octet utilizing the charts of Quincy Cohen. Sev
eral record companies expressed interest in the group as
soon as the announcement was made public, especially
Septic Records. Zoot refused to discuss any recording
commitments until he first discussed things with Glick
and Cosnat, both of whom were out to lunch . . .
A friend of mine attended the Hollywood Bowl jazz
festival. His seat was in Santa Monica . . .
Speaking of jazz festivals, now that they’re all over
26
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DOWN BEAT

till next season what am I going to do with all my flashy
sport shirts, sunglasses, and calamine lotion?
I’ve heard that since Sol Hurok started presenting him,
Erroll Garner now sits on the Palm Beach telephone di
rectory . . . Aw, come on, Martha, chuckle a little . . .
Overheard in Junior’s: 1st Jitterbug: Like, anybody
we know in the back?
2nd Jitterbug: Like, just a couple of cats, man Like
just a couple of cats ...
1st Jitterbug: Yeah, like who, baby?
2nd Jitterburg: Like Phil Quill, Gene Woods and . . .
Here are titles of some recently published books that
are likely to be of interest to musicians;

The Art of Sneaking into Rehearsals Late.
5 All-Time Thelonious Monk Favorites Transposed to
the Key of C.
How I Turned a Piano Player Who Didn’t Show Into
a Paying Proposition by Gerry Mulligan.
Stage-Staring as an Art by Miles Davis (as told to
Sonny Rollins).

The Sal Mineo That I Know by Gene Krupa.
Sneaking off the Band Bus When the Stoplight Is
Near a Tavern.
Sneaking on the Band Bus When the Red Light Turns
to Green.
What to Do When Yon Swallow Your Mouthpiece.
Why We Wish Each Other Success by Junior and
Charlie.

Convincing Bus Drivers Your Bass Won't Get In
The Way.
. . . that’s like Don Shirley playing Horace Silver!

deebee's scrapbook
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"Baby, you stone me!"
ED SHERMAN

JOHNNY MATHIS

MÜSIC
JOHN GARY

LIKE PRO, LIKE STUDENT

Here’s a young musician with a hero, who wants
some day to play and to sound just as good.
In choosing his guitar he learned that following in the
footsteps of a top artist means playing a top-notch
instrument
His local Fender dealer showed him the complete line of
Fender student guitars and amps . . . each beautifully
designed and finished. He could hardly tell them from
more expensive pro models and they had the same
professional sound.

He was happy too, when his instructor heartily concurred
in his choice of a Fender Guitar and amp.

MORE AND MORE PROFESSIONALS AND STUDENlfc ARE BUYING FENDER

THEY KNOW THAT "FENDER

QUALITY" COMBINES THE LATEST TECHNICAL INTROVEMENTS WITH TRADITIONALLY FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP

SALES, INC
Santa Ana, California

Navy Pier
Chicago, Illinois U S.A
November 13 to 22, 1959

MUSIC FAIR
How many times have you heard something like this?
. . . "Okay, it's a date. Who are we going to see?" Or
“A drive-in in this weather?’* Or: “1 know you dig jazz,
but I want to see what a Fabian is.’’
Beneath such dialog is a basic truth about American
audiences. Music, to them, is more than just an intimate
and personal art form. (Thirty million Americans pla>
a musical instrument.) It is a form of entertainment,
amusement, and a reason for social gathering. Music is
also a product, one that is sold in different forms and
packaged in many ways. Musical tastes vary so much
that arbitrary categories such as classical, pop, jazz, and
folk are established for identification. A mongrel music
like rock ’n’ roll can become a public issue that is de
bated in Congress. It is not idle to say we take our
music seriously.
The International Music Fair was founded on
premise that the public’s appetite for music, live music,
is not being satisfied. There are not enough concerts,
festivals, stage shows, or other personal appearances by
music personalities to reach a public that spent S325
million dollars last year on records alone.
The fair management, realizing how tastes can vary
even within families, decided on a show program that
had wide appeal without sacrificing emphasis.
Presenting the star talent properly has been a major
concern of the producers. They want you. the audience,
to be able to pick and choose according to your indi
vidual tastes; but feel free to listen and enjoy any other
form of music with which you are not familiar. Visit
and browse among the exhibits illustrating the scope of
the music business. In short, the producers want you
to enjoy yourselves.
The International Music Fair is slated to be an annual
event dedicated to the interests of the music performer
and music listener. With music becoming more and
more the one universal language, this new concept of a
fair should draw its strength and purpose from all peoples
and all cultures.
INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FAIR, INC.
435 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois, MOhawk 4 7515
Irving R Stolar, President
Robert R Stolar
Executive Director

St iff
Talent

NC

Production—John

King

Display Production—
United Exposition Service
Public Relations—
Cooper, Burns, and Golin
Advertising—Frederic Kleinman

International Music Fair

Navy Pier, Chicago, III.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
THE ATTRACTION
Tony Bennett

Fri. .
the
13th

Sat.
the
14th

Sun.
the
15th

★

★

★

The Kingston Trio

Mon.
the
16th

Tues,
the
17th

Wed.
the
18th

★

★

★
★

Johnny Mathis

Thurs.
the
19th

★

Fabian
Oscar Peterson

★

Pete Seeger

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

William Warfield

Fri.
the
20th

Sat.
the
21st

Sun.
the
22nd

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

Collegiate Jazz Contest

★

★

Four Lads

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

•*

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

John Gary

★

Lurlean Hunter

★

*

★

"Jimmy”

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

Betty Johnson

★

*

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

The Mastersounds

★

*

Anita Bryant

★

★

★

★

★

*

★

★

The Platters

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

it

★

Lloyd Price
Puppet Playhouse

★

Jimmy Rodgers

★

★

★

★

★

★

★
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★

★
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A Tour of Popular Music
Sun.
the
22nd

I'he history of American popular music goes back
to times before the Civil War During that conflict, it
took on a particularly bellicose flavor, with various tunes
that called northerners and southerners to be loyal and
true to their area’s viewpoint and defeat the dirty dogs
who were threatening it. Some of the songs were sung
on both sides of the battle lines, as Lili Marlene was in
World War II.
Stephen Collins Foster was an early popular music
composer of note, and in Kentucky today, the adulation
of Foster has semi-religious overtones—although, in
point of fact, his songs were musically unsophisticated
and most of them saccharine sweet.

In the late 19th Century, minstrel shows contributed
songs to the public consciousness the way Broadway
musicals were to do at a later date.

But it wasn’t until the 20th Century that American
popular music began to take on a true professionalism
and high musical quality. You could trace its history in
a remarkably few men: Irv mg Berlin, Jerome Kern.
George Gershwin, Cole Porter, Rodgers & Hart, Matt
Dennis, and then the faceless (and talentless) composers
who contributed rock ’n’ roll and the trash music that
has flooded America in recent years.

To trace the whys and wherefores of the rise and fall
of American popular music involves sociology (periods
of tn di x idualism followed by periods of conformity) and
economics (payoffs to record company a&r men. rigged
ratings of songs, payola to disc jockeys, and the sundry
other arms of the immoral apparatus by which America
has its tastes dictated and adolescents are given musical
brainwashing). There isn't space here to trace the whys
of it all—only some of the whats.
Irving Berlin was a remarkable natural talent. From
the time of the rough-hewn Alexander’s Ragtime Band
until recent years, he went on growing, both his music
and his lyrics becoming more sophisticated, more pol
ished. more intelligent He was eventually to produce
(in 1932) such a warm, polished gem as How Deep Is
the Ocean, and such striking satiric songs as You Can’t
Get a Man with a Gun ( 1946).
George Gershwin was a giant The attempts to evalu
ate him have frequently gone astray because his aspira
tions to write "big’’ compositions have taken in even the
critics—who should have been looking at the songs,
most of them flawless masterpieces in miniature.
For Gershwin took the American song form seriously.
He studied and worked consciously to be a great com
poser of American popular songs. He succeeded. Ask
any singer how Gershwin songs (with the beautifully
appropriate lyrics of his brother Ira) feel in the throat,
how naturally they come out. Ask any jazz musician
about the harmonic warmth of them And then hear the
remarkably plastic, solid qualitiy of the melodic lines.

Rodgers & Hart also wrote well for the voice. The
music was excellent, the lyrics brilliantly clever. Hart
was probably the greatest lyricist America has yet pro
duced; he trained himself translating Viennese operettas
and, like the Gershwins, was a completely conscious
and deliberate talent with uncommonly subtle taste.
It is a common opinion among jazz musicians who,
by the very nature of their work, take American popular
music apart and then put it back together again, that
Richard Rodgers’ music deteriorated after Hart died. The
proof of the pudding is in the eating, of course, and the
better class of American pop singers continue to honor
Rodgers & Hart with performance while, comparatively
speaking, ignoring the music of Rodgers & Hammerstein.
Check over the credits on the Frank Sinatra LPs to see
how much Rodgers & Hart he does compared with
Rodgers & Hammerstein.
The argument, of course, is that Rodgers & Hammer
stein were wuting the integrated musicals. Rut the fact
remains that despite the popularity of such shows as
Oklahoma and South Pacific, their songs don’t command
the respect that the Hart songs did. They have yet to
produce a single song of the stature of Ms Funny Valen
tine, which, with some of the Gershwin songs, pushed
American popular music to a quality level comparable
to that of European art songs.

By the end of the 1930s. American music (classical
music excepted from this discussion) was working to
gether in a smooth, integrated machine. Gershwin,
Rodgers & Hart, Berlin, and a very young Matt Den
nis were giving us popular songs of a high order, and
tne jazz-oriented dance bands were giving them popular
presentation of a high order.
By 1945, everything had begun to fall apart. Jazz was
going its own way. and popular music was rushing off
in several different directions. The mam branch of pops,
however, was bumping down the cellar steps at an
alarmingly noisy pace.
We had been getting the words of our songs from the
tasteful young Frank Sinatra. Then we went to the more
noisy, though still acceptable, Frankie Laine and Billy
Eckstine. They produced their imitators, and we had
Bill Farrell for a while. (What ever happened to him?)
Then we descended to the strained, colorless singing of
Eddie Fisher, utterly lacking in any semblance of musi
cality. And then we had Tony Bennett, whose early
stuff was blatant, though he later expiated his early sins
by becoming one of the few genuinely good pop singers
around today. After Bennett came the sobbing effluvia
of Johnny Ray, than which we thought there could be
nothing worse.

We had reckoned without Bill Haley and Elvis Presley
and Ricky Nelson—and w ithout the money lust of vari-

(Continued from previous page)
ions record companies and disc jockeys.
We had reckoned without Dick Clark,
who would unctuously assure the
youngsters that "you make the stars”—
while he and others created the tastes
of those malleable adolescents who were
making him rich.
Where were the good composers of
American songs all this w'hile? Had we
produced no talents at all in this time?
We had indeed. But they were writ
ing a new breed of American song—a
sort of hybrid art-popular song. Such

men as Bart Howard, Cy Coleman, and
Tommy Wolfe were producing them—
and Matt Dennis was still turning out
good material such as A ngel Eyes,
though none of his later production
was to equal the genuinely poetic Vio

lets for Your Furs.
But the songs of these good com
posers weren’t getting on the hit lists.
They existed, as it were, underground,
being sung by such as Julie Wilson,
Lurlean Hunter, Teddi King, Betty
Bennett, Mark Murphy and others of
their kind who, for lack of a better

where there’s music, there’s...

HR Oy
GUITARS
ELECTRIC
GUITARS &
AMPLIFIERS
MANDOLINS
BANJOS
UKULELES

World’s
largest
guitar
manufacturer
Harmony instruments are
tho choice of more players
than all other makes
combined. Choose yours
at your favorite music
dealer or studio
Send for free, full-color
catalog, showing the newest
features most wanted by
professionals and
amateurs alike. Address
Department D-119P
THE HARMONY (0., 3633 S. RACINE AVE., CHICAGO ♦, III.

term, were in the habit of calling
“jazz singers”.
And even here there has been a
problem. All too many of these artpopular songs show the faults of all
art that is produced for an overspe
cialized audience: many of them are
more than a little precious.
And so where are we today?
Well, despite all the conformity of
our society, our popular music has
never been more disparate. We're still
hearing Gershwin, Rodgers & Hart, and
other good songs from the recent past;
we’re hearing such more recent but
excellent songs as Why Try to Change
Me Now in supper clubs and on re
cordings of such as Frank Sinatra, who
has become a towering symbol of taste
in a sea of trash (and, incidentally, may
throw that reputation away when he
gives a Welcome Home Party for Elvis
Presley on TV next spring, which could
lead an until-now loyal public to the
conclusion that he’s as cynical as the
next man in the music business); we’re
hearing Elvis' musical stepchildren; and
we’re hearing folk music, some of it
authentic and some of it commercial
imitation.
This is to say nothing of the fact
that classical music is selling more in
America than ever before in its history,
and jazz is enjoying an enormous ac
ceptance.
What does it all mean?
Well, for one thing, it demonstrates
that man, far from being a level fea
tureless plain, is a jagged mountain of
varying intelligence, varying cultiva
tion, varying taste. It probably proves
too that the seeking for a classless
society, which the Russian's state as
their goal, is futile. They should have
checked with us first; we tried it.
And it shows why two kinds ot
radio in America have developed. AM
and FM. the latter a response to the
hungers of those who were fed up with
mediocrity in music and other arts.
(Don’t forget that we produced Mickey
Spillane. Grace Metallious, and the Ma
& Pa Kettle movies at the same time
we were incubating Elvis.)

And there we are. We have so many
kinds of music we don’t quite know
what to do about them all. Our appetite for it is enormous, if incredibly
varied.
Which is the purpose of the Inter
national Music Fair: to present a
widely varied sampling of some of the
kinds of music that dominate America
today.
You may not like some of it, but
you can bet that somebody does. And
there it is, staring you in the face.
■
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Down Beat's dance hand directory
last spring described the band as “un
usual in the sense that it isn’t the
typical sweet band most often heard in
the midwest. The leader features a big
book of original arrangements geared
chiefly to a younger audience.

exclusively on

> Change

for Elvis

The House Band for the Interna
tional Music Fair is that of Dan Belloc,
who makes his home and headquarters
in Chicago.

Longplay records
American

Ballads. vols. 1.2
12" FA 2320 FA 2321

American Children's Song!

Nonesuch
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...

Favorite
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with Frank Hamilton

At Carnegie Hall (with Sonny Terry) 12"FA 2412
Banjo
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Bantu Choral Songs
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Bigger Fishes
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Camp Songs. Children

Darling Corey

10" FA 2003

Foul Continents
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Gazette '.Topical Songs)

12" FN 2051

Gazette (Tropical Songs)
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Sleep-Time.....................
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Telking Union

12"

45 Records
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My Homes Across the Smoky Mountain
FA 45 201
The Battle of New Orleans

FA 45 201

One Day As I Rambled

FA 45 202

Skip to My Lou

FA 45-202

Extended Play—45 rpm

$1.79

American Folk Songs for Children

EPC #1,2 & 3

All 10" Folkways Records
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All 12" Folkways Records
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“As a consequence, a typical evening
is w'ell-flavored with jump tunes as well
as warmly-per formed ballads.”

RECORDS
American Ballads

Moni S-5000 20+ 20W stereo Dual *mplif>er-Il8S.5O

New York 36, N Y

Belloc is a native Chicagoan who has
led hands ever since he formed his first
—while he was still a freshman at De
Paul University. He has been musical
director for several small record com
panies m the Chicago area, and written
a great many tunes, including a couple
of hits.

Because of his popularity with the
teen-age set. the Navy Department hired
Dan to do a recruiting series called
Teentown. U.S.A. In the same year he
turned out the hit Pretend.
Belloc plays most instruments but
prefers tenor saxophone.

JOHN GARY
The producers of the International
Music Fair were especially careful in
making their talent selections not to
overlook any of the young stars w'ho
are about to break into the big time.
John Gary is one such. His first release
on Fraternity records was Little People,
followed by Let Them Talk, which has
met with wide acceptance by the record
buyers.
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Like so many other male stars, he
started his singing career as a boy so
prano. Before his voice changed he did
several radio shows in New York, a
concert tour of the United States and
Canada, and appeared in The Time of
Your Life with James Cagney.
At the age of 17 he left for two
years in the Marine Corps and the
Korean War After his discharge, he
dal a European tour, returning to New
Orleans, where he had his own tele
vision show on WDSU-TV.
John is serious about his hobby as
well as his singing, until recently he
held the world's record for underwater
diving. He stayed under for 41 hours,
one minute and 10 seconds.
10« COM«tETt SPECIFICATIONS WRITE DEPT.

THE KINGSTON TRIO

is made up of three young
men named Dave Guard, Bob Shane, and Nick Reynolds.
They started out as college favorites on the west coast
In 1957, a publicist named Frank Werber decided to take
them under his wing. Since then, their fortunes have
soared, and they moved into the hit record class with
Tom Dooley and. later. Tiajuana Jail.

The Kingstons have played a number of jazz festivals
in the past few months, thereby triggering a controversy.
For the semi-folk material they play and sing is a far cry
from jazz. But balling college-age kids who turned up at
the festivals and college concerts were happily indifferent
to whether the Kingstons constituted a jazz act. They liked
them.
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JOHNNY MATHIS

is probably reaching a broader
age range of fans than any young entertainer today. He sells
to the teen-age crowd; and to the patrons of such smart
nightclubs as the Copacabana in New York, the Sands Hotel
in Las Vegas, and the Fontainbleu in Miami Beach.

Johnny’s father, Clem, a former vaudeville performer

started teaching his son about singing when he was 10.
Johnny went on to become a crack athlete, but continued
studying with an Oakland, Calif., vocal coach He worked
his first professional date at the 440 Club in San Francisco.
Columbia Records signed him in 1956. He was a hit almost
from the start, and his singles and LPs have continued
selling big ever since.

TONY BENNETT is a remarkable case in the history
of popular music. When the quality of that music began
its decline a few years ago, Tony was among those singers
musicians didn't dig. But as the music got worse, he went
the other way: he got better , . and better. . . and better.
Today he is in that small inner circle of entertainers other
entertainers enjoy.

By now a sensitive and tasteful singer. Tony is also one
of the most dynamic performers in America to watch He
generates a vitality that makes most male singers look
effete and indifferent. Noted for using top jazz musicians
to back him, Tony has been accompanied by such men as
guitarist Chuck Wayne, and more recently, the Count
Basie band.
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DOWN
BEAT
ROOM

featuring the Oscar Peterson trio, the Mastersounds and Lurlean Hunter
One of the key features of the International Music Fair
is the Down Beat room. Here the jazz performances of the
fair are heard.
We at Down Beat picked two groups to play during the
10 days of the fair—as well as singer Lurlean Hunter. They
were chosen for quite specific reasons.
1 believe it is entirely possible that Oscar Peterson is the

(Continued next page)

OSCAR PETERSON

was bom in
Montreal, Canada, Aug. 15, 1925. He
started studying music at the age of 6,
at 14 won an amateur contest and went
to work in radio. By his early twenties,
he had a considerable reputation, and
received offers to move to the United
States He performed for Jazz at the Phil
harmonic at Carnegie hall in September.
1949. and since has enjoyed a constantly
deepening prestige as a jazz pianist.

Ray Brown, bassist of the Peterson trio,
was born in Pittsburgh Oct. 13, 1926 He
played with Dizzy Gillespie's small group
and first big band in the mid-1940s. In
1951, he found his perfect complement,
he joined Peterson They have been to
gether ever since
Edmund Thigpen, born in Chicago Dec.
28, 1930, son of noted drummer Ben
Thigpen, began studying drums when he
was 17. He worked with Cootie Williams,
Johnny Hodges, I ennie Tristano. Bud
Powell, and Billy Taylor. He joined Peter
son a few months ago and already he and
his two colleagues have become one of
the most cohesive units in jazz.

most important jazz pianist of our era. It is significant that
a lot of pianists also think that.
For Peterson has achieved something remarkable. He has
taken the tradition of classical piano, w'ith its richness and
breadth and subtleties of dynamics, and all the funk of jazz
piano together with the styles and technical innovations of
just about any jazz pianist you can think of. and made
them flow together into a homogeneous whole. And he has
achieved this naturally. There has been none of the straining
to combine, to borrow from classical music, that has made
so much contemporary jazz sound ersatz, effete, and future
less. Peterson is an utterly earthy ¡azz pianist who has
acquired all the facilities that the classically trained pianist
has at his disposal. No one else has this duality to the
same degree.
Not everyone agrees with this evaluation of Peterson. I
know a record company executive who says Oscar doesn’t
swing (When 1 told that to Andre Previn, he said, “My
best wishes to him for the recovery of his health, whoever
he is.” Another pianist, Dick Marx, broke out laughing.)
The trouble, it seems, is that the world of jazz is so
afflicted with the passion for innovation—even if innovation
means mere novelty—that the non-appreciators of Peterson
are disturbed that he has acquired techniques and methods
from Earl Hines, Art Tatum. Fats Waller, Erroll Garner,
and others. This implies that it is invalid for a jazz pianist
to build on the foundations laid by his predecessors in the
same way classical pianists do.
It should not be forgotten that in the huge tradition of
western music, the majority of the greatest composers have
not been innovators, they have been what we would call the
Synthesizers, the Collators—men who took all the experi
mentation that had preceded them, wrapped it into a pack
age, and left that particular line of musical development

completed, a monument for posterity to ponder. Oscar has
done this not only with a vast range of jazz piano tradition
but also with the two main streams of western music, which
are the European (or classical) and the American (or jazz).
These days, of course, it is very hip to be a lover of both
classical music and jazz. It always breaks me up when 1
encounter someone who laments Oscar’s eclecticism hut digs
(or pretends to dig) Bartok. Bartok was nothing if not
eclectic; he was also a very great composer, as Oscar is u
very great pianist.
If Peterson is a pianist who leaves pianists open-mouthed,
what can one say ot Ray Brown? I never have known a
bass player who didn't, when questioned, name him as his
favorite bass player. No doubt they exist (Brown himself is
an admirer of Oscar Pettiford), but I haven’t run into them.
At the Monterey Jazz festival, 1 saw a little crowd in a
corner behind the stage. I pressed forward to see what was
happening. And there was Ray Brown, playing solo bass tor
fellow musicians—including several name bass players.
I know of one instance when Ray couldn't make a record
date and two other bass players turned the gig down because,
after looking at the parts that had been written, they said,
“This was written for Ray. Nobody else can play it propBrown plays with incredible dexterity, yet never hurries.
He has a remarkably clear, penetrating tone, and if he
ever played a wrong note, you'd hear it: the sound he gets
is so ringing that the intonation comes right through to you,
whereas with so many other bass players, the instrument
gives off a comparatively pitchless thump.
A few months ago. after guitarist Herb Ellis left the
Peterson trio, drummer Ed Thigpen joined the group. Like
his colleagues, Ed is an impressive technician. And he has
superb taste. Listen, whenever you can, to the remarkable

THE MASTERSOUNDS

comprise
Buddy Montgomery, vibes; Monk Mont
gomery, Fender electric bass; Benny Barth,
drums; and Richie Crabtree, piano.

The brothers Montgomery—along with
a third brother, Wes, who has a con
stantly growing reputation as a guitarist—
hail trom Indianapolis, Ind. But it was in
San Francisco, that city of infinite charm,
cooking jazz, and breeding ground of so
much that is important in the contem
porary American culture, that they really
got going.
Signed by Richard Bock, president of
World Pacific Records, they did an album
caJIed, logically enough, The Master
sounds. Then they did their semi-jazz ver
sion of The King and I. which disc became
a best seller among jazz LPs. They fol
lowed this with Kismet and Flower Drum
Song, further enhancing their public repu
tation, and then Ballads and Blues, which
did much lor their critical reputation.
During this past summer, they played
the Newport Jazz Festival, and then won
the New Star Combo award in the Down
Beat International Jazz Critics’ poll: Buddy
Montgomery was named New Star on
vibes.
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brush work he does in the breaks on Golden Striker.
i hese qualities, then, together with the group's great
wa>mth, make the present Oscar Peterson trio, in my opin
ion. one of the most exciting and important groups in jazz
today. And it IS a group—not a trio in which piano is
accompanied by bass and drums. It works together, it swings
together, and more and more—the longer Thigpen is in it—
it is finding its groove. Each time I have heard the trio in
recent months, it has been better than the last time. As the
aforementioned Lurlean Hunter put it, “Those three really
deserve each other. Each of them is so wonderful.”
The Mastersounds were chosen for different reasons to
work in at the Down Beat room
1 he members of this group are taking jazz to the general
public as successfully as any around today. They are not
doing it with tunny hats and a deliberate dilution of the
music. They are achieving it because the public finds them
fresh, and they are happy to play * popular” material, as
they did in their best-selling album, Kismet.
Considered an unabashed imitation of the Modern Jazz
Quartet when they first came into view a couple of years
ago, they have of late been departing in a direction of their
own. It is curious to note that while the MJQ has been
found a little tired-sounding and weak by many persons
lately, the Mastersounds have been growing musically
stronger, driving harder, finding more individuality.
If you know the group only through such discs as Kismet,
prepare yourself for a surprise when you hear them working
on more standard jazz material. This group can swing
The Mastersounds, then, were chosen because they repre
sent some ot the best elements in what we can perhaps call
popular jazz today.
I urlean Hunter?

LURLEAN HUNTER says that she
would make an impossible guest for This
Is Your Life. “Nothing very exciting has
ever happened to me. It would be a half
hour of silence.”
They could always spare us the heart
aches and just let her sing.

But actualy, a few things have hap
pened to Lurlean. aside from acquiring
a strikingly smooth, controlled voice She
was horn. for exampleClarksville
Miss., to be exact. And she moved to Chi
cago at the age of two months, presumably to remain with her parents. And
eventually she was married, and five years
ago had a son w hom she named Tab. be
cause the other Tab Hunter is one of her
personal friends.
She went to Englewood high school in
Chicago, where she first began singing,

eventually turned pro. won the admira

tion of musicians w'ho heard her, did three
LPs (Lonesome Gal for R.C.A.-Victor,
and Nightlife and Stepping Out for Vik)
and is the favorite singer of a number of
singers.

I know one noted jazz authority, artists and repertoire
director for a top jazz label, who says that Lurlean is “tech
nically the best singer tn jazz or popular music in America
today. That girl’s intonation is fantastic."
Miss Hunter is, with all her skills, the most under
appreciated singer in America as well.
She sings with effortless ease and innate musicianship
At the time 1 write this, there is still vivid in my memory an
impromptu performance by Lurlean that 1 still don’t believe.
It happened only last night:
We were in the Chicago cafe called the Majestic, where
a lot of show people hang out after work. The place was
populated by cast members from West Side Story and The
Music Man. both playing at nearby theaters. Lurlean knew
many of them, and they urged her to sing. I ittle urging
was necessary; she loves to sing.
The piano was out of tune, but Lurlean wasn’t. She did
a sophisticated tune; then somebody asked her to do Time
after Time. She turned to me and said, "Do you know the
words? Give them to me as 1 go.”
And she sang, with me feeding her the lyrics in short
takes under my breath.
And how did it come out? Jerky and poorly phrased?
Not at all. The song flowed out of her like something made
of rich velvet, done in exquisite taste.
We know the Oscar Peterson trio will stimulate and
excite you; we know the Mastersounds will leave you with
a warm and pleasant memory, and we hope that you'll
derive from hearing Lurlean Hunter the feeling for her work
that we think she deserves.
That’s why we selected these artists for the Down Beat
room
•
-Gene l ees
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FABIAN is the latest idol of American teenagers. Two

big hits propelled him into the spotlight — I’m a Man, and
Turn Me Loose.

Given his first break by a couple of showmen who
thought he bore some resemblance to Ricky Nelson, the
17-year-old Fabian has recently been working in that
medium that is inevitable for those who have become teen

age idols: the movies. 20th Century Fox is cashing in on
his popularity with a film due for release at the end of 1959.
Dick Clark and Ed Sullivan are partly responsible for
Fabian’s popularity. Fabian’s publicists, in their biographical
data, proudly assert that two years ago he was a Philadel
phia high school boy “without a musical bone in his wellconstructed body.”
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BETTY JOHNSON,

whose

singing

has commanded attention tor its caramel
sweetness, was born in North Carolina,

grew up on a farm on Possum Walk
Road in the foothills of the Smokies, and
went to high school in Paw Creek.

She sang in various church functions

when she was five, and in 1935, Pa John
son took his family (including Betty’s
twin brothers. Jimmy and Bobby) on a
singing tour of the Southwest.

She’s been singing ever since.
But it was a long trek to success. The

tnp took her. inevitably, to the Arthur
Godfrey Talent Scouts show, such CBS
radio shows as There’s Music in the Air,

and the Galen Drake Show. Eventually
Jack Paar took a shine to her work, which

will tell you what her singing style is
like if you have not already heard it,
and he put her on his show. It was this
show that established her as a hot nume

in show business.

Her hit record / Dreamed, which went
million mark
sales, was
over
followed by lhe Little Blue Man and
Dream. She records tor Atlantic

I HE FOUR LADS —Along with

such

great talents as Oscar Peterson. Maynard

Ferguson

and

Gil Evans, Canada

has

also contributed to American music such

entertainers as Guy

Lombardo and The

Four Lads.

The

four — Frank

Toorish,
Codarini

they

James

Busseri.

Bernard

and

Corrado

Arnold,

began singing together when

were at St

Michael's College

in

Toronto. They were choirboys when they

met. They began singing in Toronto and
nearby cities, then went on a coast-to-

coast CBC radio broadcast. The Golden
Gate Quartet took the group under their
wing, and the hoys went to New York

and a 30-week engagement at Le Ruban
Bleu. Then they went on a national tour.
They have played the Perry Como. Ed

Sullivan and Patti Page shows, recorded

with Johnnie Ray (Cry, What’s the Use,

and similar songs), had hits of their own

such as Mocking Bird and

J urn Back,

and received gold records for such discs

as No Not Muc h and Who Needs You?

ODETTA,

according to a recent Down
Beat record review, "is an artist ot the

first rank. Whether singing children’s
fables or prison songs, she projects a sen
sitiveness for the story and its underly ing
emotional tone. And the emotions . . . run
the gamut of expression from despondency
... to religious hopefulness.”
Born in Birmingham. Ala. 28 years ago,
Odetta was raised in Los Angeles. She
studied piano and voice as a child. Alter
leaving high school, she worked in the
road company of Fintan's Rainbow, then
started working nightclubs on the west
coast and. finally at Chicago’s Gate of
Horn, where she began commanding more
and more attention.

Later, she went into concert engage
ments throughout the United States and
Canada. By now she had become a per
sistent searcher for valid folk material
"People, records, hooks, in that order
she said “That’s how I find material.”

None of the shallowness of the ever
smiling Gospel and folk singers,” the
Down Beat review said, “is anywhere evi
dent in her work . . . Listen with an open
heart to this very sincere and expressive
artist.”

PETE SEEGER—If

this nation has seen

a restoration of the glories ot the Arnerican folk song, a good deal of it has been
accomplished through the itinerant, indefatigable banjo and infectiously happy
voice of Pete Seeger.
Seeger is a sort of reincarnated trouba
dour who has the genius to make us laugh
or cry or think nostalgically. He has been
called the “American tuning fork ”
Seeger was horn in New York City (an
unusual origin for a folk-lore singer) 40

years ago. In 1935. while visiting a square

dance festival in Asheville, N. C., he
realized the direction his talent must take
him.
He spent some time with Alan Lomax,
the renowned folk music archivist, before
entering the armed services during World
War II. After the war he joined the Almanacs, and then in 1949 helped form the
famous Weavers, remaining with them
until 1952. Since that time he has toured
the world, doing solo concert perform

ances.
His most famous recordings are
Folkways and Vanguard records.
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Story is not an

unfamiliar one. She was a beauty contest
winner—Miss Oklahoma, and second run
ner-up m a Miss America contest—who
has been singing

long as

can

remember.
Her story proceeds more or less on
schedule:
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hometown

television

(Tulsa’s

KOTV, later Oklahoma City’s WK.Y-TV),

and

on to the zXrthur Godfrey Talent

Scouts show. After that she appeared on

Don McNeil’s Breakfast Club in Chicago,

then toured Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas

with Ricky Nelson.

The Miss America contest, though she
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getting her offers from record companies.
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Dean show, flew to Louisville to appear

did not win it. did have the virtue ot
But by then she was already under con

tract to Carlton records, w'ith her first
single—Be Good, Be Careful, Be Mine—

After that she appeared on the Jimmy

on the Crippled Children’s Telethon, and
has since gone on going up.
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THE PLATTERS

are

made

Tony Williams, first tenor; David Lynch,
second tenor; Paul Robi, baritone. Her-

bert Reed, bass, and Zola Taylor
Buck Ram—The New York promoter,

I troubaus laugh
has been

personal manager and publicity man all
rolled into one—put the group together,

had an audition disc made, and submitted

it to Mercury records, who offered them

City (an
nger) 40
a square

world public

nust take

America. They are a smash in France,

a contract, thus releasing the group on the

For the Platters are not only big in

which tells you a great deal about that
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country today. Their records sell big in

Paris, and they can pack the Olympia
music hall with no trouble.

Ihe Platters’ first record, Only

You

was a sleeper. It came from nowhere and
suddenly turned up on the charts. The

Great Pretender swiftly followed, giving
American

youth another of

the

vocal

groups they have gone for in recent years.
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CLASSICS
Ernest Xnsermel
3
M
MOZ\RT—London CS-6091, Ll 1020:
Comerto No. 2 in D .Major fot Flûte K IH,
HAYDN: Concerto for Trumpet in E Fiat Major;
SCHUMANN: Adagio and Allegro lot Horn, Op.
10.
Personnel : L’Orchestre de la Suisse Romande,
conducted by Ernest Ansermet. Soloists: Andre
Pepin, flute; Paolo Lonjinotti, trumpet; Edmond
Leioir, horn.

\nsennet offers here two of the classics
of the wind repertoire, plus his own or
chestration of a lovely late work of Schu
mann. originally for piano and horn. The
pci iormances are warm and well propor
tioned, though in every case there arc
editions available in which the soloists
plav with more bravura and security. The
horn soloist, especially, blows bubbles on
several low notes.
Ihe Mozart concerto, originally for oboe
but reworked by the composer himself, has

RD
ION
i the new
I 36114 :
Brass."

been truncated here, possibly to allow the
inclusion of all three works on one record.
Listeners aie familiar with the brisk and
martial sound that German orchestra* and
soloists give both the Haydn ancl Mozart
works mav lie taken ab.uk temporarily by
the soft-focus treatment \nsermet uses.
But there is no denying the charm of the
performances. I lie Schumann, of course,
is lailormade foi this approach.
(D.H.)

Sviatoslav Richter
1»
SV1XTOSLAV RICHTER PLAYS LISZT
AND SCHUBERT—Columbii ML-53%
Liszt’.
Harmonies du soir and Arar Toilets from Trans
cental Etudes; l’alse Ouhliee No. 1, No, 2;
Schubert's Moment .Musical in C Major, Op, 911,
No. 1 impromptu in E-Flat .Major, Op. 90, No,
2, ind Impromptu in A-Flat Major, Op. 90, No. 4.
Personnel: Richter, niano.

The legend of Richter's virtuosity anil
musicianship has been current for years,
but few decently recorded performances bv
the Soviet pianist have come from behind
tlie Iron Curtain to testify to the truth of
reports brought back by visitors from the

West. Ric liter himself, for some reason,
never lias been allowed outside the Soviet
Union and its satellites.
This disc, recorded at an actual concert
in Sofia, Bulgaria, in 1958, is somewhat
better than othei Richter releases, but the
piano sounds spongy and important details
of execution are fogged over
it would seem, from the testimony of
this record, that Richter's reputation is
based upon something other than his fin
gers, which are sometimes wayward But for
a shimmering revelation of what Liszt
probably was aiming at in Feux Follets,
Richter’s wraithlikc version would be hard
to surpass.
(D.H.)

Hans Kiehter-Haaser
H BEETHOVEN—Epic LC-3590: Fimo Sonatas
No. 23 in F Minor lA^assionalai, No. 8 in C
Minor (Pathétique), No. 14 in C‘Sharp Minor
(Moonlight I.
Personnel: Richter-Haaser. piano.

Hailed in some optimistic quarters as
the successor to Cicecking and Schnaliel,

( he New Look, in Down Beat
With this issue of Down Beal, the change in the magazine
that you have watched unfold in the past few months is
accelerated.
Everything, from the cover designs by art director Robert
Billings to the expanded news section and broader, deeper
articles and reports, has been changed
In line with this general expansion, you will now notice
a change tn the record reviewing system For, as of this
issue, we have expanded our reviewing staff to encompass
some of the most distinguished names in jazz criticism.
Ralph J. Gleason, Leonard Feather and John S. Wilson
are not new to Dow n Beat readers, but in recent years they
have not been a part of the record reviewing staff.
Mr. Gleason, whose column The Rhythm Section appears
in 27 daily newspapers, has been missing altogether from
the pages of this magazine. With this issue, however, he
not only returns to record reviewing but brings hack his
famous column Perspectives, which you will find on Pige
4I. Mr Gleason is known for his constantly honest, frank
comments on the jazz world, its denizens, and its hangerson. Perspectives will henceforth appear in alternation with
John Tynan’s Take Five.
zXuthor-critic-composer Leonard Feather, of course, needs
little introduction to our readers; his Blindfold Test has
continued to appear regularly. His column. Feather’s Nest,
which returned to Down Beat after a long absence when
the author paid his now-famous tribute to Billie Holiday
in the Aug. 20 Down Beat, will also be found in this issue.
It will be a frequent, though for the present not regular,
feature of the magazine.
Mr. Feather and Mr. Gleason will also have the status
of contributing editors of Down Beat.

Mr. Wilson, u former New York editor of the magazine,
is the distinguished jazz critic of the New York Times, and
author of such books as the two-volume (Keystone books)
Collector's Jazz. In the world of jazz, he is noted for the
catholicity of his tastes, which embrace traditional and con
temporary jazz with equal warmth, the depth of his insight,
and the wry turns of his phrases.
But we have not limited ourselves to the established
critics. Representing the younger clement m jazz criticism
are Don DeMicheal, who joined the reviewing staff some
months ago, and Ira Gitler. Mr. Gitler, far from being a
figment of George Crater’s imagination, is very real, very
talented, and very knowing about jazz. A prolific freelance
writer, he has had occasional pieces in Down Beat and in
such scholarly magazines as the aforementioned Ralph
Gleason’s Jazz Quarterly.

In addition to these men, John Tynan and George Hoefer
—our Los zXngeles and New York editors, respectively—
will also contribute to the review pages.
With this expansion, Down Beat will now move into a
schedule of reviewing every jazz record released. And be
cause of the range and number of reviewers involved, the
reviews will have more depth, more insight, than ever.
Meantime, Don Henahan—music critic of the Chicago

Daily News—will continue to review those classical records
that we think should be of interest to a primarily jazzoriented readership.
There have been many changes in Down Beat in the past
few months. This is one of the most important There will
be still more. Watch for them
November 26, 1959
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makes

clear that he has one quality in common
with the two artists mentioned, dead seri
ousness.
I lie German who onk recently
returned to the concert -lage as a pianist
after a career as a conductor, is 47 years
old, and obviously has mature ideas about
His technique is formidable,
these works
too, anil he draws a big tone

from the
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(Foster playing his
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(muted Newman in Johnny Mandel's

Life)

the contemporary
Wess al their best in Move).
and

Low

to the brass.
Note to 11 ink Wess, who mav run out
of puns: how about

Strange Flute?

(I f.)

(Thad and

Bob Brnokineyer-BiU Evans

These five are the only numbers with
much intrinsic melodic value.
Arrange
men Is like Stoni pin'; Sluts; Trick or Trent,
all chasing their tails around the same 12har tree, ate indistinguishable from a hun
ched tiffing cousins. The Trick track, bv
the way, has the earmarks of j reject re

H S THE IVORY HUNTERS—United Gtists I V S-6044: Houeysuck/r Bose; 4s Time i,w
By; The Hay You Look Tonight; It Could Hup.
pen to You; The Man I Love; I Got Bhythm.

Personnel: Brookmeyer, Evans,
Heath bass; Connie Kay, drums.

piano;

Pvrey

Ratinfl: B B At B

1 his is an unusual album and mav not

be to the taste of everyone, but then

no doubt it is tasty. Evatts and Brookmner.

followed by Basie calling out instructions

who are closer together than one might

by

mistake,

with

ensemble
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Chet Baker
ii CHET BAKER PLAYS THt BEST OF
LERNER AND LOEWE—Riverside Rl.P 12-307:
Ive Grown Accustomed to Your Face, / Could
Have Darned All Night
The Heather on the
Hill; On the Street B hen You Live
Almost
Like Being in Love
Thank Heave» for Little
Girls; I Talk to the Trees; Show .Me.

Personnel Baker, trumpet: Herbie Mann, flute,
tenor (Track 5l; Zoot Sims, alto, tenor: Pepper
Vdams. baritone Bill Evans or Bob Corwin, piano;
Earl May. bass; Clifford Jarvis drums.
Ratinfl: * * Vt
Baker, et al are victims of every bad job
of reco.ding I lie echoes arc mi cstieme that
Vdams sounds as if he were plating in a
cave, some will sav that the recoiding tech
nicpie is not pertinent to the music, but it

JAZZ RECORD BUYER'S GUIDE
For the benefit ol jazz record buyers, Down Beat provides a listing oi

jazz LPs rated lour stars or more during the preceding five-issue period.
Id’s so rated in this issue will be included tn the next listing.

Dave Brubeck, Gone -with the Wind (Columbia CL 1317)
Charlie By rd, Byrd in the Wind (Oilbeat OJ-3005)
Miles Davis, Kind of Blue (Columbia CL 1355)
Gil Evans, Great Jazz Standards (World Pacific WP-1270)

definitely is if it interferes with the audio

perception of the listener. The bad balance

makes it difficult to tell much about Mann's
scores or how well they’re placed.

Besides the recoiding defects, the group
is hampered bv a rhohm section that fails
to jell, Young drummer Jarvis sounds quite

inexperienced and is behind bassist May
on most Hacks Only on W/ou* Me do things
begin to swing.
But not all is negative about this album.
1 here aie some very good solos by the

liommen

especially

Baker and Adams.

Baker still plavs well, as his long-lined
lyricisms in this album so cogently point
out. Only his deadly treatment of / lull;
to Tices detracts from his all-around play
mg Xdams is a consistently stimulating ban
tone man. His plaving is especially fierv
on Sheet and Almost. Zoot is not given
much solo space, but what little* room he
has uses well. Mann's best track both as

soloist and arranger is

Show Me.

(1) DeM.)

Count Basie
» HALL OF FAME V erve MGV 8291: Blues
Inside Out fig Bed, Trick ar Treat; Lady iu
Lace; I lute Juice; Lollypop; Slats; .Move; Dol
phin Dip; Stompin' and Jumpin'; Low Life.

Personnel Reunnld Jones W endell Culley Joe
Newman Thad Jones, trumpets; Benns Powell.
Henry Coker, Bill Huflhes. trombones: Marshall
Koval, Frank Wess. Frank Foster, Bill Graham.
Charlie Fowlkes, reeds; Basie, piano; Freddie
Green fluitar; Eddie Jones, bass; Sonny Payne
drums
Ratinfl: ♦ B • 1 z
When voit are a critic and get to hear
too many records, champagne tastes like
beer.
1 his is especially true with Basie,
who varies so little from I I* to 1.1’.
Most of these tracks were recorded in
January.
Ilie hand hasn't changed
much in lour years, but recording has. and
this is one crew that cries out for stereo.

There are moments of substance- the
funkv
Marshall Royal's warm clarinet on

Inside Out),
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Miles Davis, Miles Davis and the Modem Jazz Giants (Ptestige 7150)
Dot Evans, Muskrat Ramble (Audiophile XP-56)
Dizzy Gillespie. Have Trumpet. Will Excite (X'erve MG V83I8)
Lambert-Hendricks-Ross, The Swingers (World Pacific 1261)

Julian Adderley, Cannonball Takes Charge (Riverside Rl.P 12-303)
Ruby Brail, Blowing Around the World (United Artists UAL 3015)
Nai Xdderlev, Muth Brass (Riverside Rl.P 12-301)
Jimmy Cleveland, A Map of Jimmy Cleveland (Mercury MG 20112)
Ellington-Hodges, Back to Back—Duke Ellington and Johnny Hodges
Play the Blues (Verve MG V-8317)
Red Garland, Red hi Bluesville (Prestige 7157)
Herb Geller All-Stars, Gypsy (ATCO 33-109)
Ted Heit th, 77/ings to Come (London LL 3017)
Jo Jones I rio, Jo Jones Plus Two (X'anguard \ Rs 8525)
Philly Joe Jones, Drums around the World (Riverside 12-302)
I had Jones, Motor City Scene (United Artists UAL 1025)
Wvnton Kelly, Kelly Blue (Riverside 12-298)
Merle Koc h Shades of Jelly-Roll, (Carnival CLP-102)
Lee konitz, Tranquility (Verve MG V7-8281)
The Mitchells. Xndre Previn, Get Thost Elephants Outa Here
(.Metrojazz E-1012)
Kid Ory, The Kid from New Orleans (Verve MGV-1016)
Bud Powell, The Scene Changes—The Amazing Bud Powell
(Blue Note 4009)
Sonny Rollins, Sonny Rollins and the Content porary Leaders
((iontemporary M 3561)
Sinis-i ohn-Woods, Jazz Alive, A Night at the Half Note
(United Artists UAL 4010)
Rex Stewart Henderson All Stars, Cool Fever (Urania USD 2012)
Sonnv Stitt, Sonny Stitt Plays Jimmy Giuffre Arrangements (Verve
MG V-8309)
Mal Waldron, MalA Trio (New Jazz 8208)
Si Zentner, A Thinking Man's Band (Liberty LS I -7133)

ting of
period

7150)

2012)
(Verve

The genius of modern music
is represented on Riverside
by ten varied, exceptional
LPs His latest is a sparkling
quintet album featuring Thad
Jones: FIVE BY MONK BY FIVE
(RLP 12-305; also Stereo LP
1150)

The Cannonball express is
providing some of the warm
est, most dynamic, swinging
jazz of today in his swift rise
ti the top. He's at his soaring
oes' on CANNONBALL TAKES
CHARGE (RLP 12-303; also
Stereo LP 1148)

This most popular and im
aginative piano star offers
something really different un
his Riverside debut, the wild
est flute-section sound1 BILLY
TAYLOR WITH FOUR FLUTES
(RLP 12-306; also Stereo LP
1151)

The master of the cool West
Coast trumpet tones has an
other haunting, melodic din
ner in his latest: CHET BAKER
Plays the Best of LERNER
ANDIOEWE (RLP 12-307; also
Stereo LP 1152)

suspect on the keyboard, are presented in
a series of improvisations assisted by the
beautiful culinary skill of Heath and Kay.
On one level this LP is good clean fun,
so to speak, with plenty of wit and humor
and wry asides as first one and then the
other pianist comments on what his hunting
partner says. On another it is a study in
harmonic empathy
(there’s that word
again!) and similarity in musical concept
—another example of what Jon Henricks
refers to as "how two things could sound
altogether different and yet have a familiar
ring, because they’re the same thing."
Aithougli Brookmeyer always has lieen
much more than casually interesting as a
pianist, he never has communicated so fullv,
for me, as he does on this LP.
Evans, of course is one of the most fasci
nating and important pianists in jazz and
a man whose mind is exposed here, more
directly than usual, by reflection. (R.J.G.)

Harry Edison-Burk Clayton
■M HARRY EDISON SWINGS BUCK CLAX
TON AND MCE VERSA—Verve MG V-8293:
Memories for the Count; Come with Me; Critic’s
Delight; Oh, How / Hate to Get Ug in the
Afternoon; It All Depends on You; Charmaine;
How Long Has This Been Going Onf; Makin’
Whoopee.

Personnel: Edison, Clayton, trumpets; Jimmy
Forrest, tenor; Jimmy Jones, piano; Freddie
Green, guitar; Charlie Persip, drums; Joe Benja
min. bass.
Rating: ★ ★ ★

This is a nice LP: pleasant, swinging
with good solos and a warmness that is
gratifying. It is dispensable to those with
representative libraries of jazz, but it won't
turn anyone away from the music who gets
it for Christinas. Everybody concerned (in
cluding some unidentified vibraphonist)
plays well, and it's kind of fun to hear
Buck and Sweets back to back. All trum
pet players will want it for that alone.
Musically, the most impressive moments
are in the ballad medley wherein the great
natural gifts for lyric embellishment and
interpretation that characterize the jazz
musicians of the swing era absolutely
glow.
(R.J.G.)

.Art Farmer-Benny Golson
H S BRASS SHOUT—United Artists UA
S-5047: Nica's Dream; Autumn Leaves; Moanin’;
April in Paris; Five Spot after Dark; Stella by
Starlight; Minor lamp.

Personnel: Golson, arranger, conductor;
er. Lee Morgan. Ernie Royal, trumpets;
Fuller. Jimmy Cleveland, Wayne Andre
bones; James Houghton or Andre, baritone
Julius Watkins or Bob Northern, French
Don Butterfield, tuba; Percy Heath, bass;
Joe Jones or Elvin Jones, drums.

Farm
Curtis
trom
horn;
horn;
Philly

Rating: ★ * dr dr Vi

“Mr. T” plays
trombone

by
CONN
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The only reason that this LP does not
draw ★ ★ dr * ★ is that this reviewer would
like to make that classification a little
harder to achieve. It is certainly a better
album than many that have been given
de dr ★ ★ ★ in these pages: it has class, or
der, a high degree of musicianship, and
thoroughly moving solos. It is an excellent
example of g<x>d work that is only a slight
degree removed from being a major effort.
Golson rapidly is assuming his place as
one of the most dextrous composers in jazz
today. He has a remarkable gift for order
ing the talents of others into composite
works of his own.
His settings for the appearances of Farmer
and the other soloists in this excursion into
brass textures are deftly handled, yet are

not supeituial; Golson has his roots where
roots ought to be all along. As a writer of
jazz tunes, his compositions, such as Minor
lamp, are almost all touched with the
quality that lasts.
As a trumpet soloist, Farmer is about
the most consistently effective man of his
generation. He has a highly developed si use
of taste that makes him, in a way, a sort
of Hank Jones of the trumpet. On records
he is a trifle more inhibited than in person,
and the overwhelming gravity of his ap.
pearance seems to creep through somehow.
Ihe rhythm section consistently swings
beautifully on this LP, and the ballad in
terpretations arc absolutely lovely. (R.J.G.)

Jon Hendrieks-George Russell
Hi

S

NEW

YORK.

N.Y.—Decca

DL

79216:

Manhattan; Big City Blues; Mahattan-Rico; East
Side Medley; Autumn in New York; How About
You; A Hellova Town.

Personnel: Hendricks, narration; Art Farmer,
Doc Severinsen, Ernie Royal, or Joe Wilder, Joe
Ferrante, trumpets; Bob Brookmeyer, Frank Ke«
hak, Tom Mitchell, Jimmy Cleveland, trombones;
Hal McKusuck, Sol Schlinger, John Coltrane, \1
Cohn. Gene Allen, Benny Golson, Phil Woods,
reeds; Charlie Persip. Don Lamond, or Max
Roach, drums; Milt Hinton or George Duvivier,
bass; Al Epstein, bongos; Russell, chromatic
drums.
Rating: dr dr dr dr ir

Think you tan lick it?
Gel to the icicket,
Huy you a ticket. GO!
I his is the must important album Decca
has made in a decade and the only one
since the Basic era that is indispcnsible for
anyone interested in U.S. culture today.
1 he music is excellent, a triumph of in
digenous feeling and concept that is bold,
intuitive, and soft with love all at once—
a much superior product to any such
previous attempt by even the venerable
Manhattan Towers man.
This is music for a real life, contem
porary musical cultural expression, and if
Russell will pardon me, I would like to
leave the music anil concentrate on the nar
ration (except to say that one without the
other would be incomplete).
Jon Hendricks is the most important man
io come out of jazz in a long time. A gen
ius, lie is the living articulation of the
thoughts. hopes, aspirations, reflections, and
despair of the American Negro, as ex
pressed through the vernacular of the Ne
gro musician, the most vital stream of lan
guage in our society just as jazz is the most
vital music. Mid the Negro the most vital
force.
When you hear a Hendricks lyric to any
solo, it seems only inevitable that this is
what the musician said. Who can doubt it
when Jon sings (for Lester Young) "How
d'you do ihere?” in Let Me See.
This LP is not Hendricks’ verse to an
other's melodic line: it is Hendricks as the
jazz messenger delivering the word on New
A'ork, N.Y. ("a city so nice they had to
name it twice”) and all its faults ("the
beauly and the beast side—the east side”),
the joys ("there's one thing all New York
City has and that's jazz"), and the sorrows
("if you pay New York dues, you get New
York blues").
He comments on the flight from San
Juan, the rum ads, the disc jockey, and the
situation of the Negro (and other ethnic
groups) today and equates them—as thev
should be—with jazz (“lack of acceptance
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Labels

is less like something to hide front .nd
more like something Bird died from”) .
There is only one jazz poet—Jon Hen
dricks. And it is not insignificant that he
is a singer and a former drummer, a Meis
tersinger for sure. "New York, N.Y., a sumthin' else town,” he says in the LP. This is
a sumthin’ else record. Now’s the time Get
copy. (.O'
(RJL)

Gene Krupa

EDMOND HALL
Rumpus

on

EDMOND
HALLrs

HAMPAS

STkHl

Rampart

Street

HEX
MG V-8300

HERES GENE KRUPA

Day by Day
little Girl Rin.
Is
Long as I Live; Love Is Here to Stay; J uni ran’
al the Hoodside; Memories of You; Gene’s 5 io
Flight; Home Chelsea Bridge; Out ot Nowhert
China Boy.

Personnel Eddie
1
Shu. tenor clarinet trumpet
Wendell Marshall, bass
Base McKenna.
Krupa, drums.

Rating: * *

This set probably would Hip the middle
aged, middle class at a Saturday night dame
at tire country club. Even though it's mid
dlin’ to fair jazz, it is also dance music with
enough nostalgia content to rejuvenate tired
organiza! ion
tially, this rs an album of four competen
musicians playing a high order of dam

familia
I ber
colletti
élan ari
a gelici
forte a

Ri ersi

tre.itine
foiin. :
taiuly
along.
Robiiis<
bv Mei
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of faith

Person
Hadi si
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LINTON GARNER
Garner
Garner
(Enrico 2001 )

There is little attempt at integration or
playing anything not time-tested Shu dis
plays his versatility on tenor, trumpet, and
clarinet. But plaving a rack full of horns
fairly well is hardly the same as plaving
each with mastery as does Benny Carter oi
Ira Sullivan. His I.ester-Geu tenor is his
strongest virtue. McKenna is a strong, two-

Memories is excellent and is
of the I 1*.
Krup
ground
solos on Gitte's and China.
drummers do not appreciate
school of drumming, but thev
the basic difference between
tion

BENNIE GREEN

BENNIE
GREENthe
SWt WOT;'“

the highlight

Many voting
Krupa or his
fail to realize
his style and

of concert and orchestral percussion work.
It’s unfair to say one is better than the
other

If you've been exposed to jazz for vers
long, you’ve heard most ot the ideas present
on this I P; however, it s a pleasant enough
exposition of the late ’30s approach to jazz.
(D. DeM )

The George Lewis Ban«)
Home Hal;
; Somebody
Riverside Hines
Stole My Ga!; i
Oh Didn't He Ramble; Weary Blues.
Personnel: Grorgr Lewis, i
Alvin Al

rn trumpet: Jim Robinson
Rnbichaux piano. Alcide Pavagcau,
Watkins, drums.

Joseph
baas>; Joe

Rating: • *

All releases available in both monaural and stereo

IenricaI
1697 Broadway, New York 19, New York
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OH. DIDN T HE R XMBI.El—Verse V-8325
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Anyone who has one or two reasonably
good Lewis I.Ps doesn't really need this one.
Not only does it run through familiar Lewis
territory, but the journey is made in rel
atively uninspired, perfunctory fashion.
Most of the solos, except for Jim Robinson's
lusty bull throated trombone forays, arc
thin, lackadaisical and, in some* of Rnhichaux’s piano passages, simply tiresome. On
the final ensembles, however, the band
usually pulls itself together and rides out
in stvlc as though the men had endured the
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nd
erve V-8325:
i Home Rat;
y; Somebody
f the Valley;

; Alvin Alione; Joseph
, bass; Joe

reasonably
ed this one.
liliar Lewis
ade in rcly fashion.
Robinson's
forays, are
e of Robilesomc. On
the band
I rides out
■nd u roil the

sob passages in order to get to the old,
familiar, stomping polyphony.
I here are some moments of merit in this
collection. D’eary Blues has a commendable
élan ami unitv, Alcorn emerges briefly from
a generally lethargic role to play with some
feme and character on Beale Street, while
Ri. erside Blues is given a warm, relaxed
treatment with Lewis in typical slow blues
foi m. a Robichaux solo that starts uncertaiidv but takes positive shape as it goes
along, a lot of admirably gutty filling by
Robinson, and clean, certain lead trumpet
b\ Mcorn. But there is also the emptiness
of Somebody Stole My Gal, Runnin’ Wild
ami Down Home Rag, the disintegration of
Binle Street, and the utter inadequacy of
Joi Watkins as a vocalist which destroys
whaler er the band might have brought to
JSAV.
Oh, Didn't He Ramble.

BLUE NOTE
THE FINEST IN JAZZ SINCE 1939

GREAT NEW BLUE NOTE RELEASES
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Charles Mingus
y a MINGUS kH UM—Columbia CS 8171:
Better Git It in Your Soul; Goodbye, Pork Pie
Hut Boogie Stop Shuffle; Self-Portrait
Colors; Open Letter to Duke; Bird Calls; Fables
of Faubus; Pussy Cat Dues; Jelly Roll.
Personnel: John Handy, Booker Erwin. Shafi
Hadi, »axophones; Willie Dennie, Jimmy Knep
per, trombones; Horace Parian, piano; Mingus,
bass; Danny Richmond, drums.

First let’s put your minds at ease about
that weird title: it's a corruption of an
imaginary Latin declension (mingus-minga-mingum). Don't ask why.
Il seems to me that without retrenching
from his position of a few LPs ago, Mingus
has now complete!' found himself, found a
personal and vital direction that does not
lean on atonality or foghorn effects as

I he nine pieces be created for this album
do not represent a break from the past;
rather, thev are a reflection of the past and
an image of the present, seen through the
mirror of tomorrow. They are sanctified
like Soul, touchingly emotional like Fork
Pie (a moi ing tribute to Lester Young),
sarcastic like Faubus (a witty and unfor
gettable little main strain). They are
sometimes Dukish—strangely, there is more
of Filington in the up, minor Shuffle than
in Often letter to Duke, which to me spoke
mote of carb Stan Kenton and actually
resembles some old Pete Rugolo piece.
I hex can also be deliberately comic: I’m
afraid felly Roll will bring no joy to Mar
tian Williams, its kidding of the early
Morton corn being dangerously honest in
its iloseness to the truth.
Though Mingus still makes frequent use
of the blues and of certain basic harmonic
and structural patterns, he is their master,
never their servant, just as the composition
and over-all form are more the essence of
each work than any one solo.
One comes awav from this album not
with a recollection of anv specific solo tour
de force but rather with the sense of hav
ing been in direct and invigorating emo
tional communication with Mingus.
Nevertheless, there are a number of solo
credits fliat should be given, and it's too
had that the otherwise excellent, highly
informative liner notes by Diane DorrDorynek didn't mention who plays what
on which.
\s far as can be determined with Mingus
out of town at this writing, Hadi plays the
alto solos, also tenor on Pork Pie; Knepper

ART BLAKEY AND THE JAZZ MES
SENGERS at the jazz corner of the
world. Art is back at the famous cor

LOU DONALDSON WITH THE
THREE SOUNDS. No special introduc

ner of Broadway and 52nd Street, this
time with Lee Morgan, Hank Mobley,
Bobby Timmons and Jymie Merritt. Art
Blakey's success rests on his approach to
jazz. In this record you will find a true
expression of his concepts and the mes
sage he has: "This should be jazz, this
must be jazz, THIS IS JAZZ!" When you
listen to the Messengers and Art's in
credible style you will know that Art did
not arrive at his message by thought or
study; he was born with it.

tion is needed for lou Donaldson or the
Three Sounds. Both have "arrived'' and
are cheered by jazz fans everywhere . . .
brought together for the first time on Blue
Note.
Now, if you just sit back and put this
record on your turntable you'll get at the
real business at hand—listening to Lou
Donaldson and the Three Sounds. As Lou
said recently: "A musician who really
plays jazz has to have it here, in the
heart." We think you'll realize too, that
both Lou and the Three Sounds have it
"here”.

BLUE NOTE 4015

BLUE NOTE 4012

* ' J
BLUE NOTE 4007

JIMMY SMITH—All Day Long

DONALD BYRD—Off to the Races
BLUE NOTE 4007

BLUE NOTE 1551

john coltrane
BLUE TRAIN

SONNY ROLLINS—Newk’s Time
BLUE NOTE 4001

JOHN COLTRANE—Blue Train
BLUE NOTE 1577
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VERVE is a four-letter word.,, JV
Count Basie
HALL OF FAME • Count Bail»

Oscar Peterson
OSCAP PETERSON »L*YS MY FAIR LADY

Boy Eldridge
Duke Ellington

MGV43U MGVS-WS4*
LAUGHIN TO KEEP FROM CRY
IN' * Letter Young • Roy Eldridge
and Horry Ediion

Coleman Hawkins
THE GENIU; OF COLEMAN HAWKINS

Johnny Hodges
JOHNNY HODGES ANT HIS
STRINGS PLAY THE PRETTIEST

Ben Webster
HGV-WH MG VS-WM’
BEN WEISTER AND ASSOCIATES

Gene Krupa
mg

v-am

HEYI HERE'S GENE KRUPA
Thu Gene Krupa Quartel

TRADITIONAL

Lester Young
MG V-I30»
THE LESTER YOUNG STORY

Louis Armstrong
MG V4322 MG VS-4M2*
LOUIS ARMSTRONG MEETS
OSCAR PETERSON

Harry Edison
CLAYTON ANO VICE VERSA

Kid Ory
MGV-I0I7 MGVSMMI*
KID ORY PLAYS W. C. HANDY

Louis Bellson
MG V-2123 «MG VS-4OT3
THE BRILLIANT BELISON SOUND

vei

George Lewis

MODERN
Jimmy Giuffre

VERVE is a
six-letter word...

TA-LE-N-T!

MG V-RB7 »MG VS-WH
THE EASY WAY Th« Jimmy GiuHr« ]

Sonny Stitt
MG V-U24
PERSONAL APPEARANCE
n* Soney Stitt Q.aH«t

Stan Getz

Ella Fitzgerald

Shelley Berman

MG V-4032 MG VS 4072'
ELLA FITZGERALD SINGS SWEET
SONGS FOR SWINGERS
Ordwitra Conducted br Frank DaVul

OUTSIDE SHELLEY (ERMAN

MU V-BJ2I
THE SOFT SWING • Um Stan Gab Quartet

Dizzy Gillespie
HAVE TRUMPET, WILL EXCITE

Mort Sahl
WAY OF LIFE • MORT SAHL

Gerry Mulligan

Anita O'Day
ANITA O'DAY SINGS THE WIN
NERS
Orchmtro Conducted by
Morty Pa-ch

MG V-I24» MG VS WOi’
GETZ MEETS MULLIGAN IN HI-FI

Art Tatum
MG V4323
THE GREATEST FIANO OF YHEM
ALL • TATUM

Blossom Dearie
(LOSSOM DEARIE SINGS

Charlie Parker

COM DEN AND GREEN

Mel Torme
MOV-2II7 MGVSWSROLE TORME MEL TORMÉ GOES
SOUTH OF THE BORDER with

THE CHAXLIe PARKER STORY

...and on Verve records
you'll find an array
of talent that represents a
veritable rwho’s who'
in the world of jazz
...all recorded at their
best in flawless
Living Sound Fidelity.

Jack Kerouac
READINGS RY JACK KEROUAC
ON THE (EAT GENERATION

Billie Holiday
ALL OR NOTHING AT ALL

Sdii« Holiday

Send for full color catalog

has the solos on

nis on

^íelloTv Vog'
Blu«#

l)uk<

Pussy Cat

and

Soul,

Den

Hands has the tenor solo on

I his is a consistently exciting and stint
(dating set
Mingus has .omething to cav
knows how and through whom to say it
and it is all stated
authority

Johnny Rae’s Afro-Jazz Septet
M HERBIE MANN'S AFRICAN SUITF

Billy Slapin for Richardson. Tracks 3, 4, 9
Richardson Slapin, Jerry Santino, flutes;
Albert H iti
drums. Track 5: Sheldon Powell for Mann.
Rating: tie

If nothing else, this record offers an en
couragmg sign that the flute as a self mi»-

course Apparently it is no longer enougl to
have one of the bv now standard arrav of
|azz flautists blow a long scries of hopeful

M I I SOI

Chimo Ci
Coni’to:
Orchid. I
I've Il aiti

timb ile«:
bon. bass
rongi ; Ba
bass «• 1
Hewitt, pi

United

Sorimao; Bedouin; Sudan; Ekunda: Guinean.

Personnel, Tracks I. 2. 3: Johnny Rae. vibes;
Herbie VlM>n flutes, bass clarinet: Hobby Corwin,
bass

<Patatoi Vades. Victory Pantoja African drum«;
Philly Joe Jone«, drum«. Tracks 4. 5. 6, 7: Jones

Billy Lavlor's solution is ensemble wt
ing for four flutes, backed by C hino I’m

Rating: * * *

conga in addition to the customary rhytl
as a setting and stimulant for his o

Herbie Mann is certainly the most forth
right of those who have tried to plav jazz on

solo piping and it gives lavloi more vain tv
and IxmI' for an I I* than his drv unexcit
ing piano can usuallv muster In itself
I ay lor' writing for his ilute setti
ittractive and occasionally
generally
prisingly
chorus ol

DON EWELL

and his group

PIANO • TRUMPET • GUITAR

resti ams
which bl
Sau I ran
attack is

dreann
Cohn, tl
placing.
Il voti
hace it U

BASS VIOL

• This is the real, honest Dixie

land flavor — relaxed and tune
ful. Eight wonderful old tunes,

faultlessly recorded both in

Stereo and Monophonic versions.
At your dealer's or direct from
the laboratory.

xt—a mixed African American rhvthm sec
in. Oddly enough this takes him back to
e sound and to the ven number which
iginallv inspired him to try the flute in
zz—Esy Morales' gut ripping Jungle Fan-

tasv.

I he lithe, limber,
three African drums plus
|ack Six's bass, and Bob
sire piano, gives Mann's
needs to strip it of the
qualities the instrument
jazz surroundings.
He gets his teeth into

surging drive of
Phillv Joe Jones,
Corwin's pcrcusHute the lift it
insipid, plodding
has in the usual

piano and some ot the Hute solos (diet
haven't been actually eliminated, of course
just trimmed down.) But while the Hute
ensembles arc almost always pretty thev arc
more inclined to float than to swing.
Most of the flute solos are handled by
Wess Richardson, and Mann, with Wess, .is
is usually the case, coming closest to an
adequate jazz feeling. Except on the up
tempo Vo Parking, l av lor plavs w ith the
uninvolvcd superficiality that has dogged
him for some time, although bassist I omiiiv
Williams pushes his jiggih piano exercise

seems to swing. Williams and Chino l’oz>
arc a consistent help throughout the disi
(J.S.W.)

and stretch«
fresh flute
Thomas, h

M

mODERR music
All RECORDS REVIEWED IN DOWN BEAT
AVAILABLE THRU US-OUR SERVICE IS FAST

All records shipped ore factory fresh. Send tor de
tails on our bonus offer of FREE JAZZ LPs
Foreign Orders Welcome
FREE 12" IP BARGAIN LIST TOP JAZZ LABELS

$1.00 Deposit on CODs/No CODs Overseas

JAKE TRUSSELL’S “After Hours Poetry”
Jazz
nightlire, and after hours characters front
Mexico to New York City Written by a jazz disc
jockev aid former band leader. Your jazz literature
collection is incomplete without it

Send $1 00 to JAKE TRUSSELL
Box 951

Kingsville, Texas
Price includes mailing.

JAZZ RECORDS
AROUND THE WORLD
over 400 jazz labels in stock

special offer — BUY three, 1 FREE
add

send for free catalog
postage on special offer

LOMAKIN MUSIC
633 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh 22. Pa.

drums.
I he importance of the jazz drummer in
this group—and it almost has to be a drum

is made evident on the second side when
Jones drops out and Mann Rae. and the
African chums run through lour Mann orig• are pleasant
ay but thev
of the music
which supposedly inspired them or of the

adaptation which Mann makes of it on the
first sick

Rae plavs a subordinate but gen

erallv helpful role
parth ularh on the
straight African pieces and presumably gets
leader credit because of Mann's contractual
tic to Verve.
1 he rating reflects the record as a whole,
plays is gen-

(J.SAV.)

Billy Taylor
H WITH FOUR FLUTES—Riverside RLP 12
306: The Song Is Ended. Rack Home St. Thomas;
Lady Be Good; No Parking; booth ngo; Blu,
Shutters; line for tht Woofer; How Ibom Tout

Personnel, Tracks 1. 2, 8: Frank Wess, Herbie
Mann, Jerome Richardson. Phil Bodner, flutes;
Tommy Williams, bass

DOWN BEAT

BA

THE

Fantasy

SEA

3295

Walkin' with Wally
'Round About Mid

Personnel: Tjader, vibe« Paul Horn, flute. alt<
Hute, alto sax; Lonnie Hewitt, piano; Al McKihbon. bass: Mongo Santamaria, conga. Willie Robo,
drums, timbales.
Rating * « «

Racords shippad anywhara

627 N. KINGSHIGHWAY
ST. LOUIS S, MO., U.S.A.

CONCERT

Hoxie; Afro Blur, lauro
He'll Bi Together 4gam
night.

oil it bv pushing a little too hard at
On Soriinao he shifts to ba— c lai met
despite a slight tendency to sound

Chinu

This was recorded during
the Sunset ;
and features
I jailer's quintet with
Horn as guest alto sax-flutist. This concert
may have been fun to attend, but there is
nothing memorable about it. I jadet. who

K BIN
MG V-W
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Horn, while professional on his horns,
has little to sav. Invention and passion
escape him. On the credit side there is the

rcussion by Bobo and
Blues, McKibbon's
Santamaria
strong and true bass work throughout
Anyway, Martha Glaser is sure to dig the
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GREATEST JAZZ RECORD
BUY IN HISTORY!

g TJADER GOES LATIN -Fantaay 3289: Mi
Chin . Close Your Eyes; Mambo at the “M“l
Couiro; Bonita; The Lady Is a Tramp; Black
Orchid; Happiness Is Just a Thing Called Joe;
foe Waited So Long; Out of Nowhere; Guajiro
at the Blackhawk.
Pi sonnel:
Tjader.
vibe*;
Jose
(Chombo)
Silvi tenor: Vince Guaraldi, piano; Willie Boho,
timbdc«; Mongo Santamaria, conga; Al McKibSon. ban on Track« 2, 4, 6. 8. 11, 12; Luis Kant,
cong.i; Bayardo Velarde timbales; Gene Wright,
bass on Track« 3. 9; Paul Horn, flute; Lonnie
Hewitt, piano on Track« 1, 5, 7.
Rating: dr dr dr Yt

The rating is for Latin mocxl music, for
then- is not a lot of jazz going on here.
In its grixne. this is a fine album. Tjader
resti.iins himself to one jazz solo on Tramp,
whiih like Rlarkhawk was taped live at the
San I rancisco club of the same name. The
attack is carried for the most part bv tenor
man Silva. His jazz is appropriately
dreams: one of his professed favorites, Al
Cohn, crops up from time to time in his
plaving.
If vou like to dance to Latin rhvthms or
hase it going in the background while vou
whiiper sweet somethings into your gill’s
ear. then this is for you. T he Afro-Cuban
percussion is fine, Ixtth for time and
dynamics.
(I.G.)

2c SALE!
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY — DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER!
BUY ONE ALBUM AT

After listening to this 1 P, one can hardlv
doubt the stature of Webster as a giant of
Ilie mainstream. Although his associates
swing heroically, none reaches the emotional
peaks that the Brute docs; seldom in ihe
past has Webster plated with the dynamicism that he does on this LP.
His sense of dramatic tension-building
is marked by a virile masculinity tempered
bv passionate gentility. Never descending
to a level of cascading technicalitv. as does
Hawkins at times, Webster’s plaving approaches the warmth and elasticity of the
human voice—he sounds as if he's talking
to someone through his horn.
On Time after Time, the onlv ballad in
the collection, he displays his breathy tone
and ironic humor, escaping the morbid
set ionsness that creeps into present-day
ballad playing. On the other tracks he builds
his solos to a definite climax but leaves
himself enough room to case out of the
chorus.
Rose Room, or rather In a Mellow Tone,
takes up the whole first side, and it's the
most satisfying track of the album. Brown
pass his i expects to Jimmv Blanton in the
intro, but in his two solo choruses he shows
just how far he has extended and developed
the Blanton conception.

On this first side everyone solos well, but
Johnson's bit is especially well conceived.
It's high time that Budd received the rec
ognition long overdue him.

De-dar, a slow blues, contains the best
blowing ol Hawkins and Eldridge as well
as a fine example of Brown's marvelous
sei lion work. Working with Ray must be
like having the Rock of Gibndter under
'on. This track also offers a glimpse into

AND SELECT AN ADDI-

O

mi

TIONAL ONE FOR ONLY

YOUR CHOICE OF THESE 12" HI-FI MAJOR JAZZ LP’S . . .
EVERY ALBUM A “MUST-HAVE” FOR YOUR JAZZ COLLECTION!
DIZZY
GILLESPIE
end
CHARLIE
PARKER

COLEMAN
HAWKINS
ALL-STARS
1. Billy Ttylor,
Milt Hinton,
Jo Jones, etc.

Ben Webner
g BEN WEBSTER AND ASSOCIATES—Verve
MG V-8318: /■ a Mellow Tone; Young Bean;
Budd Johnson: Time after Time; De-dar.
Personnel: W ebster. Cnlemin Hawkin«, Budd
Johnson, tenor«; Roy Eldridge, trumpet; Jimmy
Jones, piano; Les Spand guitar; Ray Brown, bas>;
Jo Jone«, drum«.
Rating: 6 * dr ♦
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THE REG. PRICE OF

2. Miles Devis,
i J Johnson.
Red Norvo, etc.

DEXTER
GORDON
and
HOWARD
McGHEE

THE
COUNT’S
MEN
6.

Newmen,
Powell.
Wilson. Foster,
Wess. etc.

CHARLIE
MINGUS
JAZZ
EXPERIMENT
John LePorta,
Ted Macero.
Oliver King. etc.

11

Rey Brown,
Milt Jeckson,
JC Heard, etc.

7.

JACK
TEAGARDEN
BIG
T
Jo Jones,
Dick Carey.
Ken Davern, etc.

12.

MAX
KAMINSKY
and his

TONY
PARENTI
ALL-STARS

WINDY CITY
SIX
George
Wettiing.
Pee Wee Russell,
etc.

16.

MEZZ
MEZZROW
and
ALBERT
NICHOLAS
21.

Andre
Reweliotty,
Claude Luter,
etc.

Tyree
Glenn,
Red Allen.
Geo. Wettiing

17.

BUCK
CLAYTON
ALL-STARS
22.

Pierre
Michlot,
Gene Sedric,
M Mezzrow, etc.

SONNY
STITT
and
KAI
WINDING

STAN
GETZ
QUINTET

and

QUARTET

3. Horece Silver.
Jimmy Raney,
Roy Heynes, etc.

4.

G

CHARLIE
PARKER
and
MILES
DAVIS
8. Erroll Gerner,
J J Johnson.
Max Roach, etc.

SAM
PRICE
and his
KAYCEE
STOMPERS
13. Joneh Jones,
Cozy Cole.
Milt Hinton, etc.

9. B Gelbraith,
J. Richardson,
Hank Jones, etc.

OMER
SIMEON
Jazz ala Creole
14. Sem Price,
Zutty
Singleton, etc.

19.

Helen
Werd (v).
Bill Napier.
Dick Oxtot. etc.

MARY
LOU
WILLIAMS

and

PRODUCED BY ONE OF THE WORLD'S LEAD
ING RECORD MANUFACTURERS!
Pressed on the finest vinyl—fully protected by
a specially-designed dust-free polyethylene
sleeve.

SPECIAL FREE BONUS OFFERI
If your order totals $12.00 or more, you may
select ONE ADDITIONAL RECORD FREE as a
special bonus.
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D:ck Katz.
Milt Hinton.
Ben Powell, etc.

PAUL
BARBARIN
and his
NEW ORLEANS
JAZZ BAND
15. John Bruneis,
Les Sentiago.
W Humphrey, etc

REX
STEWART
and his

WILD BILL
DAVISON

CRIPPLE
CLARENCE
LOFTON

Simply select the olbums of your choice, circle
the appropriate numbers on the coupon, and
enclose your check or money order for $3 94
for each regular selection plus 2c for each
bonus selection; (add 35c for postage and
handling, as indicated on coupon.)
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23. Collectors'
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18. Joe Morello,
Bud
Freemen,
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TATUM
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BAND
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early recordings.
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THE LEGENDARY "BIG

the inner-contrast style of Webster.
Recommended for mainstreamer
open-minded modernists. >1) DeM.)

T”

JACK

■■■

Teagarden
Trombone
AND HIS

WITH HIS GREATEST
- ,
DIXIELAND BAND
it

-.«ebt

This famous book has been
hailed since its publication by
jazz critics throughout the
world as a standard in the
field.
•

WP 1269 -STEREO-1026

DOWN BEAT

time Bend
Remi mber

;

Chloe;

Goodman
i AC-DC I
Goodman
quintet un Twilight in Turkey. Goodman quartet
on Diga Diga Dou; Tia for lie ; / (lot Rhythm;
Lime house Blues; Handful of Key
of These Days; Goodman trio on
Dark; I Surrende) Dear
Marie; Nobody's Sweet
heart; Ri member Me; S Rare; Goodmin duo on
Space, Man.

Columb
Green,

name of guitarist Charlie Christian. Ilie
liner notes admit there is one ringer in (he
set, the AC-DC ( urrenl bv the sextet, which
of course had to be recorded sometime in
1939 or 1910, after the late great guitarist
had joined the band. The sextet included

Goodman, clarinet;

205 W. Monroe Chicago 6 III.
Enclosed is $3.50 Send me a
copy of "Jazz, its Evolution and
Essence . If not satisfied, I’ll
return the book within 10 days for
a full refund.

Rhythm

।
¡

Artic Bernstein, bass
.ick Fatool. drums;
and I ioncl Hampion
iide von can feel and

Hall concei t
and Big ¡ohn
named was an encore.
A decidedly positive v
( arnegie

address

• city
• state or province
J
Offer expires December 15, 1959

Twilight in Turkey, Remember Me, Three
filth Hordt, Marie, Hallelujah, and Span
Man. Space. Man is a duet played by |ess

period when Goodman was under conn act

DOWN BEAT

1. Buck c
mett 8i
second
bone; I
Al Will

sounding
box.
Most of the tunes herein played are, or
have been, available on other recordings tn
more exciting versions though here you
have the crowd sounds to enhance the at
mosphere. Of special interest to collectors
and Goodman fanciers, however, are several
tunes that Goodman did not record commerciallv: Ao Rare. Whispers tn the Dark,

Jess anchors the bass figures.
Most of these takes were made during the

Send today for this outstand
ing analysis of jazz. It will
surely bring you new under
standing and appreciation of
this dynamic music

The Recc

J reco
think it i
piano .
good, an«
gonna gi'
was extra
It was
Emmett
Clayton,
Thev say
to me E
mine . .
the New
there. Th

Hampton romps all over the treble while

Hodeir’s unique position as
an observer and critic of jazz
brings his work a brilliance
and authority rarely equaled

Stomping At The Savoy, Love
For Sale; Our Very Own;
In A Sentimental Mood;
Star Eyes;
Somebody Loves Me;
Two Different Worlds;
These Foolish Things

Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; Dear Old Southland;
H hen Bad Iha Smiles; Madhouse; Three little
Hords; Chicago; Cant U'e Be Friends; I hnou
That You Know: Hallelujah
h Dreams ( me
True, Bi* John's Special Bath Goes to Town

1 his package, a three I P set. is full of a
nostalgic feeling for the sears 1937-38, when
Benny Goodman was riding the crest of the
swing era rage Here is a 11/4 hour concert

SterEÛ

For the first time on record
here’s The Mastersounds before
a “live” concert audience
Mo io or Stereo, it’s exhuberant
and exciting!

Benny Goodman
M THE BENNY GOODMAN TREASl RE
CHEST—MGM 3E9 Goodman orchestra pin .ng:

Personnel: Goodman, clarinet: Harry James,
Ziggv Elman and Gordon Griffin, trumpets; Mur
ray McEarhrrn Rid Ballard and Vernon Brown,
trombones, Vido Musso, Arthur Rollini Jerry
Jerome Babe Russin, tenor saxophones; Hvmie
Sheitzcr, George Kot nig, Dave Matthews alto
saxophones; Teddy Wilson, Jess Stacy or Lionel
Hampton piano
Gene Krupa. Dave Tough >r
Nick Fatool, drums, Charlie Christian or Allan
Reuss guitars Hariv Goodman or Artie Bern
stein, basses; I ionel Hampton vibraphone James
Mundy, Fletcher Henderson. Horace Henderson.
Edgar Sampson Henry Brandt uud Marv Lou
W illiams. arrangers.
Rating: Ar At At Ar

JACK TEAGARDEN
AT THE ROUNDTABLE
R-25091
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Vic Dickenson
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By Leonard Feather
Although Vic Dickenson’s career goes back further than the birth
date of most present-day jazz fans (he started jobbing around his
native Ohio in 1922), he is among that small and elite group of
veterans who have managed to retain the admiration of old-timers
while earning new respect from fans of the present generation.
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A name band trombonist from the mid-’30s (with Claude Hopkins,
Benny Carter, and Count Basie), Dickenson drifted into the Dixie
land orbit a decade or so ago, though his solo personality is far too
flexible to be attached to any one school of jazz.

render's Ragp Me If arm;
uth; Chine;
't; Goodman

Recently he began to emerge in a new light, opening in New York
City with a quartet in a new E. 52nd St. restaurant-cum-night-club,
the Arpeggio.
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For his first Blindfold Test, Dickenson listened to a variety of
sides encompassing big bands, modern groups, and swing and tra
ditional combos. His comments were tape-recorded, and he received
no information about the records placed.
‘It sounded like they were living it.'

The Records
1, Buck Clayton. Outer Drive (Columbia). Em
mett Berry, first trumpet solo; Buck Clayton,
second trumpet solo; Dickie Wells, trom
bone; Earl Warren, alto; Buddy Tote, tenor;
Al Williams, piano

1 recognized almost all of them I
think it may have been Sir Charles on
piano . . . The ensemble was very
good, and the recording was good I’m
gonna give that five stars because that
was extra good.
It was Buddy Tate, Dickie Wells,
Emmett Berry, Earl Warren, and Buck
Clay ton. right? They all had good solos.
They say my solos are humorous, but
to me Dickie’s solos are funnier than
mine . . . Buck’s going to England for
the Newport tour. He should go good
there That’s a fine group.
2.

J. I Johnson Kai Winding. Rbc 'n' Shine
Columbia) Winding, Bart Vcrsalona, Urbie
Green, Jimmy Cleveland, trombone soloists.

Who was that? J. J. and Kai and
Cleveland? It’s a nice thing. The ensem
ble sounded a little rough to me. but I
liked the solos. It sounded like Jay and
Kai and Cleveland and a group like that.
Let me give that three stars. There was
a lot of interference in the ensembles
—too much going on, but the solo
work was fine.
3.

turk Murphy. Fidgety Feet (Verve).

I hate to do this to Dixieland, really.
I've got to give it two stars ... I don’t
know who it is, but it sounded like Kid
Ory. 1 didn't like that sort of beat . . .
The ensemble work was all right, but
I didn’t particularly care too much for
the solos ... It sounded authentic all
right, hut it just didn’t inspire me. It
didn’t have the lift like some Dixieland
things you hear.
4.

Count Basie. Meet E B (Roulette). Henry
Coker, trombone; Frank Wass, flute; Quincy
Jones, arranger.

That sounded real great. Stereo really

does something to you. That’s what
should have happened to Jay & Kai’s
number. I think if they’d been on
stereo, I would have given them a
higher rating. That sounded like Koko
playing the trombone solo . . . It was
very good. 1’11 tell you that, 1’11 give
this four stars.
I like the arrangement and the flute
sound. The band is more modern now,
and the old band was a shoutin’ hand,
but tunes change and people have to
change with them
5.

Nat Adderley Accents (Riverside). Adderley,
cornet; Slide Hampton, trombone, composer,
arranger; Layrron Jackson, tuba (no bass
trombone); Albert Heath, drums.

I don’t know what to say here. I
liked the drummer verv much . . .
Wasn't it three or four trombones play
ing in there? They were all playing the
same style, it seemed to me. DI have
to give that three stars.
Was that Miles Davis? The trumpet
was nice, but I didn’t care too much
for the writing. All I can say is the
effort w'as good on this ... I couldn't
distinguish the style of the trombones;
there was more than one taking the
solo. I know there was a bass trombone,
but he didn't get to come out too well.
Maybe it was the recording.
I'd say it was a good theme, but I
just don’t care tor the way it was
arranged.
6. Jack Teagarden. Eccentric (Bethlehem). Tea

garden, trombone; Edmond Holl, clarinet;
Jimmy McPartland, trumpet.

Yeah! That’s Ed Hall on clarinet all
the way ... I always liked Ed . . .
and it was Jimmy McPartland. Now
who was that on trombone — was that
Cutty? Let me hear that trombone part
again . . . (Later) Yes, it’s Jack Tea
garden. Jack has a little pet thing that
he puts in. and 1 hear it there.

I like that . . . I’ll give il four stars.
It’s a nice recording, and it had a lift.
It sounded like they were more living
it than reading it on the paper. I’ve
played that tune, but I can’t think of
the name ot it.
7.

Bob Brookmeyer. Oh, Bess, Oh Where’s My
Bess'' (United Artists). Bob Brookmeyer,
valve trombone; Bill Potts, composer, ar
ranger.

That's a very rich orchestration . . .
I like the sound of it. I don’t know just
who was playing the trombone, but it
sounded like a valve trombone. I didn’t
recognize the tune. It sounded sort of
like a waltz beat to me. 1'11 give that
three stars . . . That valve trombone
was very nice.
8

Pepper Adams Jimmy Knepper. Beaubien
(Metrojazz). Adams, baritone, composer;
Knepper, trombone (no other trombone);
Wynton Kelly, piano.

That was a good blues theme . . .
That baritone player was very good,
so was the piano. There were two dif
ferent trombone players on that, I
think. The one who played high at the
last — I liked him very much. The
other one — 1 don’t know — he sounds
something like another guy I heard
before. 1’11 give that three stars.
9. Kid Ory. Maryland, My Maryland (Good
Time Jazz). Ory, from bone; Mutt Carey,
trumpet; Darnell Howard, clarinet.

That was a real old-timer on the
trumpet ... I can't place who it was.
It sounded like Kid Ory on trombone.
They had a very nice effort, and for
being the age they are and playing that
way. I'll give them three stars.
It makes me think about years ago
when I was a kid and I heard bands
like that. The most modern in the group
sounded like Darnell Howard on clari
net If they weren’t old-timers, they
tooled me. If they were some young
timers, better give them one star!
■
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Course
Diploma
Course
Correspondence
Course
First Semester Classes begin
January • May • September
New Berklee records, scores and
publications now available.
— Write for information —

(Continued from Page 58)
T. Maher. Maher gives a thorough history
of the impact Gtxxhnan had in 1937-38, as
well as complete information on the tunes
and personnel of the various sides.
G.H.

VOCAL
Jimmy Misner
M
BLUES FOR HARVEY—Felsted FL <509:
Blues for Harvey; Mau About Town Blues; Bal
lad for Harvey: Crosstotcu; Sidney's Soliloquy;
Colina Raja; They're Off and Running; And Then
There Were None.
Personnel: Misner, piano; Chick Keeney, drums;
Ace Tesone, bass.
Ruting: ★ * ★

One odd point: this LP is dedicated to
the laic Haney Husten, and there are two
seis of warmly affectionate liner notes, yet
not at anv point does either writer explain
who or what Harvey was. (He ran a night
duh outside Philadelphia, the Red Hill
inn. and judging bv the tributes of Sid
Maik and Jimmy Wisner must hate been
quite a guv.)
Wisner has a touch that sounds a trifle
too deliberate at times on ballads, but he
cooks in an eclectic modern manner on the
ups. 1 esone. t<x>, has a little more quan
tity than quality in his tone, but he plays
g<x>d notes, Keeney swings, and the trio is
fairly well integrated. Like every piano
trio I ever heard of, it claims (via Wisner’s
notes) to offer "not the usual piano trio
sound" but a unified effect.
Of the eight Wisner originals, I found a
couple dull, two or three quite pleasant,
and two most attractive — Soliloquy and
Colina Roja. despite the latter’s obvious
debt to Bud Powell’s Poco Loco.
I don't suppose manv non-Philadelphians
will rush madlv to their neighborhood disc
dispensarv: but I also don’t suppose we’ve
heard the last of Jimmy Wisner.
(L.F.)

Big Miller

The NEW Sound in Cymbals

W
El DID YOU EVER HEAR THE BLUES?
—United Artists UAS 6047: Five O’clock Blues;
Lament; Did You Ever Hear the Bluest; Tired
as 1 Can Be; Good Old Guy; Mr. Blues' Child;
Red Sun Blues; Mojo Blues; Cool Saturday
Night; Got to Live; Wee Small Hours.
Personnel: Jimmy Jones, piano; Gus Johnson.
Jo Jones, or Elvin Jones, drums; Billy Bauer and
Barry Galbraith or Chuck Wayne and Turk Van
Lake or Everett Barksdale and Kenny Burrell,
guitars; Chet Amsterdam, bass; Vic Dickenson
or Jimmv Cleveland, trombone; Pat Brooks, trum
pet; Al Cohn or Sol Schlinger, baritone; Zoot
Sims, tenor; Phil Woods, alto.

Rating: ★ ★
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DOWN BEAT

Attractive as this idea mav have seemed
at the time and well ¡mentioned as its
prtxlucers mav have been, the sad tale is
that it just doesn't make it on any level.
Langston Hughes’ lyrics <1«: not seem to
lav well as blues verse, and Miller’s vocals
are not natural anti easy. I he only point
at which this listener could find a phis
value was in the accompaniment when
Dickenson shouted and Gus Johnson swung.
Let's hope LA in the future utilizes Mill
er's potential as a blues singer in u more
natural setting.
(R.J.G.)

New Jazz Releases
1 he following is a list of last-minute jazz
releases intended to help readers maintain
closer contact with the flow of new jazz on
records. Reviews will appear in future
issues of Down Heat.
Van Alexander orchestra, The Home of

Happy Feet (Capitol B T 1243, E ST
1213)
Australian Jazz Quintet, Three Penny
Opera (Bethlehem B BCP 6030)
Count Basie orchestra. Chairman of the
Hoard (Roulette ■ E R-52032)
Elmer Bernstein orchestra, Theme Music
from the New TV Series Staccato (Capitol
H I 1287, ST 1287)
Ray Coniff and Billy Butterfield, (onig
Meets Butterfield (Columbia B E CL 1346)
Don Ewell quartet. Yellow Dog Blues
(Audiophile 8 AP 66)
Linton Gamer, Garner Plays Garner iEnrica B 2001, E 2001ST)
Gigi Gryce orchestra anil quartet, Nica’s
Tempo (Savoy 8 MG 12137)
Bobby Hackett quartet, The Bobby Hack
ett Quartet (Capitol HET 1325)
Edmond Hall, Rumpus on Hampart
Street (Raecox ■ 1120, E 1120S1)
Calvin Jackson, Cal-Essence (Raynotc IB
3001)
Dick Katz, Piano and Pen (Atlantic H
1311)
John LaSalle quartet, Potluck (Capitol
B E 1 1238)
Mitchell-Ruff Duo, Jazz Mission to Mos
cow । Roulette * E R 52031)
l urk Murphy, Music for
mc Guys and
Boosters, (.md Sharps, and Crap Shooters
(Roulette HER 25088)
Annie Ross with Buddy Bregman's or
chestra, Gypsy (World Pacific H WP 1276,
E 1028)
Lee and Hal Sthaefer, Finian's Rainbow
and Brigadoon Remembered (I'nited Art
ists B I AL 3035)
Bud Shank and Bob Cooper, Mowin'
Country (World Pacific B WP 1277)
lohnnv Smith, Designed for You (Roost
B S 2238)
Sonnv Stitt, A Little Bit of Stitt (Roost
« ® 2235)
Jack Teagarden sextet, Jack Teagarden at
the Roundtable (Roulette B E R 25091)
Cal I jader sextet. I Night at the Blackhawk (Fantasy M E 3283)
Various artists. Jazz Hall of Fame Tol. 2
(Design B DLP 113)
Various artists, New Orleans Jazz—The
Flowering (Folkways H FA 246,5)
Various artists. Biowin' the Blues—Vol. 5
(World Pacific ■ JWC 512, E 1029)
Ben Webster, Ben Webster mid Associates
(Verve E MGV 5-6056)
Joe Williams, Every Day I Have the Blues
(Roulette SER 52033)
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knows how to be witty with
music, doing lively comedy
impersonations and playing a
solid lead as star of his
Dixielanders on the night club
circuit. He plays only Olds
instruments and four of
them at that! The Recording
trumpet, cornet, trombone,
and the new flugel horn . . .
says, "it's obvious, I like Olds!"

Personnel: Jimmy Witherspoon, vo
cals; Paul Horn, alto and flute; Emil
Richards, vibes; Paul Moer, piano; Jim
my Bond, bass; Billy Higgins, drums.

In a town where jazz club activity
is at an all-time low, the thriving exist
ence of the Renaissance is significant.
Basically, it is a coffee house, though
wine and beer are also served. But the
place represents a new concept in the
presentation of jazz, one that is bound
to grow in Los Angeles and, indeed,
already has put out some roots in sim
ilar establishments elsewhere in L.A.
Gone is the sleazy environment of
the old-time club, with its hustling
waitresses, devious-looking operators,
and watered whisky. The emphasis is
on exhibition of all the arts, or as many
as possible—painting, sculpture, liter
ature. music, and the products of an
arts-and-crafts workshop near the en
trance.
The overhead is modest, despite the
Sunset Strip location. The decor is
plain but tasteful.
Witherspoon, tall and with a build
as powerful as his blues voice, gets ex
cellent backing from Horn's confreres.
In the set caught on the night of review,
he opened with a jumping There's Good
Rockin' Tonight that set the pace for
the rest of the performance. Vibist
Richards, in several solos scattered
throughout the vocals, revealed him
self as a performer of force and taste,
with a built-in swing and independence
of thought.
Spoon's singing is innately musical,
i.e., there's no blues shouting for its
own sake. His voice can bellow on
occasion; conversely, it can become al
most caressingly gentle with a ballad
such as Gee Baby, Ain’t I Good to You.
The feeling pours out like molasses
from a keg. There lies half hidden in
Spoon’s voice, moreover, an elusive
quality of pathos, a touching thing that
impels close attention from the listener.
Other songs chosen by the singer
from his album, Singin’ the Blues, were
the slow and moving When I've Been
Drinkin’, the rolling Then the Lights
Go Out, and Ain’t Nobody’s Business.
He wound up the set with a very slow

LEON MERIAN

he of the "Magic Horn",
makes his big sound on an
Olds Opera trumpet. Lead
horn or jazzman (with big
bands, stage bands, and on
Decca records) his trumpeting
is variously called: "fantastic,
brilliant, exciting, unique,
spellbinding, great." And
the sound is always Olds.
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Learn all styles,
POPULAR AND JAZZ
Ragtime, Boogie Woogie, Swing, Bop,
Progressive and Latin American,
all in one and the tame course!
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Sample scrap ot their between-thetunes dialog:
Bud (to the audience): "If you don’t
accept us, our solution is to run straight
home . . .
Travis: "And jump into bed . . .
Bud: "In the prenatal position . .
Travis: "Yes, and turn the electric
blanket up to 9
”
Their delivery is relaxed and nat
ural. showing no surface hint ot the
effort and care that has obviously gone
into it.
Bud and Travis should not be .ipproached with the expectation of authentic folk music. They have used folk
material in several languages ( includmg a fragment in what they claim is
Sino-Tibetan; who knows?) to their
own ends, which is vigorous, polished
entertainment They have made no
effort to sound like a couple of country
hoys, but rather have let their own
educated personalities find expression
in the music—which they obviously re
spect too much to phony it up with
affected accents and deliberately clumsy
guitar playing
Some of their best material is of
Mexican origin (Edmonson sings ven
body.
good Spanish) Other songs arc French,
The Renaissance is the last outpost
a few are African, and some are orig
of jazz in the Hollywood vicinity. It
inals written in folk style.
is eminently worth visiting
The trick of injecting that kind of
—John Tynan
material into a sophisticated dialog
frame obviously wasn t easy. Yet the
BUD AND TRAVIS-BARBARA
elements do not conflict.
McNAIR
Barbara McNair, a singer who has
Mister Kelly's, Chicago
obviously listened long and well to
Personnel: Bud Dashiel and Travis
early Kay Starr records and who in a
Edmonson, guitar and vocal; Miss Mc
spotlight even resembles the other
Nair, vocal; accompaniment for Bud
singer somewhat, made a good counter
and Travis on the night reviewed by
balance to Bud and Travis.
John Frigo, bass, and Jerry Slosberg,
She’s picked up a number ot the
drums: for Miss McNair. Frigo. Slos
Starr musical mannerisms, melodic
herg, and Dick Marx, piano.
twists, and even a hint of that nasal
Only five months after they came
effect in vowels, coupled with a terout of the west coast coffee houses that
rninal vibrato.
seemed to be their inescapable habitat,
Miss McNair can belt, as in a far
the two young men known as Bud and
up-tempo The Lady Is a Tramp, and
Travis have put together an act that
Frankie and Johnny, or fade to a
would go well in the most chi-chi clubs
breathy fragility which is her own. and
in the country.
very un-Starrish, on some ot the
They have pulled off the neat trick
ballads.
ot combining folk-rooted music and
smooth, literate patter into a surprising- .
One of her best numbers is Alone
ly homogeneous whole.
Together, a lovely ballad that few sing
With their use of folk-derived songs
ers seem to bother with, which is a
and funny talk, the duo would suggest
shame, since it builds beautifully for
a comparison to the Kingston Trio. But,
the voice. Chances are most haven t the
musically, they have much more in
timerity to do it — the time is funny,
the intervals of the main ascending
common with Marais and Miranda,
line are treacherous tor the compara
who were very big in clubs until the
tively unschooled vocal equipment ot
time they were sublimated into concert
artists.
most jazz and pop singers, it is hard to
phrase, and the range is fairly broad.
And insofar as their humor is con
Only the range seemed to bother Miss
cerned, Bud and Travis are much less
like the Kingstons (with that group’s
McNair; her voice was a little scratchy
slightly blue jokes, and obvious playing
in the high ending of the tune. Other
for the college crowd) than they are
wise she did it beautifully.
—Gene Lees
like an unangry Mort Sahl

paniment shone and Spoon broke up
the audience with one refrain, "Gimme
back that wig I bought you and let your
head go bald.”
He revealed himself with no trouble
at all to be one of the greatest living
blues singers.
Horn’s impressive little group is ideal
tor this booking, It provides suitable
contrast in hard-sw inging modern sets.
The leader continues to grow as a jazz
interpreter on alto and flute, though
this development is most evident on the
sax. No innovator, he concentrates on
soundly constructed, digging-in solos
executed with an admirable technique
that never runs away.
Richards, as noted previously, is a
little fireball on vibes. Moer and Bond
work well together, blending in a sound
combination of musicianship and rhyth
mic simpatico. But the dynamo of the
quintet is young Higgins, a constantly
smiling power plant who kicks the
group with almost savage energy. He
is already one of the outstanding jazz
drummers in California und keeps de
veloping at a frightening pace. A few
years from now he'll be scaring every
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The Baby Dodds Story, as told to
Larry Gara. Contemporary Press, 109

pp. $2.50.
The opportunities for the literate
enthusiast to gain perspective in jazz
history by sharing the triumphs and dis
appointments of important early jazz
men are becoming increasingly rare
events — events for which we might
feel more and more grateful as time
withers the living roots of today’s
music.
Now we have the story of a charming
and ingenuous New Orleans drummer
who never quite believed he had en
tered the realm of the jazz greats.
Baby Dodds found his supreme mo
ment in jazz playing for his brother,
John, and a group of home-town boys
under the leadership of Joe Oliver; the
years that came after were an anti
climax. Interviewer Gara has skillfully
edited his tapes to produce a poignant
portrait of a simple man who thrived
on music, whisky, and whatever love
he could pick up along the way.
Throughout the pages of this slender
book, the reader is reminded that New
Orleans jazz was music that men played

who worked with the King Oliver band
had known each other so long we felt
that we were almost related. That out
fit had more harmony and feeling of
brotherly love than any I ever worked
with.”

brother, Baby remained active — and
astonishingly unaware, it seems, of new
developments in jazz — until, with
Johnny’s death, he lapsed into com
parative obscurity.

The New Orleans revival, stimulated
by Bunk Johnson, kept him busy again
from 1944 to the occasion of his first
stroke in 1949.

While Baby’s desire for recognition
and his need to play led him into some
unlikely situations in his later years
(the drummer tells unashamedly of his
desire to play with young revivalists
who looked up to him), it never clouded
his primary purpose — to play with
and for other musicians. Perhaps that
explains his great sense of loss when
the Oliver band was dissolved.
Continuing to play with his older

There are many lessons to be learned
from Dodds in this short and rather
hard-to-find volume (it is available only
from Contemporary Press, 8481 Mel
rose place, Los Angeles 46, Calif.), not
the least of which is the virtue of gen
uine unpretentiousness combined with
artistic pride.
■
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’12950
together, sharing musical experiences
that grew out of common social and
regional attitudes. The remarkable en
semble blend of the 1923 King Oliver
band can be readily understood as
Dodds lays down his uncomplicated
musical philosophy:
“I studied each player individually.
1 had to study their method of impro
vising and to know what they intended
to do. And when the band came in as
a whole, in ensemble, 1 had to do some
thing different again . . . Those of us

Other Harmony Electrics from
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Jazz has arrived, man — it s being
used to sell commercial products. Even
a conservative bank in New York City
is advertising for prospective depositors
with the catch-line, "Stash your cash
where it's solid, man, B-sharp get 3'/z
per cent.”
The above, in a three-column ad ap
pearing in the staid New York Times,
has art work consisting of a sketch of
a musician completely equipped with
a beret, bop glasses, string tie, and a
goatee, circa 1947. The cat not only
holds a clarinet in his mouth with his
left hand but also manipulates the keys
with the same hand, indicated by the
lines of sound emanating from the bell
of the misshapen instrument.
Another quarter-page ad for a cloth-

accordion buyers’ guide
(If you wish complete information on accordions, or
accordion accessories such os amplifiers, microphones,
etc., we recommend your careful attention to the
manufacturers listed below. If you wish to receive such
material, address inquiry to Readers’ Service, DOWN
BEAT, 205 W. Monroe, Chicago 6, III.)
Note: Brand names are italicized.

Bonvicini Accordions
748 Dahlia St.. Denver 20. Colo.
Electrochord, Bonvicini. Organette,
Baby Grande, Velvet Tone, Mediachord

TERLINDE
Accordion Mikes
Used by Leading Manufacturers

A MODEL FOR EVERY PURPOSE
FINEST — MOST MODERN — SAFEST
Model

#1 only $22.50

Model #2 only $34.50
Model #3

3L 3S
$39.90

Under Grill Models

Model #4a
only $39.90

Model #5 only $87.00
Ask your dealer or write for
more complete information.

Model 3

Terlinde
184 W Seventh St.

M •

DOWN BEAT

company

St. Paul 2, Minn.

ing store features a caricature of a
trumpeter with a string tie and a check
ered uniform coat. He is playing a
trumpet and manipulating a mute.
There is a little bird dancing on the
bell of his horn. The copy reads: “M
is for Musician. Musicians have to keep
in tune with the times. They are in the
public eye as well as the public ear.
When ‘it comes to clothing, -------------has on-the-beat fashions, and sweet
‘n’ low prices strike a responsive chord
with many a musician’s budget. Day
in and day-out, -------------- puts on a
virtuoso show of values that wins
bravos from the experts.”
It also mentions in the ad that the
prices will be music to your ears.
And then there is a national news
paper ad from a distillery, where two
cats in a Steig cartoon exchange
choruses. The trombonist blows, “Same
great whiskey,” while a trumpeter an
swers, “Now only $4.95 for 4/5 quart.”
The New York Daily News is trying
to lure readers away from the Times by
taking box ads in the Times. The head
ing of one of the columns was, “This
cat will clue you, baby,” and continues
with copy reading, “You seem to hear
more about the Jazz World every day.
It's a mysterious world to most of us,
a world of strange exciting sounds,
unusual, colorful people, a world that
seems to have little relation to the 9 to

5 way of life. Doug Watt can tell you
all about it. He know's where you must
fall by if you dig Dixie, where to go
for a Cooler Sound. Read him in the
newspaper that can guide you to the
Way Out—the Daily News."
Henry Dormann, publicist for the
Brooklyn Extravaganza, produced late
in October for a week at the Biooklyn Paramount theater by Franklyn
Gehman and the Randall's Island Jazz
Festival, Inc., issued a release predi
cated on that well-known fashion model
Miles Davis’ selection of a suit to wear
for the concerts.
The release states, “Miles Davis, the
w'orld’s most famous trumpet virtuoso,
will be a resplendent sight at the Brook
lyn Paramount. He will wear an es
pecially designed jazz suit made in Italy
of special light weight material, as soft
as cashmere, but as strong as some of
the notes Miles plays. He will display
a cutaway jacket, with new six inch
wide trousers.”
The above event will be continuous
daily, alternating with a western movie
featuring Pat Wayne, son of John
Wayne, which ought to keep the cats
from sitting in the theater all day.
To top this tale of jazz maturity is
Mildred Fields, who handles publicity
for the Five Spot in New York. She
gives the address of the jazz spot as
5 Cooper Hip.
■

Buegeleisen & Jacobson. Inc.
5-7-9 Union Square, N. Y. 5. N. Y.
Satan ti

International Accordion Mfg. Co.
21330 Gratiot Ave. E„ Detroit. Mich.
Super. Classic, Golden Chorus, Lira,
Trionfo

Chicago Musical Instrument Co.
7373 N. Cicero Ave., Chicago 30, Ill.
Bell. Canterano, Cellini, Dallape,
Scandalli, Settimio Soprani
Crown Accordion Co.
4419 Archer Ave., Chicago, III.
Crown

Empire Accordion Corp.
337 Sixth Ave., N. Y. 14, N. Y.
Acme, A emette
Excelsior Accordions, Inc.
333 Sixth Ave.. N. Y. 14. N. Y.
Excelsior, Exeelsiola, Accordiana

Fender Sales, Inc.
1536 E. Chestnut St., Santa Ana 5, Calif.
Fender

Italo-American Accordion Mfg. Co.
3137 W. 51st St.. Chicago 32, III.
Poly tone, Concertmaster, Polkamaster
1 oDuca Bros.
2245 N 24lh PI., Milwaukee. Wis.
LoDuca
Magna Electronics
Inglewood, Calif.
Magnatone
Pancordion Inc.
601 W. 26th St.. N. Y. 1, N. Y.
Paneordion, Crucianelli
Sano Corporation
1281 Springfield Ave.. Irvington 11, N. J.
Sano

Giulictti Accordion Corp.
250 Fourth Ave., N. Y. 10, N. Y.
Giulictti

Sonola Accordion Co., Inc.
300 Observer Hwy., Hoboken, N. J.
Capri, Rivoli, Sonola
Sorkin Music Co.. Inc.
599 Avenue of the Americas,
N. Y. Il, N. Y.
Premier

The Fred Gretsch Mfg. Co.
60 Broadway. Brooklyn, N. Y.
LaTosca, Eldorado

Swiderski Music Co., Inc.
859 E. Allegheny Ave., Phila. 34, Pa.
Harmonium

Hershman Musical Instr. Co.
61-63 W. 23rd St., N. Y. 10. N. Y.

Targ & Dinner, Inc.
425 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.

Hagstrom, Morelli

Capri

M. Hohner, Inc.
351 Fourth Ave., N, Y. 10, N. Y.
Marchesa

Traficante, Inc.
1305 W. Lake St., Mpls. 8. Minn.
Titano

Imperial Accordion Mfg. Co.
2618 W. 59th St., Chicago 29, Ill.
Tonemaster, Chanibertone, Artistico

Terlinde Accordion Co.
184 W. Seventh Ave., St Paul 2, Minn.
Terlinde

Galanti & Bros., Inc.
840 Broadway, N. Y„ N. Y.
"Dominator I", "Super Classis"
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By Ralph J. Gleason
As I was saying . . .
A fella hardly knows where to turn
these days. Bill Stern cops out in his
autobiography (The Taste of Ashes,
Holt) and hips us — he’s been strung
out behind Big M for 22 years; and
Charlie Van Doren turns out not to be
the All-American egghead.
What’s with us, anyway?
Well, according to Virgil Pinckley, a
salty commentator for ABC, our school
system "has filled the minds of these
men with knowledge but failed to in
still in them the streak of honesty that
is equally or even more important . . .
In an atmosphere of dishonesty among
adults, what can we expect of our
youth?
You can say that again. And again.
Dishonesty has become so much the
norm that some people find it hard to
believe there's any other groove. The
artist thinks he can buy a hit with "per
sonal sell” and the "sincere pitch”; the
record company thinks it can buy a
hit with payola (cash, a reasonable fac
simile thereof, or consumers goods)
and the disc jockey thinks it’s okay to
take it. "Why not? We help them make
the hit.”
In the midwest, a trio of disc jockeys
formed an organization offering a com
plete promotional (?) service at a reg
ular fee to record companies. In Los
Angeles, a record company gave stock
shares to disc jockies. The average r&b
jock anywhere in the U.S. plays for pay
only and isn’t shy about naming the fee.
In jazz, as it becomes more and more
a profitable part of the record business,
this will have its effect. We already
have the jazz jockey who takes his taste
of two bits or more to plug the concert
(“Just send the check to me; I didn’t
put it through on the station tab”), who
wants a commission for getting a band
a gig. who digs writing a tune the
musicians can record, who has eyes to
be a personal manager.
Fifteen years ago in New York, a
jazz jock had a price scale for plugs.
Ten years ago Stan Kenton's flack came
in off the road complaining about the
DJ payola, and today you have a jock
who wouldn’t air the Ellington Anat
omy of a Murder disc; the film com
pany didn’t kick in with spot advertising.
But I suspect these DJs are, in the
long run, hurting themselves more than
jazz. Jazz is a music of honesty, and
sooner or later the hype artist reveals
himself, and the payola jock is known
for what he is — and despised. The
record companies (and the musicians)

who condone payola are equally at
fault. But basically, there is something
sick about a culture that permits a
man to be educated and literate and
rise to a position of importance and
then sell his personal endorsement for
two bits. Sometimes for less.
And the horrifying thought is that

they don't even think they’re doing
anything wrong.
They just don’t want the station
manager to know about it.
So add to that the twisted perspective
a musician gets viewing things from
the wild side of life, and it is no wonder
at all what happens. Surrounded by

ED
THIGPEN
IS ONE OF THE
FAMOUS DRUMMERS
FEATURED IN THIS
NEW 48 PAGE BOOK

prejudice and dishonesty (there's the
false count of his record sales from the
record company, the kickback with the
manager and the club owner, and naked
graft), he doesn’t know where to turn.
"There ain’t no more than three or
four who know the truth and then
play it,” Jon Hendricks says. It makes
it worse, much worse, when those who
seem to be on your side are just as
corrupt as the rest. To quote Jon again:
"Lack of acceptance is less like some
thing to hide from but more like some
thing Bird died from.”
Virgil Pinckley isn't the only one
who’s worried.
■

• AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY
•

39 FAYETTE ST.. NO. QUINCY 71, MASS., U. S. A.
Please tend my free copy of "Cymbal Set-Ups of
Famous Drummers."
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STUDY
ARRANGING
AT HOME
Make More Money
TV needs top-notch arrangers. Earn big
fees. Learn to orchestrate for all instru
ments.
This convenient HOME STUDY Harmony
and Arranging Course is simple yet
thorough ..with all the tricks of modern
arranging drawn from leading musicians
the country over.
Study at home in spare time, it's the
quick, inexpensive way towerd high pay.
Send now for free Catalog and illustrated
sample lessons. No obligation.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
CONSERVATORY
Dept 2II9A

2000 S

Michigan
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(Continued from Page 10)
on his forthcoming Indian tour, but
Sal decided to make the most of his
opportunity to study in the United
States. He is busy taking two lull
semesters simultaneously.
Guitarist Barney Kessel signed an ex
clusive, . long-term contract with Con
temporary Records upon expiration ot
his old contract. Babs Gonzales has the
starring role in a jazz operetta. After
Hours, scheduled to open in Boston
Nov. 16 and in New York Dec. 22 He
also has a book The Be-Bop Story fin
ished for December release. Orrin
Keepnew's ot Riverside Records recent
ly recorded the new Cannonball Adder
ley group in San Francisco. The per
sonnel of the group is Louis Hayes,
drums; Sam Jones, bass, and Bobby
Timmons, piano, with the brothers Nat.
cornet, and Julian, alto.
There are rumors that a new Savoy
ballroom will be built in Harlem on
the site of the old one . . Harry James
came all the way east for some onenighters: Roosevelt ballroom in Phil
adelphia on Oct. 27. Reading. Pa., Oct.
28, two one shots in New England, and
then back to Las Vegas, Nev.
Atlantic Records recorded the two
compositions featured at the Modern
Jazz Quartet-Beaux Arts String Quartet

HOLTON

concert reviewed in Down Beat Nov.
12: John Lewis’ Sketches and Gunther
Schuller’s

FIRST CHOICE
OF MEN WHO
KNOW BRASS!
Frank Holton * Co., Elkhorn. Wi*.
Trumpets in Bl), C and D ♦ Cornels
Tenor and Bass Trombones * French
Horns "h Harmony Brass ♦ Saxophones

6fc
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Conversations... Miles Davis

may tour England in January
Thelonious Monk leveled a tirade
against the owner of the Club 12 in
Pittsburgh on his opening night because
of the condition of the piano. The next
night he came to work and found a
new baby grand piano awaiting him . . .
The Frank Carey sextet features Dixie
land at the Monterey club in Brooklyn
. . . Benny Goodman is recording on
Chess. A&r man Jack Tracy recorded
Benny's new big band, and the set is
called Benny Rides Again . . . Fred
Waring Jr. and Dixie Waring, son and
daughter of maestro Fred, are touring
with the Pennsylvanians. Waring Jr.
plays trombone, and Dixie is a member
of the glee club . . . Trumpeter Donald
Byrd has signed to record for Blue
Note . . . Rudy Viola has returned to
the Willard Alexander office and will
head up the jazz department for the
agency.
The Clara Ward Singers recorded an
album of spirituals from the stage of
the Apollo theater for Boh Thiele’s
Signature label . . . United Artists held
an all-star recording session at the Five
Spot jazz club last month. Participating
were Brock Peters of Porgy and Bess
fame and Coleman Hawkins. Randy
Weston, Art Fanner. Roy Haynes, and
Paul Chambers . . . Junior’s Backyard

on 52nd St. (George Crater’s hideaway)
is seriously considering putting in a
small jazz group .
. Big Miller, the
blues singer, answers to the name of
Clarence . . . Bassist Whitey Mit«heU
conducted an orchestra accompan.tng
vocalist Chrys I arke for the Do Re Mi
label. The group included Pepper
Adams,
baritone;
Al
Cassamente,
guitar; Bobby Donaldson, drums, .md
Ed Swanston, piano .
. Red Garland
and his trio (Jimmy Rauser. bass, and
Specs Wright, drums) recorded tor
Prestige (their first on-the-spot record
date) from the floor of the Prelude, a
new club in Harlem. Rudy Van Gelder
handled the recording. Betore leaving
the Prelude, Garland also acquired a
wife, hat-check girl Marie Adams.
George Simon made a paper record
for insertion in Look magazine. The
title is Music to Shave By, and it is a
gimmick for Remington shavers. The
disc contains music by Bing Crosby,
Louis

Armstrong, Rosemary

Clooney,

and the Hi-Lo’s . . . Mahalia Jackson
was backed by Jimmy Raney's guitar
and Specs Powell’s drums on a recent

Look Up and L ive program . . . Sam
Sam Charters has a profile of Moe
Asch of Folkways Records in the first
issue ol Folk Music Guide, U.S.A. . ..
Don Costa, now at United Artists, has
recorded an album of Bill Potts’ ar

rangements using a tentet . . . Former
Tommy Dorsey drummer Alvin Stoller
hud a feature spot on the television
spectacular Another Evening with Fred
Astaire, which also featured trumpeter
Jonah Jones again . . . Columbia Rec
ords has signed Sir Charles Thompson,
Vincent Lopez, Mose Allison, Billy
Butterfield, and Joya Sherill. The lastnamed is onetime Duke Ellington fea

tured vocalist.
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African Room—CHIEF BEY and assorted drums.
Apollo Theater—GOSPEL SHOW.
Arpeggio—BARBARA CARROLL trio, until Dec.
28.
Basin Street East—BENNY GOODMAN orches
tra. unt- Nov. 21 DIZZY GH LESPIE quintet
and DINAH WASHINGTON Nov. 23-Dec. 3
Birdland—MILES DAVIS sextet and JOHNNY
SMITH trio mtil Nov. 1> MILES DAVIS sex
tet and HARRY EDISON quintet Nov 19-25.
Bon Soir—ROSE MURPHY, with SLAM SLEW
ART. THREE FLAMES, indefinitely
Central Plaza—CONRAD JANIS. WILLIE (THE
LION) SMITH. Fridays and Saturdays.
Condon’s--BUCK CLAYTON, HERB HALL,
GENE SCHROEDER and others.
Copacabana—NAT (KING) COLE until Nov. 18
Coppe t Door-CAB CALLOWAY and EDDIE
BAREFIELD’S band, indefinitely.
Cour’ Basie’s Lounge-SIR CHARLES THOMP
SON on organ, indefinitely.
Downstairs at the Upstairs—BLOSSOM DEARIE,
indefinitely.
Embers—JONAH JONES quartet and HAROLD
QUIN trio, until Dec
6 FARL (FATH A)
HINFS qua rtet .nd EDDIE HFYWCMJD trio,
Dee. 7-Jan, 3.
Five Spot—I OU DONALDSON quartet and
ORNFTTE COLEMAN group, until De.. I.
Gatsby's—VIVIAN GREENE, pianist, indefinitely.
Half Note—LENNIE TRISTANO with LEE
KONITZ. until Nov. 27. CHARLIE MINGUS.
Nov. 2K-Dec 27.
Hour Glass (Newark)—HORACE SILVER quin
tet, until Nov. 15. J. J JOHNSON quintet. Nov.
16-22.
Living Room—MATT DENNIS, until Nov. 15-
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LES THOMP!OM DEARIE,
and HAROLD
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intil Dec. I.
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0 with LEE
LIE MINGUS,
SILVER quin4 quintet. Nov.

Prelude -BILLY TAYLOR trio.
RSvp_MAE BARNES, indefinitely.
Roosevelt Grill (Hotel Roosevelt) — JIMMY
PALMER dance orchestra, indefinitely.
koseland Dance City—TONY ABBOTT’S orches
tra. until Nov. 16. DON GLASSER’S orchestra,
Nov 17-Dec. 29.
Round! .ble— MUGGSY SPANIER’S Frisco AllStars and FRANK ORTEGA trio, until Nov. 21.
CY < OLEMAN quartet. Nov. 23-28.
Upstaits-MORGANA KING and DUKE HAZLE1 I. indefinitely.
Village Gate—GEOFFREY HOLDER, until Dec.
1. Pl TE LONG-SYMPHONY SID jazz con
certs. Monday nights.
\illage Vanguard—TURK MURPHY jazz band
vith PAT YANKEE, until Nov 17. ANITA
O'DAY, Nov. 17-Dec. 1.

PHILADELPHIA
Dave Cavanaugh, Capitol a&r man,
caught George Shearing's band at the
Red Hill Inn to set up a record date for
the rapidly-improving no-sax group.
Shearing has a new book featuring ar
rangements by trombonist Hale Rood,
formerly with Sal Salvador's brass band.
Chris Connor, featured at the Phillies
Jazz festival here, followed Shearing
into the New Jersey spot . . . WHAT,
which features 24 hours of jazz daily
on its FM outlet, sponsoring the Stan
Kenton-June

Christy-Four

James Austin,

with his

Martin Trumpet,
and Frederick Fennell
Conductor

of the
Eastman
Wind

Ensemble.

Freshmen

concert at the Academy of Music. The
recent Ray Charles-Miles Davis Caval
cade of Jazz concert at the academy
was a sellout, with hundreds turned
away . . .
WCAU, long known for its good
pop music programming, is slipping
somewhat under its CBS ownership
and is throwing in borderline rock ‘n’
roll numbers like Primrose Lane. Disc
jockey Doug Arthur, who switched to
WCAU from WIBG's r ‘n’ r madness,
has discontinued his Saturday morning
jazz shows . . . The girl singers are
taking over in the downtown jazz
rooms. Betty Carter followed Nina
Simone into the Show Boat and Car
men MaRae was featured at Pep’s
after Gloria Lynne . . .
Harry James played a late October
one-nighter at the Boulevard Ballroom
. . . The Newport Youth Band, play
ing dates in the East, was featured
recently at Pottstown’s Sunnybrook Ball
room . . . The Dayton Selby trio is
being featured at Spider Kelly’s . . .
John Jacob Niles, Cynthia Gooding and
others were booked for a Town Hall
folk concert Oct. 31.

TORONTO
Just for Lennie Tristano, the man
agement of Jazz City, the new room
at the Famous Door tavern, installed
a concert grand piano. Lennie’s oneweek engagement was his first Toronto
club date—one he said he enjoyed as
much as his first Toronto appearance
seven years ago. At that time he ap
peared at a concert sponsored by the
New Jazz Society. Lee Konitz, Warne
Marsh, Roy Haynes and Sonny Dallas
made the club date with him.
At the Town Tavern, Dwike Mitchell

According to Dr. Fennell, the founding of the Eastman Wind Ensemble arose from a
need for an instrumental group of virtuoso caliber to play every type of music written for
wind instruments. The wide popularity of Mercury recordings featuring the Ensemble
proves the soundness of Dr. Fennell’s planning. Mr. Austin serves as first trumpet player
in the Ensemble and, as do most major symphony trumpeters, uses n C trumpet
for practically all of his work. His trumpet is a Martin DeLuxe Committee model.
MARTIN BAND INSTRUMENT COMPANY, ELKHART, INDIANA

The English
Drums
everyone's
talking about
See your dealer or write:
HALL DRUM CO., 315 Decatur St., New Orleans 16, la.
PACIFIC MUSIC SUPPLY CO.
1143 S. Santee St., Los Angeles 15, Calif.
In Canada only: CANADA MUSIC SUPPLY LTD.
714 St. James St W., Montreal
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PICCOLOS
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Estimates for engraving
and printing gladlv furnished • Any publisher our
reference • Highest rated in the United States
CHICAGO 32. ILLINOIS
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Ralph C. Pace,

"^KÄttÄneM or
V
drumming

.

writer of

AMERICA'S
LEADING
advanced
DRUM BOOK
AS JUDGED BY ITS WHOLESALERS INCLUDING
Slingerland Drum
Rogers Drum Co.
Co.
Hall Drum Co.
Ludwig Drum Co.
Geo. Way Drums,
Leedy Drum Co.
Inc.

NOW HAS AVAILABLE
100 list catalog including all leading

Tympani Methods
Xylophone Methods
Drum Cadence Books

Drum Books
Drum Methods
Drum Recordings

AND ALSO

“SETTHE-PACE”
PEDAL PRACTICE PADS
for the Student and Professional

with the Big Ten
Endorsements
James F. Chapin
Roy Harte-Remo Belli
Sam Ulano
Charles Perry
Ted Reed
Drum City. Hollywood
Hall Drum Co.,
New Orleans
•
Mott’s Drum Shop,
Miami
•
Frank's Drum Shop,
Chicago
•
Jack's Drum Shop,
Boston
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

write for free catalogs and price lists to:

DRUM BOOK MUSIC
975 NORTH BROADWAY, N. WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.

and Willie Ruff showed off their duo
jazz, as well as bringing interested cus
tomers up to date on their July journey
to Russia . . . Eddie Heywood was next
at the Town, with Mary Lou Williams
in the week of Nov. 2 . . . Wild Bill
Davison follows Cootie Williams at the
Westover . . . Stan Kenton’s orchestra,
the Four Freshmen, June Christy, Mel
Torme, were in town Oct. 19 to star on
Jack Kane’s Music 60 show on CBCTV. Kane has just been signed as ar
ranger and musical director for the
Ethel Merman NBC spectacular in De
cember. He was asked to provide mu
sic for the Merman show after New
York producers heard his work on the
Andy Williams summertime program.

LOS ANGELES
For the first time since Bixie Craw
ford left the Basie band in late 1953,
the Count has a female singer in the
person of 22-year-old Toni Harper,
who joined the band for its current
stand at Chicago's Regal theater. The
Los Angeles singer just completed an
album of her own on RCA-Victor that
is due for January release.
Blues for Indian Jim, a new play by
William Coss, opens in mid-February
at the New York Palace with a cast
that includes Chico Hamilton, Anita
O'Day and Woody Herman. Chico,
resting in L.A. prior to embarking on
the Jazz for Moderns tour, told Down
Beat their roles will be legit acting
parts.
Blues Singer Jimmy Witherspoon
signed on the managerial dotted line
with the topflight agency of Gabbe,
Lutz, Heller and Loeb, pilots of Lawr
ence Welk, Liberate, Mel Torme, et
al. He is personally handled by agent
Arnold Mills. Looks like big things
are finally in the making for Spoon,
whose new album, recorded by Dave
Axelrod at the Monterey festival for
Hifijazz Records, definitely places him
in the BIG league.

RUBY BRAFF —One of the prominent
stars who play Besson brasses

DRUMMERS1
have you seen
the first new idea in
cymbal filters?
ROGERS SWIV-O-MATIC
guaranteed to keep your
cymbal wherever you spot
it for evening after
evening of playing. All
directional, no tinkering.
Just $3.75 — Write for free
60-page Rogers drum
catalog.

Rentra drums
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The long-awaited Curtis Counce
quintet album, recorded late in 1956
and in January 1957 on Contemporary,
finally is due to hit the stores. It fea
tures the late, brilliant pianist, Carl
Perkins, playing the last composition he
wrote before his death, Carl’s Blues, as
well as the bassist-leader, tenorist Har
old Land, trumpeters Jack Sheldon and
Gerald Wilson, and drummer Frank
Butler. Butler is now with Thelonious
Monk’s group.
BAND BRIEFS: Looks like the Rey
De Michel band will land Bob Hope’s
annual December Armed Forces tour
this year. The band will be built around
the comedian who, it’s reported, will
sing, too . . . The new Glen Sponseller
big band debuted Nov. 6 and 7 at the

Hollywood Palladium. Tommy Olive,
penned the book . . . Right in the mid
dle of recording his second album for
Liberty Records, bandleader Si Zentner
had his trombone stolen out of his
station wagon. Panic!! A hasty sub
stitution was arranged and ever\ thing
came out swinging . . . The busy John
ny Catron orchestra has dates pencilled
in for the Christmas ball held by the
American Banking Institute Dec. 5 at
the Ambassador hotel; Continental Can
Company’s Thanksgiving dance Nov.
25; March Field AFB Dec. 19 and
New Year’s Eve; and Pomona’s Rain
bow Gardens Dec. 18. A trip to Ger
many for the Air Force next June is
a possibility . . . Chuck Marlowe loaned
scores from his building big band library to Don Erjavic for the latter’s
projected school dance band contest.
Cal Tjader left the Milt Deutsch
agency to sign with Joe Glaser’s Asso
ciated Booking corporation . . . For
mer drummer Scat Man Crothers was
signed for his first screen role in War
ner Bros. Rachel Cade. He’ll play a
Congolese tribesman . . . Look for
Desi I u (Desi Arnaz-Lucille Ball) Pro
ductions to jump into the record busi
ness soon. Bandleader Rey De Michel
is rumored to be set as boss of the a&r
department. The new firm will utilize
the old Capitol studios on Melrose.
COMBO ACTION: The Contempo
rary Jazz Trio (Gene Estes, vibes; John
Pisano, guitar; Chuck Berghofer, bass)
moved operations to Hal Broadhead’s
and Al Williams’ Coventry Inn on east
Foothill blvd., Fridays and Saturdays
. . . Altoist Tony Ortega, blowing with
Howard Rumsey’s Lighthouse All-Stars
the past four months, moved his horn
to the Sunday afternoon sessions at
Santa Monica’s King’s Surf with pianist
Claude Williamson, bassist Red Kelly
and drummer Frank Capp. Bob Coop
er re-joined the Lighthousekeepers after
a sabbatical to concentrate on compos
ing . . . Making music for Frank Si
natra and Peter Lawford at their Bev
erly Hills eatery, Puccini, are Jim
Harbert, piano; Jimmy Bryant, bass,
and Harry Davis, drums . . . Harry
Babasin's quartet (Babasin, bass and
cello; Charlie Kennedy, alto; Benny
Aronov, piano; Bill Douglass, drums)
joined singer Bob Manning at the En
core restaurant on La Cienega . . . Pau)
Horn, whose quintet continues to share
the stand with Jimmy Witherspoon at
The Renaissance, will play himself in
the new Tony Curtis-Debbie Reynolds
picture, The Rat Race, now shooting at
Paramount. Horn coached Curtis on
flute playing and the actor will blow a
chorus of blues in the forthcoming
soundtrack album from the film . . •
IN PERSON
Ash Grove—BUDDY COLLETTE quintet. Moa
days only.
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Classified Ads
30c PER WORD—MINIMUM CHARGE $4.50
DEADLINE: 20 days prior to
"on sale" date of issue

Remittance must accompany copy
Count Name. Address. City and State
Box Number Service. 50c Extra

ARRANGEMENTS
TROMBONE JAZZ. Solos, Duets, Quartets, and
Trombone Choir arrangements. Johnny Mur
phy, Box 25, Wantagh, New York,
_
DAVE PELL STYLED ARRANGiMENTS for trumpet,
trombone, tenor, bary-alto, rhythm. B. Eber
hart Box 323, East Lansing, Michigan.____
MODERN JAZZ COMPOSED tor any gioup (large
ot small) transposing, copying, orchestrating.
George Rogers, 4474 S. Oakeuwaid Ave.. Chie.go IS, III.__________________________________
DAVE PELL OCTET Modern Sound Arrangements
Fm Eight Pieces or less. By Shorty Rogers
and Marty 1‘aich. 15 Aiailable. Pell Mell
Music, 6229 Wilkinson Avenue, North llollyDANCEABLE, MODERN special arrangements —
Trumpet, Tenor, Piano, Bass, Drums. Free
Brown,
List, Sample. Ted Farrand,
Jackson, Michigan.__________
COPIED GUITAR CHORUSES. Jazz, Western. Write
for list. Dugay, 16 Pinta Street, Ormond
Beach, Florida.___________________________
TENOR BAND ARRANGEMENTS. The finest available
at reasonable prices. Sunset Music, Box 892,
Hollywood 28, California._________________
COMBOS—MODERN, full sounding, danceable ar
rangements voiced for Trumpet, Tenor, Trombom. rhythm and Trumpet, Tenor, Trombone
rhythm. Arranging Service, 24 Lincoln Ave.,

FOR SALE
USED WHITE ORCHESTRA COATS SINGLE BREASTED
$5 TUXEDO TROUSERS $4 KALE UNIFORMS, 607
W ROOSEVELT RD , CHICAGO, ILL.__________
BACK SHEET MUSIC — Ballads, Ragtime, Jazz
Novelty. everything. Catalog 20c. Fore's
E3151 High, Denver 5, Colorado._________
DISCOGRAPHIES:
Booklet
Form.
Armstrong,
Basie. Davis, Ellington, Kenton. Parker,
Y'oung. $1.25 each. Fullest Edwards, Jr., 718
MUSIC CHRISTMAS CARDS. Free illustrated circu

lars available of interesting collection. Some
exclusive. 10 day delivery maximum. A &• G

MISCELLANEOUS
SONGWRITERS, protect your ideas! Hold all songs,
poems! Write tor sate, correct procedure.
SONG SERVICE. Dept. DB, 333 West 56th
St.. New York 19. N. Y._________________
LEARN piano tuning and repairing at home.
WRITE KARL BARTENBACH, 1001 WELLS ST.,
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA____________________
MUSIC COMPOSED to your words. Records made.
Send words. Free examination. Crown Music
_ Company, 49-DB West 32nd St., New York 1.
BUSINESS CARDS for Musicians. Free cuts. Sam
ples Polart Company, 20115 Goulbum Ave.,
Detroit 5, Michigan,______________________
NEW! GIANT PROFESSIONAL Gag File. Over 1.000
hilarious adlibs. Only $1.00! List Free! Ednitind Orrin. 1810-1) Golden Gate, San Fran
cisco 15, California.
25,085 PROFESSIONAL COMEDY LINES, PARODIES,
ROUTINE SIGHT-BITS. 1800 PAGES! WRITE: ORBEN PUBLICATIONS, 111 E. CARPENTER ST., VALLEY STREAM, N Y
______________
MUSIC COPYING RULER improves manuscripts.
Prevents ink smearing. $1.00 COPI RITE
Products, 500 Fifth Ave., N'YC 17.__________
SWING PIANO—BY MAIL. 30 self-teaching lessons
$3 00; (samples) over fifty publications Phil
Breton Publications, P.O. Box 1402, Omaha

MUSIC INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION, THEORY, arranging Vocal coach
Popular and Jazz. Steve Condo», LOrraine

RECORDS
•UY SELL, TRADE all types 12" & 16"
1 । inscriptions, Transcription Catalogs.
_ -unveil. Niks, Ohio.
«Il CATALOGS. Hard-To-Get JAZZ Records.
_J_ Rose. 211 East 15th, NYC 3.___________

in person
Ash Grove—BUDDY COLLETTE quintet, Mon
days only.
Beverly Cavern—TEDDY BUCKNER band. Resi
dent.
Cloister—KIRBY STONE FOUR, ANN HENRY,
until Nov. 19.
Club Caprice (El Monte)—FREDDIE GRUBER
trio. Resident.
Coventry inn (Arcadia)—JOHN PISANO, guitar;
GENE ESTES, vibes; C HUCK BERGHOFER,
bass. Fridays and Saturdays.
Crescendo—MORT SAHL, closes Dec. 20.
Drift Inn (Malibu)—SHEl LY MANNE and his
Men, Wednesday and Thursday; BUD SHANK
ART PEPPER quartet, Friday, Saturday and
Sundav.
Encore Restaurant—BOB MANNING; HARRY
BABASIN quartet.
Encore Room (South Gate)—EDDIE COLE trio.
Flamingo (Anaheim)—DUTCH PONS and the
Pacers.
Interlude—NINA SIMONE, opened Nov. 12.
King’s Surf (Santa Monica)—BETTY BRYANT
trio, Tuesday through Sunday; CLAUDE W1LLIAMSON-RED KELLY quartet; Sunday after
noon.
Lighthouse (Hermosa Beach)—HOWARD RUM
SEY’S Lighthouse All-Stars. Resident. BUD
SHANK quartet, Monday and Tuesday.
Limelight (Pacific Ocean Park)—LIMELIGHT
Rhythm Kings. Resident
Marineland Restaurant
(Palos Verdes)—RED
NICHOLS and his Five Pennies, until Nov. 15.
Melody Room—HENRI ROSE trio.
Puccini (Beverly Hills)—JIM HARBERT trio.
Renaissance—JIMMY WITHERSPOON; PAUL
HORN quintet.
Sanbah (East Hollywood)—RICHIE KAMUCA
group, Sunday mornings.
Slate Bros.—JACKIE PARIS, opened Nov. 6.
Statler Hilton (Terrace Room)—SKINNAY EN
NIS orchestra.
Sundown—TERRY GIBBS orchestra. Sundays
and Mondays; PAUL HORN quintet, Sunday
afternoons 3-7 p.m.
Zebra Lounge (Central and Manchester)—TED
DY EDWARDS quartet, nightly except Tues
day.

SAN FRANCISCO
Riverside cut an LP with the new
Julian and Nat Adderley group at the
Jazz Workshop in October. Bobby Timmens, piano; Sam Jones, bass, and
Louis Hayes, drums, make up the unit
. . . World Pacific cut Jon Hendricks in
a new LP while Jon was at Fack’s II
with Lambert-Hendricks-Ross. Among
the accompaniment was Pony Poindex
ter, the Adderleys, Thelonious Monk,
Wes and Buddy Montgomery, Walter
Bolden, Ike Isaacs, Gildo Mahones and
Jimmy Wormworth. Bill Perkins as
sisted on the engineering chores . . .
Both the Oscar Peterson trio and
Lambert-Hendricks-Ross did good busi
ness while in town after the Monterey
Jazz festival . . Jack McVey is leading
a group at the Melody club in Sacra
mento . . Dawe Van Kreidt has a trio
at Zack’s in Sausalito . . Currie Tjader
and Ron Crotty have a small group at
the Crocadile Casbah on Van Ness . . .
Bob Cedar plays during the week at the
Coffee Gallery . . . Brew Moore cur
rently is working during the week with
John Mosher at the Cafe Court in Palo
Alto and weekends at the Tropics.
The Mastersounds open Nov. 25 in
Chicago at the Sutherland lounge and
then return to the Jazz Workshop in
December. Meanwhile, Wes Montgom
ery takes his own group into the latter
club with Paul Parker, drums; Punky
Atkinson, tenor, and Mel Rye, organ
. . . Johnny Coppola is in the house
band at the Moulin Rouge . . . Dick
Oxtot is leading a Dixie group with
Frank (Big Boy) Goudie at Nod's in
Berkeley.

WHERE TO GO
EAST
Peter Long

presents
the most creative in JAZZ
every Monday night

VILLAGE GATE
185 Bleeker & Thompson Streets
New York City
WEST

HOWARD RUMSEY'S
Lighthouse All-Stare
THE LIGHTHOUSE
Hermosa Beach
Top Modern Jazz Names in Concert

WHERE TO STAY

HOTEL FORREST
49 St.. West of Bway; Cl 6-5252

■

GLENN MILLER’S BAND

■

stay at the IHOTEL FORREST

"A Favorite with Show Folk”

XTX

SPECIAL RATES FOR BANDS

'W'

KJAZ
JAZZ
BAY AREA

\ Be Taller
I
■
■
I

to buy, no detection. Simple device used by
thousands of actors and celebrities throughout the world. Guaranteed. For complete details, fill out coupon for your free booklet.
3 Steps
3 laches. No salesmen, no obligation.

I

Address_____
City and State.

I
I
■ eppe I ACTON, Department 80
■ r wee 117 E 4g $t New York , 7 N Y I
I Send without obligation 3 Steps to 3 Inches. |
g Name_______

I

—ROBERT WHITFORDPIANO METHODS
One Cl ASS IC and One MODERN
represent the greatest change in piano
education In the past 100 years
Write Dept. D, for a free copy of
PIANO TEACHING TODAY
ROBERT WHITFORD PUBLICATIONS
3010 N.W 2nd Ayo., Miami 37, Fla.

”M|TSIC GUIDE”
Quarterly Magazine

Guarantees $50.00 worth of piano & organ sheet
music yearly for only $2.00. Great buy! Contains
classical, semi-classical, sacred and “Pop” music.
Money-back guarantee! Send $2.00 today . . .
MUSIC GUIDE
M». Vemon, N Y
10 Fiske Place
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Music News from Coast to Coast

10 Years Ago

25 Years Ago

On the cover: Artie Shaw, with vo
calist Pat Lockwood and pianist Dodo
Marmarosa — currently at Blue Note.
Chicago . . . Charlie Barnet breaks up
his big hand because of "public’s non
musical tastes” . . . Buster Wilson. Kid
Dry’s pianist, dies in Los Angeles . . .
Ralph Martene gets first Mercury re
lease. Green Dolphm Street . . . Louis
Armstrong is doing an Italian movie,
Botta e Riposta . . . Lennie Tristano
returns to native Chicago with Lee
Konitz, alto; Warne Marsh, tenor;
Billy Bauer, guitar: Jeff Morton, drums;
Joe Shulman, bass . . . Red Nichols
joins Ray Noble band for Edgar Bergen
radio show . . . Lucky Millinder is
tormmg new band . . . Lester Young is
out with own group until rejoining
JATP in January . . . Ralph Flanagan
is getting unprecedented Victor build
up. Decca answering with Jerry Gray
. . . Roy Haynes replaces Max Roach
in Charlie Parker group . . Top Drawer
Discs: Tautology, Lee Konitz (New
Emanon,
Dizzy
Gillespie
Jazz);
(M-G-M); My Hero, Ralph Flanagan
(Bluebird); Lonely Girl, Sarah Vaughan
(Columbia).

Headline: Lucas Walks Out at Edge
water. Clyde cut short his booking at
the exclusive Chicago hotel rather than
change his style . . . Paul Whiteman
records‘a 12-inch concert record of
Stardust for Victor backed by selections
from Noel Coward’s Convei nation Piece
. . . Clyde McCoy follows Bernie Cummings into St. Paul hotel . . . Jimmy
Grier is doing best business on west
coast at Biltmore Bowl with recent
liquor legislation not hurting any . . .
A leaders’ dream band played a sad
date at the College inn, Chicago. Per
sonnel included Art Kassel. Clyde
Lucas, Kay Kayser, George Olson;
Henry King. Jan Garber. Earl Burtnett.
Carlos Molina, and Stan Meyers . . .
Johann Strauss III, the Viennese waltz
king, will open ( hicago’s I rench Casino
with 35 musicians . . . New revue.
Thumbs Up has two numbers slated
for hit status — Autumn in New York
(Vernon Duke) and Zing Went the
Strings of My Heart (James Hanley)
. . . Blackbirds of 1934 has two hits —
St. James Infirmary (Joe Pnmrose) and
Christmas Night in Harlem (Mitchell
Parish and Raymond Scott).

THINGS
TO
COME
Ten years ago next month- a young
man then in his early 20s named \loiris Levy opened a jazz night club in
New York. He named it for Charlie
Parker: Birdland.
Fighting tough opposition from Bop
City—a talent war was one feature ot
the struggle—-Levy eventually won out
Since then,
Birdland has become
synonymous with “jazz club” to millions of jazz fans all over the world,
George Shearing wrote Lullaby of
Birdland and the tune, with lyrics in
both French and English, and as an
instrumental, became such a standard
that today the average jazz musician
grimaces if you ask for it m a night
club.

Tracing the history of Birdland,
George Hoefer writes a special tribute
to the club in the next issue (Dee. 10.
on sale Nov. 26).
The issue will also provide a special
Christmas buying guide to discs, tapes,
and audio equipment.

TUE GKEATENT NAMES IN JAZZ WILL HEEP YOU BE A MODEKNIST!
LENNIE TRISTANO: JAZZ LINES. First examples
of his dazzling piano magic, an absolute must
for all pianists....................
$2.00
BUD POWELL: The amazing artistry of this great
Pianist. All solos as recorded. First time available. Vol. I & II
$1.50 each
NEW DIRECTIONS IN JAZZ PIANO—Page after
page of interesting harmonic innovations, new
styles and techniques to give fresh, modern ideas
to the pianist..................
$1.50
INNOVATIONS IN FULL CHORD TECHNIQUE—
This complete book
Brubeck,
Shearing, Tristano use the full chord technique
—parallel, block, whole tone, minor..........$1.50
GEORGE SHEARING PLAYS LEONARD FEATHER
From the latest recordings by this Giant of Jazz
come these ultra modern Jazz stylings in Pro*
gressive Jazz for Piono......................
. ....... .$1.50
THELONIOUS MONK PIANO ORIGINALS—The first
written examples of this genius' improvising and
chord sequences. From his latest recording. $1.50
HAL SCHAEFER IN THE JAZZ WORK SHOP
—6 brilliant piano transcriptions direct from
his new RCA Victor Album.................................. $1.25
CHORDS AND PROGRESSIONS. VOLUME 1 & 2.
—Theory made
Learn Popular, Modern,
Chromatic, Deceptive, Substitute and 'Blues' '
progressions
so
essential
for
the
modern
»«usician
. . .........
$1.50 each
DAVE BRUBECK'S PIANO WORKS — transcribed
from his latest recordings so you can play them
too. The first printed examples of the Brubeck
creative style and improvisations—Volumes I
ond 11..........................................
$2 00 each
HOW TO IMPROVISE—Complete control of the
subtle sounds is yours in everything you play from
Dixieland to Latin for all instruments..... .$1.50
SHELLY MANNE DRUM FOLIO: Original drum parts
as written and played by Shelly. His special re
cording free, loaded with new ideas & technics
Ploy ond hear the drum parts!
$2.50
DRUMCRAFT—the modem approach for the dance
drummer .
. faking, reading.
beat.
Dixieland .
. correct use of accessories .
commercial drumming, etc......................
.$1.50

MODERN PIZZICATO STRING BASS: DIRECT ap
proach to Jazz lines for Blues, Progressions, Im
provisation, Speed, etc. Create a perfect Bass
$3.00
line. Complete course.
SUPER SOUNCS SIMPLIFIED: Dr. Deutsch' system
of applying Hindemith, Schoenberg, and Schillinger
$1.50
to modern Jazz
JOHNNY SMITH'S AID TO TECHNIC—This great
Guitarist shows how to acquire dexterity, speed
and complete control of the fingerboard.. $1.50
JOHNNY SMITH GUITAR INTERPRETATIONS
Take your pick, but you must know the modern
guitar sounds. This book shows you how. Volt.
I and II...................... ......
$1.50 each
CHARLIE CHRISTIAN: HARLEM JAZZ. The only
Ad Lib solos, riffs and single string choruses by
this great Jazz Guitarist. Will help you formulate
a style in the Jazz idiom........................... only $1.50
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS — A reference book
with over 1000 chords used in modern music.
Every musicion needs one................................ $1.50
MODERN JAZZ: How to play the new Jazz styling.
Every phase covered. All instruments........... $1.50
A COURSE IN MODERN HARMONY — Begins
where old fashioned books end . . . basic
foundation for the study of arranging......... $1.50 •
AD-LIB—Basic instruction in the art of creating
AD LIB choruses. TAKE OFFS and improvising.
Includes ANALYZED AD LIB Choruses on 24
Standards ........
.
■
■ only $1.50
EAR TRAINING AND SIGHT READING — How to
develop absolute pitch, sight singing and ear
training for all voices and instruments. Dr. Maury
$1.50
Deutsch
SHORTY ROGERS SKETCH ORKS 13 Originals for
small combos exactly as recorded. Designed for
$150
any
SUPER CHORDS SIMPLIFIED, by D . Deutsch Con
tains counterpoint,
improvisation,
modulation,
and application of every chord and progression

TONY SCOTT WAILS: REAL JAZZ for Clarinet by
this new sensation. A new concept in modern
¡azz for all clarinetists. Vol. I & II..$1.50 each

SEND FOR FREE LIST—C. O D. Service on Two Books or Moro
Rush Your Order — a post card will do
Foreign order* given immediate atteniton

Postage paid on prepaid orders
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ROCK ANI POLL SKETCH-ORKS
12 Swinging
Originals for small combos—all instruments. All
only $1.50
in one big book
MILT HINTON and OSCAR PETTIFORD Great Jazz
lines for String Bass. Presh new ideas for the
modern bass men. Vol. 1 4 Vol. 2. . $1.50 each
23 ORIGINALS BY GERRY MULLIGAN. For small
Combos exactly as he recorded them. All in one
$2.00
big book. PLAYABLE BY ANY COMBO
27 ORIGINALS BY JIMMY GIUFFRE. For small
Combos as he recorded them. Designed for any
small group. All in one big book........ Only $2.00
24 ORIGINALS BY PETE RUGOLO: Designed for
and playable by any combo. First time available.
Real professional material............. .. ............... $2 00
20 ORIGINALS BY ARIF MARDIN. Designed for
all small combos. Melody, counter melody, bass
lines, rhythm etc. Ultra modern Jazz. ... .$2.00
STAN GETZ: Tenor Sax Jazz. From his fabulous
recordings come these greatest of all modern
Only $1.50
improvisations and iazz lines
ZOOT SIMS PRESENTS: THE ART OF JAZZ. Includes

$150
visations and Ad lib choruses
1500 CHORD PROGRESSIONS: For a better technic
in AD LIB playing—Improvise iazz passages on
these Progressions. For all musicians. . . . . .$1.50
CHARLIE PARKER’S YARDBIRD ORIGINALS
Any alto sox man can take off on these original

LEE KONITZ: JAZZ LINES. Exciting Alto Sax im
provisations from his latest recordings. With
instructions on acquiring the new Jazz........ $1.50
SONNY ROLLINS’ FREEDOM SUITE: Great Tenor
Sax jazz lines, new exciting iazz from his newest
Riverside recording ...................... .
.$1.50
LEARN TO WRITE PROGRESSIVE SOUNDS—New
sounds through harmony, melody, 12 tone technic
and rhythm, plus 6 modern jazz works... $1.50
THE SOUNDS OF GERRY MULLIGAN: Ultra modern
swinging Sax solos from this fabulous stylist's
greatest recordings...............................
$1.50
CHAS. PARKER’S BEBOP SOLOS FOR ALTO SAX—
exciting new sounds: a must for alto men. Jazz
in the Parker tradition.................................... $1.25
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For 8"xl0" autographed print
of this picture, send 10C in coin
to Gretsch, Dept. CP to cover
handling and mailing.
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ALTO SAX—
$1.25

Charlie Persip plays Gretsch Drums
You can too. Try an outfit like Charlie’s or specify your own set at your dealer’s. Write Gretsch,
60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N.Y. for thirty-two page Diamond Jubilee drum catalog. Dept. DB-119
Charlie’» "Sparkle Green’’ outfit contain»: iS"xU" ba»» drum; IfxiW mare; l£"x8" and two 16"xl6" tomtom»,
plus special Gretsch adjustable Hi-Hat stands, Floating Action drum pedal and other Gretsch accessories shown here.

GREAT MUSICAL REPUTATIONS
ARE BUILT WITH SELMER
BENNY GOODMAN
Leader-SoloieJ

GINO CIOFFI
Principal Clarine*
besten Symphony

TONY SCOTT
Joxz Clarinelist

EDMUND C. WAU
Selo Clarinet
Goldman Band

Selmer
Wherever you find clarinet talent, made or in-the-making, you’ll usually
find a Selmer at hand. The reason Selmer is the accelerator for talent on the way up
—and the reliance of greatness already achieved. Ndw—if you’re a thoughtful
person you’ll want to know just how a Selmer can do so much for so many,
and you’ll try one yourself. When you do, you’ll find it a revelation in playing
ease, with blowing resistance exactly right and key-action so smooth the keys
seem to be a part of your fingers More than that, you’ll hear rich, full,
beautifully-centered tone, and clarinet tuning that sets a new standard for
accuracy So why wait? Arrange for that free trial at your Selmer dealer's now.
2SI7
FREE illustrated color folder

describes the many features
of the Selmer (Paris) C T
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